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Locations
The Devonshire and Dorset Regimental
Charity
Lt Col (Retd) Geoff Nicholls
Building 11, Wyvern Barracks, Exeter, EX2 6AR.
Tel: (01392) 492436 Mil: 94348 2436
E-mail: danddsec@hotmail.com

The Regimental Association of The
Devonshire and Dorset Regiment

WO1 Tony Cox BEM
Building 11, Wyvern Barracks, Exeter, EX2 6AR.
Tel: (01392) 492436 Mil: 94348 2436
E-mail: danddassnsec@outlook.com

The Rifles Exeter Office

Mrs Babs Holliman
Building 11, Wyvern Barracks, Exeter, EX2 6AR.
Tel: (01392) 492435 Mil: 94348 2435
E-mail: aoexeter@the-rifles.co.uk

The Military Museum of Devon and Dorset
(The Keep Museum)
Curator: Mr Chris Copson
Deputy Curator: Miss Alexia Sully
Custodian: Mr John Murphy
Barrack Road, Dorchester, DT1 1RN.
Tel: (01305) 264066
E-mail: curator@keepmilitarymuseum.org
Website: www.keepmilitarymuseum.org

Museum Display

The North Devon and Barnstaple Museum
The Square, Barnstaple, EX32 8LN.
Tel: (01271) 346747
Fax: (01271) 346407
E-mail: jerrylee@northdevon.gov.uk
Website: www.northdevon.gov.uk

The Regimental Association
The objects of the Regimental Association are:
1. To promote the efficiency of the Army by maintaining:
a. Contact between past and present members of The
		 Regiment, fostering mutual friendship between them
		 and providing suitable social gatherings.
b. The espirit de corps and comradeship that members
		 found whist serving.
c. The traditions of The Regiment and to publicise and
		 disseminate information concerning the history, deeds
		 and customs of The Regiment.

2. To alert The Rifles, which now manages welfare funds on
behalf of its antecedent regiments, to any welfare needs of
past members of The Regiment and their dependants who
are in conditions of need, hardship or distress.
3. To encourage recruiting into The Rifles.
Further to the objects listed above, the Regimental Association
Charity has power to take all necessary action for publicising
and disseminating information concerning the histories, deeds
and traditions of The Regiment and the former Regiments.
Note: “The Regiment” as mentioned above includes all
earlier regiments, such as the Devonshire Regiment and the
Dorset Regiment which amalgamated to create the Devon
and Dorsets, as well as any successor regiment or unit, for
example The Rifles.

The Devonshire and Dorset Regimental Association Reunion 2018
Saturday 19 May - Exeter
Once again you are warmly invited to come and join the
Regimental Family on this special day. Please note that
we will repeat the earlier timings this year to increase the
time available for socialising.
* March through the centre of Exeter - led by The Devon
ACF Band and our Branch Standards.
* Honour our Regiments and fallen comrades in the Service
and Act of Remembrance
* Enjoy a Reunion Buffet Lunch and Social. Meet old
acquaintances; catch up with your friends
Outline timings are as follows and full details are in the
letter you will find enclosed with this Newsletter. Please
send us your return.
Whether you have been to a Regimental Reunion before
or not, this is the time to come home.
You will be warmly welcomed.

Timings
* 1030 hours: Annual General Meeting (AGM)
- to
ensure that members can influence the management of
the Association.
* 1130 hours: A parade through Exeter - to show the
West Country that we are still going strong (form up by
1115 hours).
* 1150 hours: Inspection, Drumhead Service, Presentation
of President’s Awards (all completed in front of the
Cathedral).
* 1230 hours to 1700 hours: A buffet lunch and reunion
in the Corn Exchange.
* 1930 hours: An evening get-together in the Exeter White
Ensign Club organised by our Exeter Branch - to continue
the movement.

Full details are in the enclosed letter. We all very much hope to see you there.
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Chairman’s Message
I think it is fair to say that 2017 has been
a landmark year for our Association. Ten
years after the formation of our successors
The Rifles, our Association is stronger and
more active than ever. Our Reunion in Exeter
in May was excellent with a well-supported
parade, a working PA system (!) and some
much-enjoyed music from our Regimental
Band. In September many of us gathered
at the National Memorial Arboretum in
Staffordshire for the Dedication of our
Regimental Memorial. And alongside this
there have been many other events including
the Field of Remembrance gathering at
Westminster Abbey, the H Jones walk on
Dartmoor and the Jolly Boys gathering in
Exeter, all of which have been well supported.
None of this happens by accident; it requires dedicated
individuals and groups to take on tasks selflessly and
enthusiastically for our collective benefit. Among many
others I should particularly like to thank Brigadier Richard
Toomey for acting as our Association President for five years
and who now moves on to be Chairman of the Museum
Trustees; we welcome Lieutenant General Sandy Storrie as
his successor. We owe a great deal to Major General Bryan
Dutton who as Chairman of Trustees has assiduously and
effectively delivered the Regimental Memorial project in
response to the Association’s request. In this he has been
supported by all Trustees, but particularly Brigadier Simon
Young who masterminded the artistic creation, Lieutenant
Colonel Mike Richardson and his fund-raising team, and
Lieutenant Colonel Geoff Nicholls whose work, both on that
project and in almost everything else that that happens, has
been fundamental to their successful outcome.
The outstanding success of the Memorial project was evident
in the generosity of Association members, the demand for

tickets for the Dedication and the pride in
and appreciation of the Memorial itself
which epitomised our Regimental ethos:
understated excellence.
Looking to the future, 2018 will mark the
100th anniversary of the ending of World
War I. As part of that we will remember
the bravery, discipline and sacrifice, of our
forebears in 2nd Devons in their gallant
action at Bois des Buttes for which we had
the honour to wear the Croix de Guerre
medal ribbon on our dress uniforms (as The
Rifles do now).
I am very pleased that two Devon and
Dorset battlefield tour groups, Steve Keane’s
and RHQ’s, and a significant contingent from
The Rifles will be in La Ville-aux-Bois-lèsPontavert on 27th May 2018 for the commemoration and I
hope as many Association members as possible will attend
the event.
Other plans for 2018 include the first of a hopefully
annual pilgrimage to our Regimental Memorial at the NMA
led by the Exeter Branch, a celebration of the history of
Wyvern Barracks organised by 6 RIFLES and changes to
the management structure of our Regimental funds and the
allocation of responsibilities.
Our Association has been, and continues to be, founded on
camaraderie, communication, commemoration and charity.
The demand for these and the way they are delivered evolves
as time passes and technology progresses. The past 10 years
has seen demand increase and delivery broaden; we are a
successful and evolving organisation that is as much about
the future as it is about the past. Many of you are already
involved in that success story, thank you for what you do. To
others who want to do more - please get involved and let’s
keep this success rolling on.

Message from the
President of the Regimental Association
I am honoured to be asked to serve as
President of the Regimental Association. I
think it’s the third time I have taken over from
Richard Toomey, but the first when I haven’t
also inherited a bottom drawer full of maps,
pasty crumbs and buckshee kit. Nonetheless
it’s clear that the Association is in good shape.
That is testament to the assured stewardship
of my predecessor, but also to the work of so
many committed volunteers at all levels of
the Association. My thanks go in particular to
our chairman Bill Sharpe, to our committee
members and focal points at county and
branch level, and to the various on-line actors
who bring Devon and Dorsets together in a
wide range of informal ways. Thank you
all. Your commitment and contribution is
fundamental to the Association’s success.
2017 has been a big year in the life of
the Association. Ten years on from the formation of The
Rifles, the project to commission a Regimental Memorial
has reached a conclusion, with a Dedication ceremony at
the National Memorial Arboretum (NMA) in September.

The three life-size bronze figures - which
each draw on an element of our origins
and operational history - are a fitting and
stylish memorial to the Regiment in which
we all served. Turning vision into reality
has involved a huge amount of work, led by
Bryan Dutton and the Regimental Trustees,
but with all elements of the Association
engaged. I commend in particular Mike
Richardson and his fundraisers, who have
generated over £120,000 towards the total
cost, and who are still receiving (and taking!)
donations. Much of this money has come
from Association members, and we have in
return got a memorial of which we can be
very proud. It was also good to see so many
at the Dedication, and I’d encourage anyone
who couldn’t be there to visit. There is a
comprehensive report later in the Newsletter.
2017 also saw the passing of a true Regimental titan, Major
General Colin Shortis. I can think of few officers who have
infused an organisation with their personality and values
quite so thoroughly and beneficially, as Colin influenced our
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Regiment. As Commanding Officer and Colonel, and later
as a Trustee, Colin’s energy, intellectual curiosity and openhearted engagement underpinned what being a Devon and
Dorset was all about. His professional legacy lies in those
he inspired, and I commend to you the two obituaries in this
Newsletter, which are testament to a life well-lived.
Next year we look forward to another major landmark: the
100th Anniversary of Bois des Buttes, where the Second
Battalion of the Devonshire Regiment decisively delayed
the German attack across the Aisne in 1918, at terrible cost
to themselves. The subsequent award of the French Croix de
Guerre with palm was the first given to a British unit, and

now forms the Regiment’s “golden thread” on the dress of
The Rifles. The commemoration will take place on 27 May
- a week after the Reunion - and it would be great to see a
strong turnout. The Association and the Exeter Branch are
running coach tours from UK: both are heavily subsidised
from Regimental funds, and places are still available. Details
can be obtained from Geoff Nicholls and Steve Keane.
I hope you enjoy this year’s Newsletter. Please do visit the
website to stay abreast of what is going on, and keep an eye
out for former comrades, in whatever way you can. I hope
to see as many of you as possible at the Association’s events
in the coming year.

Association Calendar 2018
March
02
02
02
04
05
09
16
19
21
28
28

April
06
06
06
06
06
09
13
18
16
20

May

04
04
04
11
14
16
18
18
19
19
21
23
25-29
26-29
30

June
01
01
01
02
03
04
08
15

Plymouth (Late Devons) Branch meeting, Crownhill Families Club, Fort Road, Crownhill at 10.30-12 noon.
Exeter Branch meeting, Whipton Institute Club at 7.30pm
Plymouth D and D Branch meeting, RBL Crownhill, Tailyour Road, Crownhill at 7.45pm
Bath Branch meeting, Bathford RBL, 12.30pm
Honiton Focal Point meeting, Heathfield Inn, Honiton 1pm
Poole Branch meeting, RBL Club, 66 North Road, Parkstone, Poole, at 2.15pm.
Books of Remembrance Page Turning Service, Sherborne Abbey 11am
Bridport Branch meeting, Haddon House Hotel, West Bay, Bridport 11.30am
Exmouth F/P meeting RAFA (Wings Club) Imperial Rd, Exmouth from 1pm
Gillingham Branch meeting, RBL Club, Gillingham, at 7.30 pm.
Purbeck Branch Meeting, Clay Pipe Inn, Organford Rd, Holton Heath 7.30pm
Officers’ Club Dorchester Sandwich Lunch
Plymouth (Late Devons) Branch meeting, Crownhill Families Club, Fort Road, Crownhill at 10.30-12 noon.
Gillingham Branch meeting, RBL Club, Gillingham, at 7.30 pm.
Exeter Branch meeting, Whipton Institute Club at 7.30pm
Plymouth D and D Branch meeting & AGM, RBL Crownhill, Tailyour Road, Crownhill at 7.45pm
Honiton Focal Point meeting, Heathfield Inn, Honiton 1pm
Poole Branch meeting, RBL Club, 66 North Road, Parkstone, Poole, at 2.15pm.
Exmouth F/P meeting RAFA (Wings Club) Imperial Rd, Exmouth from 1pm
Bridport Branch meeting, Haddon House Hotel, West Bay, Bridport 11.30am
Books of Remembrance Page Turning Service, Sherborne Abbey 11am
Plymouth (Late Devons) Branch meeting, Crownhill Families Club, Fort Road, Crownhill at 10.30-12 noon.
Exeter Branch meeting, Whipton Institute Club at 7.30pm
Plymouth D and D Branch meeting, RBL Crownhill, Tailyour Road, Crownhill at 7.45pm
Poole Branch meeting, RBL Club, 66 North Road, Parkstone, Poole, at 2.15pm.
Honiton Focal Point meeting, Heathfield Inn, Honiton 1pm
Exmouth F/P meeting RAFA (Wings Club) Imperial Rd, Exmouth from 1pm
Books of Remembrance Page Turning Service, Sherborne Abbey 11am
Officers’ Club West Country Dinner, Wyvern Bks
Regimental Association Reunion, Exeter
Exeter Branch Reunion After Party - White Ensign Club Exeter 7.30pm
Bridport Branch meeting, Haddon House Hotel, West Bay, Bridport 11.30am
Gillingham Branch meeting, RBL Club, Gillingham, at 7.30 pm.
Exeter Branch Battlefield Tour to France
Regimental Association Battlefield Tour to France
Purbeck Branch Meeting, Clay Pipe Inn, Organford Rd, Holton Heath 7.30pm
Plymouth (Late Devons) Branch meeting, Crownhill Families Club, Fort Road, Crownhill at 10.30-12 noon.
Exeter Branch meeting, Whipton Institute Club at 7.30pm
Plymouth D and D Branch meeting, RBL Crownhill, Tailyour Road, Crownhill at 7.45pm
Exeter Branch H Jones Dartmoor Walk & camping. RV Hay Tor car park 11.15 am
Bath Branch meeting, Bathford RBL, 1230pm
Honiton Focal Point meeting, Heathfield Inn, Honiton 1pm
Poole Branch meeting, RBL Club, 66 North Road, Parkstone, Poole, at 2.15pm.
Books of Remembrance Page Turning Service, Sherborne Abbey 11am
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16
18
20

July
06
02
06
06
13
16
18
20
25
25

Officers’ Club Warminster Lunch
Bridport Branch meeting, Haddon House Hotel, West Bay, Bridport 11.30am
Exmouth F/P meeting RAFA (Wings Club) Imperial Rd, Exmouth from 1pm
Plymouth (Late Devons) Branch meeting, Crownhill Families Club, Fort Road, Crownhill at 10.30-12 noon.
Honiton Focal Point meeting, Heathfield Inn, Honiton 1pm
Exeter Branch meeting, Whipton Institute Club at 7.30pm
Plymouth D and D Branch meeting, RBL Crownhill, Tailyour Road, Crownhill at 7.45pm
Poole Branch meeting, RBL Club, 66 North Road, Parkstone, Poole, at 2.15pm.
Bridport Branch meeting, Haddon House Hotel, West Bay, Bridport 11.30am
Exmouth F/P meeting RAFA (Wings Club) Imperial Rd, Exmouth from 1pm
Books of Remembrance Page Turning Service, Sherborne Abbey 11am
Gillingham Branch meeting AGM, RBL Club, Gillingham, at 7.30 pm.
Purbeck Branch Meeting, Wool RBL, Colliers Lane, Wool at 7.30pm

August
03
03
03
06
10
15
17
20

Plymouth (Late Devons) Branch meeting, Crownhill Families Club, Fort Road, Crownhill at 10.30-12 noon.
Exeter Branch meeting, Whipton Institute Club at 7.30pm
Plymouth D and D Branch meeting, RBL Crownhill, Tailyour Road, Crownhill at 7.45pm
Honiton Focal Point meeting, Heathfield Inn, Honiton 1pm
Poole Branch meeting, RBL Club, 66 North Road, Parkstone, Poole, at 2.15pm.
Exmouth F/P meeting RAFA (Wings Club) Imperial Rd, Exmouth from 1pm
Books of Remembrance Page Turning Service, Sherborne Abbey 11am
Bridport Branch meeting, Haddon House Hotel, West Bay, Bridport 11.30am

September
07
02
03
07
07
14
17
19
21
21/22
26
29

Plymouth (Late Devons) Branch meeting, Crownhill Families Club, Fort Road, Crownhill at 10.30-12 noon.
Bath Branch meeting, Bathford RBL, 1230pm
Honiton Focal Point meeting, Heathfield Inn, Honiton 1pm
Exeter Branch meeting, Whipton Institute Club at 7.30pm
Plymouth D and D Branch meeting, RBL Crownhill, Tailyour Road, Crownhill at 7.45pm
Poole Branch meeting, RBL Club, 66 North Road, Parkstone, Poole, at 2.15pm.
Bridport Branch meeting, Haddon House Hotel, West Bay, Bridport 11.30am
Exmouth F/P meeting RAFA (Wings Club) Imperial Rd, Exmouth from 1pm
Books of Remembrance Page Turning Service, Sherborne Abbey 11am
Jolly Boys 10th Anniversary Event
Purbeck Branch Meeting at Wool RBL, Colliers Lane, Wool at 7.30pm
The Band Annual Reunion - White Ensign Club Exeter

October
05
01
05
05
05
12
12
15
17
19

Plymouth (Late Devons) Branch meeting, Crownhill Families Club, Fort Road, Crownhill at 10.30-12 noon.
Honiton Focal Point meeting, Heathfield Inn, Honiton 1pm
Exeter Branch meeting, Whipton Institute Club at 7.30pm
Plymouth D and D Branch meeting, RBL Crownhill, Tailyour Road, Crownhill at 7.45pm
Officers’ Club Exeter Sandwich Lunch
Poole Branch meeting, RBL Club, 66 North Road, Parkstone, Poole, at 2.15pm.
Veterans Regimental Lunch, Wyvern Bks, Exeter 12 noon
Bridport Branch meeting, Haddon House Hotel, West Bay, Bridport 11.30am
Exmouth F/P meeting RAFA (Wings Club) Imperial Rd, Exmouth from 1pm
Books of Remembrance Page Turning Service, Sherborne Abbey 11am

November
02
02
05
09
11
16
16
19
21
26
28

Plymouth (Late Devons) Branch meeting, Crownhill Families Club, Fort Road, Crownhill at 10.30-12 noon.
Exeter Branch meeting, Whipton Institute Club at 7.30pm
Honiton Focal Point meeting, Heathfield Inn, Honiton 1pm
Poole Branch meeting, RBL Club, 66 North Road, Parkstone, Poole, at 2.15pm.
Remembrance Sunday
Officers’ Club London Dinner
Books of Remembrance Page Turning Service, Sherborne Abbey 11am
Bridport Branch meeting, Haddon House Hotel, West Bay, Bridport 11.30am
Exmouth F/P meeting RAFA (Wings Club) Imperial Rd, Exmouth from 1pm
Honiton Focal Point Christmas Lunch
Purbeck Branch Meeting, Clay Pipe Inn, Organford Rd, Holton Heath at 7.30pm
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December
07
02
07
08
10
14
19
21

Plymouth (Late Devons) Branch meeting, Crownhill Families Club, Fort Road, Crownhill at 10.30-12 noon.
Bath Branch meeting, Bathford RBL, 1230pm
Exeter Branch meeting & end of year party, Whipton Institute Club at 7.30pm
Plymouth D and D Branch Christmas Disco/Buffet
Bridport Branch meeting, Haddon House Hotel, West Bay, Bridport 11.30am
Poole Branch meeting, RBL Club, 66 North Road, Parkstone, Poole, at 2.15pm.
Exmouth F/P Annual Christmas Buffet Lunch, RAFA (Wings Club) Imperial Rd, Exmouth from 1pm
Books of Remembrance Page Turning Service, Sherborne Abbey 11am

Appointments
Patron
President
Honorary Deputy Presidents
Chairman
Vice Chairman, Devon
Vice Chairman, Dorset
Committee Member
Committee Member
Chaplain
Website Manager
Secretary

The Regimental Association

Field Marshal HRH The Duke of Kent KG GCMG GCVO ADC
Lt Gen A J S Storrie CB CBE
Brig J P Randle OBE MC
Brig D C N Shaw CBE
Lt Col W M Sharpe MBE
C Horn Esq
Maj J D Gaye
WO1 K J Fitzgerald
WO2 A Hincke
Revd Canon Anna Norman-Walker
M Amor Esq
WO1 A Cox BEM

The Keep Military Museum
C Copson Esq
Miss A Sully
J Murphy Esq

Curator
Deputy Curator
Custodian

The Regimental Advisory Group

Maj Gen B H Dutton CB CBE
Lt Gen Sir Cedric Delves KBE DSO
Lt Gen A J S Storrie CB CBE
Brig R H D Toomey CBE
Lt Col G S Nicholls

Members

Secretary

The Regimental Trustees
Colonel (South West) The Rifles
Chairman of the Regimental Association

Ex Officio:
Maj Gen R T H Jones CBE
Lt Col W M Sharpe MBE

Co-opted:
Maj Gen B H Dutton CB CBE
J M Archer Esq MA
Maj C L Pape MBE DL
Lt Gen A J S Storrie CB CBE
Brig R H D Toomey CBE
Brig S D Young CBE DL
Trustee & Clerk to the Regimental Trustees
Lt Col G S Nicholls
		
Chairman of the Board of Trustees

Chairman

Rifles Observer
Secretary

Trustees of The Devon and Dorset Military Museums Charity
Brig R H D Toomey CBE
J M Archer Esq MA
Lt Col C E Cooper
J R Gibson Fleming Esq DL
C M Jary Esq
Lt Col M F Richardson OBE
Lt Col J Selby Bennett TD
Lt Col W M Sharpe MBE
A W Woodhouse Esq
Lt Col A R Trelawny
C Copson Esq
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The Devonshire and Dorset Regiment Officers’ Club Committee

Col C J Beattie
Lt Col A W Thornburn OBE
Lt Col C W Boswell
Lt Col J E F Bryant
Maj D R Godfrey
W H J Keith Esq
Secretary
Lt Col G S Nicholls
								
Chairman
Members

Editorial

I offer no apology for making this edition a 'Memorial Special'
with an account of the way in which our fantastic memorial
came to fruition, images of the Dedication Ceremony on
17th September and the complete Donor’s List. All this
will act as a historical record and the Committee felt that it
should be in full colour so that all Association members have
something they can treasure and look back on with pride.
The construction of the Memorial is as important a project
as the Regiment has ever conducted, not least because as a
result we now have a fitting place which can act as a focus
of Regimental Remembrance, literally for ever.
Inclusion of these items has left much less room for “normal”
articles. If you’ve sent one in and it doesn’t appear, please

don’t get in touch to complain - it will be in next year’s edition.
And don’t be put off sending material - I’m happy to
receive articles in any format and I will do all the editing
required, so there’s no need to spend lots of time getting
items perfect. By far the easiest thing for me is to receive all
the information by e-mail, but for those who prefer to use
paper, that’s absolutely fine. Also, let’s see if there are more
photos hidden away in your attics / drawers / cupboards, etc.
We all enjoy seeing images from our periods of service and
reliving memories. There seem to be plenty on social media
sites, so they are out there!
It’s only your contributions which make the Newsletter
worthwhile, so don’t be shy!

Supporting the Regimental Association
Our Requirement. The Regimental Association needs
funding in order to manage its affairs and conduct its events.
We are a registered charity and, as we receive no central
funding, we must generate our own income. As well as our
annual running costs and making investments to secure future
income, our two major areas of expenditure are the Regimental
Reunion and the Newsletter, which together need in excess
of £15,000. I hope that you will agree that the Reunion
is a very worthwhile occasion. As well as bringing us all
together, it ensures that we maintain the name and profile of
our Regiment in our two counties. We also consider that the
Newsletter is of a very high standard. It continues to be free,
which gets it to people and places that it might not otherwise.
Our Income. We raise funds through income from the
money we have invested over the years, from advertising and
through a number of hugely generous, personal donations. In
addition, our annual lottery is a very useful source of income.
We are currently keeping our heads well above water, but this
might not last forever, and we want to keep our Association
running at a high standard in the years to come.
Donations. If you feel that our activities are worthwhile and
would like to contribute, you can send a donation to the
Association at any time. It should be addressed to the
Secretary, D and D Association, Building 11, Wyvern
Barracks, EXETER EX2 6AR. Cheques should be
made out to The D and D Regimental Charity CBA.

Electronic Giving

We hope you will all help with your continued support
for the Association by making either single or regular
donations. This can be done using the existing Standing
Order or Direct Debit form and sending them to
your bank or by more modern electronic banking
and donating mechanisms. New arrangements have
been set up to allow you to donate either by a text
from your mobile phone to make a single donation,
or online for either a single donation or to set up a
regular monthly donation.

Text Donations

Simply text the code DDRA11 and the amount £??
to 70070
You can donate £1, £2, £3, £4, £5 or £10. The donated
amount will be debited from your monthly mobile
phone account. If you are a Pay as You Go customer, the
donation will be taken from your credit.
Once the donation has been made you will receive a thank
you text and a text with a link to enable you add 25% Gift
Aid at no cost to yourself.

Online Donations

Go online to http://www.virginmoneygiving.com.
Below ‘Make a donation’ on the left hand side of the landing
page there are two search boxes. In the lower search box
marked ‘What’s the charity’s name?’ type in Devon and
Dorset and click the search icon.
The search results will show our charity at the top identified
by our name and capbadge. Now click ‘Make a donation’.
Here you can select single or regular payments and the
amount you wish to give either by selecting an amount or
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entering your own figure.
Payment methods can be via Visa Credit, Visa Debit,
Mastercard, Maestro or American Express. You can also use
a PayPal account but only for single donations.
If you are already a registered user of Virgin Money Giving
you can sign in here or you can continue without registering.
There is no need to register when making a one off single
donation. If you are setting up regular payments you will be
directed to register. Once registered you can setup a monthly
donation and even then organise fund raising events on our
behalf.
There is an opportunity to leave a message with each
donation and we would appreciate your comments. It would
also help us if you allowed your name to be shown.
Once payment is complete, you will be given the opportunity
to claim Gift Aid. As mentioned previously it is very important
that you authorise the Gift Aid claim as this will effectively
increase your donation by 25%. Gift Aid can only be claimed
on personal donations from UK tax payers.
The regular payments system is a simple solution to funding
the Association so it can continue its good work. A monthly
donation of £2 would be very little to give and if every member
gave that amount we would be able to enjoy a secure financial
future for many years to come.
The Committee hopes that many of you will consider setting
up a small monthly donation. Thank you.
Legacy Donation. One simple way of giving to The
Association is through making a legacy donation. Leaving

money in your will is a splendid way to support the Association
beyond your own lifetime.   All you have to do is make a gift
to ‘The Regimental Association of The Devonshire and Dorset
Regiment’ in your will. As a bonus, any sum of money you
leave to charity is exempt from Inheritance Tax. When the
time comes, we will ensure that your generous gift is used to
the advantage of the Association and its members.
Thank You. We value enormously the most generous gifts
and legacies that individuals have contributed in the past,
without which we would be unable to function as we do.
Should others like to donate similarly, we would be hugely
grateful.

The Association Website
Our Association Website was inaugurated
nearly seven years ago and has gone from
strength to strength since then. Mike Amor
has recently updated and improved it so
that it provides a central information hub
for the Association. As well as frontpage information available to all, it has a
discrete area, exclusively for Association
members. You have to obtain a user name
and password to join the Members Area,
but it only takes a minute to apply and
we will get back to you quickly with
the details. Anyone who qualifies as
an Association member can submit an
application. You can see if you qualify in
our Association Rules - available on the
website, naturally!
Well over 700 people have now signed
up to the Members Area.
Have you visited the website yet? If
not, you are missing out on a wealth of
news about your Association, including
forthcoming events, articles of interest,
obituaries and the Janner. We keep the
site up to date with new information as
soon as it is available.
If we are going to keep the website
useful, we need your contributions too. In
particular, Club, Branch and Focal Point
organisers are requested to provide the
Website Manager with news of all their
goings-on and use the website to attract
new members. You can send contributions
via the website Contact Us page.

Visit us on www.devondorsetregiment.co.uk
to find out all about it.
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The Regimental Association
of

The Devonshire and Dorset Regiment
Information on Branches
(When changes occur please notify the Secretary)
Association Secretary
WO1 Tony Cox BEM, The Rifles Exeter Office, Wyvern Barracks, Exeter, EX2 6AR
Telephone: Exeter (01392) 492436
*Note: If you wish to contact a Branch Secretary by e-mail, please phone this office.
Secretary

Welfare Officer

Bath
Mr M G Brookings (Mike)
Tel: 01242 221821

Contact Secretary.

Bridport
Mr B D Beer (Brian)
Contact Secretary.
Tel: 01460 62997.		
		
Exeter
Mr K Fitzgerald (Kev)
Contact Secretary.
Tel: 01392 207277.		
Gillingham
Mr A R Coombes MBE (Tony)
Contact Secretary.
Tel: 01747 823258.		
		
Plymouth (late Devon OCA)
Mr F J A Kent (Fred)
Mr B Hamley (Barry)
Tel: 01752 204092.
38 Chard Road,
St Budeaux, Plymouth,
Devon, PL5 2EQ.
Tel: 01752 292937.
Plymouth (late D and D Assn)
Mr S Davies (Syd)
Contact Secretary.
01752 779788		
Poole
Mrs J Hart (Jean)
Contact Secretary.
01202 679135		
		
Purbeck
Mr G K Galpin (Geoff)
Maj J Ives (John)
Tel: 01202 669409.
Tel: 01929 450309.
		
Southampton and District
Mr M G Gould (Mike)
Tel: 023 9311 3067.
Torridge
Mr T Bisset (Tony)
Weymouth
Mr J P Lagadu (Jeff)
Tel: 01305 775145.

Contact Secretary.

Details from Secretary.
Contact Secretary.

Meetings

For dates contact Secretary.

Haddon House Hotel, West Bay, Bridport.
3rd Monday of the month at 11.30 am.
Not December.
Whipton Social Club, Exeter.
For dates contact Secretary.
RBL Club, School Lane, Gillingham.
4th Wednesday in the month 7.30 pm.
Not December.
Crownhill Families Club, Crownhill,
1st Friday each month at 1030 - noon.

RBL Crownhill 1st Friday
of each month starting at 7.45 pm.
RBL Club, 66 North Road,
Parkstone, Poole. 2nd Friday
in the month at 2.30 pm.
Clay Pipe Inn, Organford Rd,
Holton Heath, Nr Poole, at 8pm.
Contact Secretary for dates.
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Semper Fidelis Dinner Club
Mr A Clark (Andy known as “Whippit”)
Tel: 01305 815584.

Contact Secretary.

Details from Secretary.

The Devonshire and Dorset Regimental Band
Mr E J Chubb (John)
Contact Secretary
Tel: 01489 894925.

Details from Secretary.

Minden Dorsets
Maj J N Speakman MBE TD (Nick)
Tel: 01935 474888.

Officers’ Club
Lt Col (Retd) G S Nicholls (Geoff)
The Rifles Exeter Office, Building 11,
Wyvern Barracks, Exeter, EX2 6AR.
Tel: 01392 492436.

Focal Point Leaders
Town
Exmouth

Honiton

Kingsbridge

Ilfracombe

Plymouth

Salisbury Plain

Sidmouth

Tiverton

Torbay

Wales

Focal Points
John Curl
01395 272096
07711903950
David Brain
01404 850780
Mark Lamble
01548 852372
Dave Lewis
01271 865405
Mark Scarrott
01752 845848
07812506998
John Clift
01980 678432
01264 792995
Dave O’Connor
01395 516160
Ashley Pike
01884 254219
Colin Horn
01884 253882
Ken Squires
01803 873667
Brian Duff
brian.duff245@btinternet.com
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President’s Awards 2017
Colonel Ashley Fulford
OBE

Colonel Ashley was, until recently,
the Commandant of Devon Army
Cadet Force. He was badged Devon
and Dorset for many years before
the formation of The Rifles. In a
career with the cadets stretching
back over three decades, he has been
a staunch supporter of the Regiment
in every way possible. Specifically,
he has authorised the Devon Army
Cadet Force Band to support our
Regimental Reunion every year
and wear our former Band scarlet
uniforms thereby making a significant
contribution to the annual event and
helping to maintain the heritage of
our Regiment.

Heather Cormack

Heather has earned her Award for her longstanding support to the Exeter Branch
and to her husband who acts as a Standard Bearer. Together they have supported
many events over the years and Heather’s considerable efforts - often behind
the scenes - have helped the Branch become such a success.

Major John Gaye

John Gaye comes from a regimental
family and had a successful military
career, which included being both the
Adjutant and a Company Commander in
our 1st Battalion. Since he retired from
the Army, he has faithfully supported
our Regiment and its Association. John
has been our Vice Chairman for Dorset
since 2013 and in this role has provided
wise advice to successive Chairmen on
the Association in Dorset and the county
infrastructure, has visited a number of
Association branches, and has established
and supported numerous regimental
events. Particularly, he has spent his time
at our Regimental Reunions assisting
with the management and hosting of our
many guests.
John’s work with the hierarchy of
Sherborne Abbey has been of particular
value. His industry and initiative has
resulted in the monthly Roll of Honour
readings that now take place there, and
he gave great support to the Sherborne
Abbey Chapel initiative that has resulted
in the establishment of the joint Dorset
and Devon and Dorset Regimental
Chapel.
Latterly, John has been a key member of
our National Memorial fundraising team.
He contributed valuable information
about the Dorset infrastructure, assisted
in staffing the fundraising plan, helped to
promulgate information about the appeal
and manned the regimental fundraising
display at events.
John has been a constant and devoted
servant of the Association for many years
and is a most worthy recipient of the
President’s Award.
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Congratulations

Notices

Congratulations to Lt Col Jamie Hartley on his award of the
OBE in the Queen’s Birthday Honours and to Maj Aaron West
on his award of the MBE in the New Year’s Honours List
Lt Col Nev Holmes is also to be congratulated upon his
promotion to Col.

Buglers For Funerals, Etc

The Exeter Office is contacted frequently by individuals
and groups seeking buglers for events such as funerals.
We will always try to help, but be aware that there are
very few volunteer buglers available and they tend to
be of an age where their ability to travel is limited. This
leaves only professionals who are members of bands.
Even if one is available, pay and travel expenses make
them an expensive option.
The Exeter Office is, however, able to provide CDs
with common bugle calls such as Last Post and Reveille
as well as Regimental Marches, at no cost. This is often
a sensible alternative.

The British Cyprus Memorial Book

The now defunct British Cyprus Memorial Trust arranged and
financed the erection of the British Cyprus Memorial, located
in the Old British Cemetery in Kyrenia in the north part of
Cyprus. This was unveiled & consecrated on Remembrance
Sunday 2009.
The eight polished granite panels which make up the
Memorial feature the names of the 371 British Servicemen
who lost their lives whilst on active service during the Cyprus
Emergency lasting from April 1955 to April 1959.
Since the Memorial was erected it has been generally
accepted that British Servicemen continued to be on active
service until December 1959. During the period 18th April
1959 (the official cessation date) to December 1959 it has
been established that a further 30 British Servicemen died
whilst on active duty in Cyprus.
It was initially proposed that a new granite panel, to be
added to the original eight, should be erected as a memorial
to these ‘additional’ men; but due to restrictions on space,
local planning regulations, logistics and projected costs, this
plan was unfeasible.
It is now proposed that a Memorial Book containing the
names and units of ALL the British Servicemen who died

in Cyprus during the Emergency between April 1955 and
December 1959, now established to be 402 men, be produced.
The Memorial Book will be housed on permanent display
in St Andrews Church in Kyrenia, North Cyprus where it
will be under the care and management of the Royal British
Legion, Kyrenia Branch. Members will, by rotation, perform
a daily Page Turning Ceremony.
Among those men who died between 18th April and
December 1959 is LCpl Reginald George Horlock D and
D who died on 20th May aged 22. His grave is in Wayne’s
Keep Cemetery. He was the first member of the Regiment
to die while serving.

Last Post / Obituary Notes

Even members of the Regimental Association are
mortal and at some time in the future we will all
appear in the Last Post or Obituary lists in the
Newsletter.
This might not be the most popular topic to be
thinking about, but many members of the Regimental
Association die without leaving a record of their
service or what they have achieved during their
subsequent civilian careers. It always seems a shame
when members cannot be remembered by the wider
Regiment for their many and varied achievements.
We hold a limited number of records of service,
but we would like to hold many more. So, you are
encouraged to send any appropriate information to
us here in Exeter. You might consider the following
headings as a starting point:
Name; date and place of birth; rank on retirement;
appointments held in the Army; sports played and at
what levels; medals; jobs and activities since leaving
the Army.

Standing Orders for the
Memorial Project

Some members of the Association decided to contribute to
our National Memorial appeal by setting up Standing Orders
with their banks. We are very grateful for these generous
contributions, but please note that whilst we would be
delighted to continue to receive such sums, once you have
given all you intend, you must cancel the Standing Order with
your bank yourself. We cannot do this for you.

Postbag
John Mellin writes from Salisbury:
Much has been written, photographed and said about our monument
since it was dedicated in September at the National Memorial
Arboretum in Staffordshire.
As I was privileged to be asked to be our Regimental Association
member to join the Trustees Monument Committee I can endorse all
the hard work and man hours that the Trustees spent on the project
to which they gave their full commitment and never left a ‘stone
unturned’ to achieve excellence.
From the early days of carefully selecting a shortlist of potential
artists and attending their presentations, a final choice after much
deliberation was made in favour of Vivien Mallock, assisted by her
husband Ross, to be our sculptress.
Many more letters were written to the various agencies and visits
to the NMA and to the Mallocks’ studio and the casting foundry
were made. The committee were then able to view the models being

assembled and to discuss progress.
Fundraising was another mammoth task that was running alongside
the overall project and turned out to be a project in its own right
with outstanding results.
It is difficult to single out individuals for their efforts and dedication
throughout this project but some of special mention are Brig Simon
Young who was chief scribe and project manager, Lt Col Mike
Richardson (and his team of fundraisers) working behind the scenes
Lt Col Geoff Nicholls and Mrs Babs Holliman in the Exeter Office
and our Regimental Association Chairman Lt Col Bill Sharpe who
travelled hundreds of miles to attend numerous meetings. Maj Gen
Bryan Dutton as Chairman of Trustees and de facto Chairman of
the Monument Committee drew all the strands together to keep the
project on course and on time.
We are fortunate indeed to have our Trustees looking after our
interests. From all of us to all of you, congratulations and Thank You.
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Mrs Carol Addison from Colchester sent the
attached photos of her father Sydney Archer
who served with 1st Devons from 1943-46
in the Far East, but who sadly died in 2012.
She would like to hear from anyone who
may have served with him (her details are
held at Exeter).
Sydney enlisted on 3rd June 1943 and was
wounded in the shoulder by a sniper’s bullet
in March 1945. The photos show Sydney in
Malaya in 1946 - one with Bill Webster at
Batu Pahat Camp and another with Pte Jones,
LCpl Parker and LCpl Crossby. The local man
kneeling is listed as O No - but whether that
was his real name or a nickname isn’t clear.

Lt Col Jerry Blake sent in this photo of members of The
Devons in Kenya which had been passed to him by Graham
Coombes from Bradford-on-Avon. The names they can
remember are:
Standing: Dave Draper, “Satch”, Bob Crang, “Lofty”

Grant, Dennis Tickel, Fuller, Doug French, Drew?,
Newcombe, Burridge. Kneeling: Radford and “Smudge”
Smith. Any reader who can provide names for the other
members of the group, or provide a location, please get in
touch with the Exeter Office.

Mr Reginald Smith from Sherborne sent in these photos of B Company 1st Dorsets in Minden 1956-57. He wonders whether
any reader will be able to identify those shown. If so, please call him on 01935 872512.
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USA and taken part in another motorbike tour of Normandy.
The Round Britain Challenge is a 2,000 mile sailing
challenge lasting eight weeks which is designed to help
veterans with physical or psychological injuries. Sponsored
by The Endeavour Fund, the trip aims to help participants
gain new skills while highlighting the challenges veterans
can face when leaving the military.

Matt Southwould from Plymouth took part in the Turn to
Starboard Round Britain Challenge 2017, which set sail on
5th August aboard a 92-foot tall ship from Falmouth Harbour.
Matt left the Regiment in the late 1990s but spent 10 years
in and out of hospital suffering from various injuries and
eventually developed a haematoma, which resulted in his right
leg needing to be amputated above the knee. Matt managed to
turn his life around and with the support of various military
charities he’s taken part in a shark diving expedition in South
Africa, ridden on the back of a motorbike along Route 66 in the

Cedric Williams from Coleford in Gloucestershire writes
to explain how a lad who had been born and bred in that
county came to join the Devonshire Regiment. He thinks
he may have been evaluated and considered to have been
an asset even though he came from outside the county!
He played many times for the Battalion Rugby and
Hockey teams. He has great memories of playing with
RSM Coombes and the CO, Lt Col Young. His sporting
prowess led to employment after leaving the Regiment,
as he went to college and became a PE teacher at Berry
Hill Secondary School.

The Keep Military Museum
The Keep has had another good year with our collections
growing through generous donations, new exhibitions and
glowing visitor feedback.
I thought readers might like to see the attached aerial photo
of the Keep as it was in the 1920s. Then, of course, it was
the Depot of the Dorset Regiment and known as Marabout
Barracks. How things have changed!
In May, we opened a new gallery “Dorset at War”, which
examines the impact of two World Wars on the local area and
features items ranging from a Victorian “Codd” mineral water
bottle from the Soldier’s Home in North Square, Dorchester to
a German butterfly bomb. We have also used the exhibition to
tell a number of personal stories, amongst them that of Reuben
and Lucy Hansford, brother and sister of a farming family
from Littlebredy, a village between Dorchester and Bridport.
Reuben, a Private in the Queens Own Dorset Yeomanry was
killed on his third day in action on Gallipoli in August 1915,
leaving his sister to run the farm and look after a number of
younger siblings. Tellingly, Lucy kept a personal archive of
letters from her brother and even his schoolbooks, a superb
time capsule which is now part of our collection. The attached
image shows the new gallery.
As Curator, I was also delighted to be involved as a technical
consultant in the creation of the new Regimental memorial
by the sculptor Vivi Mallock. To see the figures grow stage
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by stage from a small clay maquette to finished bronze was
quite an experience and I hope all the details of uniform and
equipment are as correct as they possibly can be.
In another museum development, we have reworked
the surviving original guardroom cell, which now has an
occupant; a figure projected onto the back wall. This is part of
an exhibition telling the story of the British soldiers in WW1
who were shot for desertion. This has a local resonance as
Pte John Lewis of the Dorset’s 5th Bn, who had deserted in
France but made his way back to Folkestone, was detained
in the cells before being sent back to face a Court Martial.
Looking to the future, we intend to survey opinion amongst
visitors, volunteers, local groups and ex-members of our
Regiments as to what they, as interested parties, would like
the future museum to look like. This will happen during early
2018 and we will be using the information gained to shape
a major bid to the Heritage Lottery Fund in order to stage a
large scale re-vamp of the museum.
This is however some way in the future and in terms of the
coming year, we intend to install exhibitions on 2nd Devons
stand at Bois des Buttes to coincide with the centenary, 2nd
Dorsets in 1940 and on Thomas Hardy’s relationship with
the military.
Finally, we have had
some changes at the top of
the organisation with the
retirement of Maj Gen
Bryan Dutton as Chair
of Trustees. We are very
grateful to General Bryan
for his many years at the
helm. His replacement
is Brig Richard Toomey,
who is combining
chairing the board with
embarking on an MA at
Exeter University.
Chris Copson
Curator

Below: Internal
picture of the
museum display.
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Branch Reports
Band Branch
It is with sadness that I have to start my annual report by
announcing that we have lost 3 members this year. Stephen
Taylor died in July. He had served in the Band from 1971
to 1990; John Carlton who served in the Band from 1962 to
1970 died in August and Donald Fitzgerald served in the Band
from 1954 to 1964 died in November. Three good friends
and loyal members of our Reunion, may they rest in peace.
My report for the last year’s Newsletter ended by saying
that the Band Members had volunteered to play at at the
Regimental Reunion in May and later at the Dedication
of the Regimental Memorial at the National Arboretum in
September. Once it was agreed with the Trustees, a great deal
of planning had to be made that included making sure everyone
was kitted out with blazers, ties and badges, all had music
stands and we had stand banners depicting the Regimental
badge. Sourcing the banners was the most difficult as the
quotes from would-be makers were way above our budget.
In the end I decided to make them and spent several months
producing 23 banners with the help of my computer, printer
and a roll of green baize!
Phil Bond, who conducts the Band, set up a web page and
posted all the music on it so it could be printed off by everyone
and practiced before we got together. As the May reunion
drew closer some members who had originally volunteered
withdrew which meant that we had to find replacements to
make sure all the stands were covered.
On the morning of 27th May we gathered at The Corn
Exchange for a practice and it soon became apparent that
everyone had done their homework as the rehearsal went well.
The concert was performed to a very appreciative audience
and at the end Maj Gen Dutton came on stage and thanked
the members by saying he never doubted the Band’s ability.
So on to the 17th September, we met at the National
Arboretum and had a quick rehearsal in the marquee before
setting up close to the Regimental Memorial location. We
encountered a few logistical problems which meant that we
could not perform a limited concert outside the marquee as
planned. We did however play for the Dedication Service and
again we received thanks from numerous senior officers for
our part in the Service.
The Band was made up of members from across the life
of the Regimental Band and boasted a number of players
who are very skilled musicians, some of whom still play
professionally. Other members who may not have played for
some time but spent several months practising in order to join
in more than made up the numbers. It was like a jigsaw, the
pieces or players just fitted together. Captain Tim Mulkern
who left the D and D band to become bandmaster of the RRF
said afterwards that it was a proud moment for him to play
in the Band alongside members who are undoubtedly good
musicians. I agree, as I enjoyed sitting in the middle playing
my trusty cornet and hearing those around me playing so well.
Not long afterwards, on 30th September, we met again for
our Annual Reunion in Exeter but our numbers were down
this year as having only met 2 weeks before at the Arboretum
many who travel long distance gave it a miss for once.
The year will end with another gathering of members having
a Christmas Lunch together in Andover, and for those who
live further afield, they are kept in touch via our facebook
page. I look forward to the new year and whatever it may
bring but know for certain that the Band Branch will still be
flourishing.
John Chubb
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Bath Branch
The Bath Branch has seen an amount of upset during the year.
Our Christmas meeting 2016 was something of a disaster
because the Police had closed the A46 south to Bath so
members north of M4 junction 18 were unable to reach the
venue where a hot Christmas meal was waiting for them. It
took one member three hours to reach Bathford because of
nose to tail traffic on route! Fortunately, the ladies at the club
were able to sell the excess food to the regular members of
the RBL thus avoiding us having to meet the bill for which
we were very grateful.
After much discussion it was decided, because of reduced
membership over the year and the recumbent reasons of
aging and ill health which have certainly taken their toll,
we should cease the meetings at Bathford and branch out to
meeting at a local hostelry where we would have a meal, etc.
We tried this option and the resultant opinion of members
after the event concluded that there was a distinct lack of
atmosphere in relation to our cause and the majority elected
for enquiries be made for us to resume events at Bathford
RBL where we had been treated in an excellent fashion over
many years. Where possible arrangements could be made to
assist members who could not drive to attend.
I put this proposal to the Secretary at Bathford RBL and the
reply was very generous, so we resumed normal service at the
Club and providing the nucleus of our membership remains
roughly the same (ten male members with the ladies taking
the number to twenty) then we hope to continue meetings.
In the event only time will tell, but we will soldier on as
best we can.
On Sunday 3rd December a very successful Branch Dinner
was held for eighteen members at Bathford RBL Club and as
usual the ladies of the Club did us proud. We did have two
or three unavoidable absentees purely through the misfortune
of bad health but a good time was had by all present.
Mike Brookings
Secretary

Bridport Branch
Another year has passed by and we reflect on the Branch’s
activities throughout that period. Our membership is still
workable with the likes of Don Knight and Jim Norris, who
were both Dorsets, joining our ranks and Luke Woods who
is ex-Rifles throwing in his services and sometimes carrying
out duties as Standard Bearer for which we are very grateful.
Anthony Hurst keeps us abreast of activities within the
Association and is good at seeking out past D and D men in
the area who he tries to persuade to join us. We still have two
old Devons in our ranks, namely Ken Coles and Eric Bowditch
and it’s great to have some banter with them! Branches like
us still need the support of Associate members like Jim Noble
(Nobby) who is an ex-RN Stoker, Brian Gay, Ken Coles and
your truly - for my sins.
Sadly, we lost one of our long-serving Associate members Jim House who was ex-RAF and who passed away in August.
Jim and his wife Margaret have had a link to the Bridport
Branch for well over 30 years and that relationship has been
highly valued by us all. Margaret’s dad, serving with the
Dorsets in Normandy, lost his life later in the War and for
years Margaret and Jim had made regular visits to France
where they made many friends over the years, in particular
around Esquay-Notre-Dame near the 43rd Wessex Division
memorial on Hill 112. This past year Margaret and Jim visited
Normandy with Mr & Mrs Tim Bartlett and Margaret was
able to lay a wreath at the 5th Dorsets memorial on behalf
of the Branch.

It’s also sad to report the death, on 29th November, of one
of our two remaining Normandy veterans. Tony Wills served
with the 5th Dorsets and later with the 4th. The presentation of
his Legion d’Honneur was reported in last year’s Newsletter.
He will be much missed as he had a great sense of humour
- we will always remember his stories.
Ron Beale is now our last remaining Normandy veteran
and although he has some health problems which mean
he’s unable to attend our Branch meetings, he is still very
interested in what’s going on.
We still lay a wreath at the 43rd Wessex Division memorial
at Wynyard’s Gap each year and this year, in September, Jim
Noble did the honours and kindly purchased the wreath.
A small band of us attended - unfortunately in very poor
weather - there was Jim, Eric Bowditch, Ray and Pat Roper,
Edna Noble as well as myself and my wife Eileen.
Our President, Geoff Ackerman, laid the Regimental wreath
on Remembrance Day at the War Memorial in Bridport where
there was a very good turn out, in particular of young people
which was really encouraging. Later on we held an excellent
Annual Christmas Lunch on 11th December at the Haddon
House Hotel in West Bay.
Our best wishes to all our friends in the other Branches
and Focal Points.
Brian Beer
Secretary

Exeter Branch
Where do I start with these notes from The Exeter Branch?
We’ve done so much during the year of 2017 - far too much
to list. It has seemed like the year has passed like the speed
of a high velocity round (can’t remember how fast one travels
but no doubt I will be reminded by a Branch member).
Last year ended with our normal end-of-year party held
in The Whipton Social Club and on our first meeting of
2017 we made our plan for the year. Most of the months
ended up with 2 or 3 commitments or adventures. Other
dates soon filled as the year passed with events such as
funerals for former members of our regiments. Duties for
our Standard Bearers came thick and fast during the first
few months; too many to list. Members from the Branch
who gave assistance and carried out the duties of Standard
Bearers were - Clifford Moore, Steve Keane, John Morphey,
Alex Cormack, Clive Gosney, Brian Bach, Bob Rees, Keith
Mills, Dennis Strudwick, Dez Mills, Nick Edwards and our
youngest member Jordan Mills (and I’ve probably forgotten
someone!) A big thank you guys for taking the time out to
attend the various parades and commitments. Also a special
thank you to Clifford Moore and Steve Keane for acting as
Standard Bearer coordinators.

Exeter Branch Standard Bearers outside the
Cathedral.
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Exeter Branch members, from left: Brian Bach,
Ian Jones, Clifford Moore and John Morphey.
The Regimental Reunion remains in the memory bank as
another great regimental day. The attendance was very good
this year. The march up the High Street was outstanding,
along with the parade in front of the Cathedral. After the main
Reunion at The Corn Exchange, the Branch ran the afterreunion party in the White Ensign Club. Music was provided
by Casual City Soul - a top South West DJ, and a tot of rum
was issued to all who attended. We will continue to organise
this event for 2018. It gives people that have travelled from a
distance a chance to make a good weekend in sunny Exeter.
One of our main events of the year was The H Jones
Dartmoor Walk. This has continued to run for several years.
The walk always takes place on the first Saturday of June
and actually consists of 2 walks. Route 1, from Hay Tor car
park to the Hay Tor area and back, is mainly for the young
and those that only wish to walk for a short distance. Route
2 is a slightly longer walk from the admin area at Hay Tor
car park to Hay Tor, Saddle Tor and Rippon Tor, where we
have a short pause to remember our lost friends, then back
to the admin area. We all meet up with the non-walkers who
mainly attend for a chat and a bit of banter and also some
fresh air. German brockwurst are expertly cooked by a
German lady by the name of Beate Fitzgerald, thanks Bea!
This year a very large home-cooked cake was donated by
Richard Smaridge (former B Coy Osnabruck days) and his
wife Angela - thank you very much for being so kind. Kevin
Rees i/c of the non-walkers group ensured that no cake was
wasted. After the walk a few of us went to Parkers Farm, near
Ashburton for a nights camping and post-walk drinks and a
chat in the camp club house.
In mid-year, Exeter held its Armed Forces Day Parade.
Old and young serving and former-serving members of all
3 branches of The Armed Forces marched up Exeter High
Street to The Cathedral, ending with an inspection. After the
fall out, pasties and beer from a local brewery were provided
free for all those that marched.
The highlight of the year was The Dedication of The
Regimental Memorial at the NMA. The Branch decided to
make a full weekend of it. Steve Keane organised a 58 seater
coach and rooms in a hotel in the Midlands. We departed early
on the Saturday and went to the NMA. This gave us all a
chance to visit the whole site, taking in the sights and peace
that the NMA has to offer. Late afternoon we booked into our
hotel and attended a pre-booked evening meal. Some visited
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the bar and a local pub, mainly to mix with our friends from
Dorset that had also booked into the same hotel. On Sunday
morning after a full English breakfast we departed to meet
up with friends at the NMA for the unveiling and dedication
service of the Regimental Memorial. What a great day!
Again as I said at the start of these notes, a lot has happened
during the year with far too much to write about. One of our
busiest months was November. Many parades and services
lead up to Remembrance Day at The Cathedral. Also running
alongside these parades, members of the Branch collected for
The Royal British Legion selling poppies at the main Tesco
Store at Digby and Morrisons at Beacon Heath. The main
driver of the collections were Steve Keane at Morrisons and
Clifford Moore at Tesco. Both were greatly supported by
family and Branch members. Between the 2 collection areas
a total of £20,000 plus was collected, all donated by the good
people of Exeter; so again a very big thank you and well done
to all who took part and gave assistance.
To end our story the Exeter Branch still continues to grow
in strength. We are greatly supported and very well respected
by the people of Exeter. We look forward to another year of
fun and adventure in 2018.
Semper Fidelis and keep the faith
Kev Fitzgerald

Father and
son - Keith
and Jordan
Mills at the
Branch end of
year party.

Exmouth Focal Point

Members of the Exmouth Focal Point held their annual
Christmas Buffet at The Wings Club in Exmouth. Many local
members attended and some came a distance to join us - from
Honiton and even Bude and Ilfracombe. We were especially
pleased to welcome Don Jellard and our old friend Councillor
Eileen Wragg, former mayor of the town.   
A successful Raffle was run by Babs (from RHQ but an
Exmouth resident) and her husband Rob.
Everyone had a thoroughly good time and all proceeds
raised went to C4C.
John Curl
Focal Point Leader
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Gillingham Branch
Early in the New Year we received the sad news that Major
General Colin Shortis had died on the 8th January. Colin was
a most respected and popular officer, well known to Devon
and Dorset soldiers during the 1950’s to the 80s. St Margaret’s
Church at Topsham was full with a large congregation for
his funeral on Friday 27th January, testament to this truly
Regimental officer. Brigadier Simon Young gave the Eulogy
based on Colin’s military service and Major Don Jellard
spoke about ‘A Soldier’s Perspective’. Altogether, it was a
very moving service.
The past year has seen a decline in the number of members
on roll. Most of our members have passed the 80 mark and
find it difficult to attend some of our events. Many thanks
for your support and we look forward to seeing you as often
as possible.
Early in May we received an email from Major Nick
Speakman giving details of the annual gathering of the
Minden Dorsets which was to be held at the Army Reserves
Centre, Dorchester on Saturday 15th July. This would be
the 21st annual gathering and sadly the last. Many enduring
friendships were forged thanks to Nick and his team who
created a most successful annual event giving ex-Devon and
Dorsets a focal point in the County and demonstrated that
Devon and Dorsets are a special bunch. Nick, please accept
a big vote of thanks for all your team from the Gillingham
members. This year’s reunion proved to be another very
enjoyable occasion.
Two regular monthly meetings are now well established
and well attended. Major John Gaye organises a short

memorial service to The Fallen in Sherborne Abbey on the
third Friday of each month at 11 o’clock. The Gillingham
Branch made a further donation of £100 to help with expenses
in the Regimental Chapel and to show our appreciation for
the welcome each month. Major Nick Speakman organises
a coffee morning in the Keep at Dorchester on the fourth
Wednesday of the month. Both events help us to stay in touch
with our Comrades.
Once again we supported the “Gillingham in Bloom”
project and helped to make our streets colourful for the
summer season.
On Saturday 9th September we held our Annual Coffee
Morning in the Royal British Legion Club, Gillingham in
aid of the Poppy Appeal. The event was very well attended
with our members, and the members of the public, spending a
very happy morning together. Good planning and hard work
by Maureen and her team produced an excellent result. The
sum of £602.70 was raised for the Poppy Appeal. Special
thanks go to Lieutenant Lisa House and members of the
Gillingham and Shaftesbury cadet platoons for a first class
job waiting at tables. The help of members from the Royal
British Legion was invaluable.
The cheque for the proceeds was presented to Roger Weeks,
RBL Poppy Appeal co-ordinator at the September branch
meeting.
The past year will long remain in our memories as the year
that saw the creation of a national memorial to the County
Regiments of Devon and Dorset. The memorial, created
by renowned sculptor Vivien Mallock, is displayed at the
National Memorial Arboretum near Lichfield, Staffordshire
and is viewed with much pride by all members of the

Branch President Andrew Edwards presents a
cheque to the Vicar of Sherborne, Revd Canon
Eric Woods DL.

Andrew Edwards presents a cheque for the
proceeds of the Branch Coffee Morning to
Roger Weeks, RBL Poppy Appeal Organiser.

Branch members on their way to the Memorial
Dedication ceremony. Mike Davis-Sellick
celebrating his birthday!

John Gaye and Brig Charles Machonachie
enjoying the Branch Dinner.
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organisations, under the direction of the Royal British Legion,
paraded at the Gillingham War Memorial, Gillingham Town
Band leading the parade. Branch member Tony Marsh laid a
wreath on behalf of the Branch. Gillingham Branch of The
Regimental Association was only able to give limited support
to our local Army Cadet Force with their poppy selling.
Many thanks to all our members for their continued support
and we hope that we will all meet again during 2018. Special
thanks to the Standard Bearers of Gillingham and Purbeck
for carrying out their duties on our behalf.
Keep Well,
Tony Coombes

The Officers’ Club
Army Cadet Force instructors enjoying the dinner.

The Mayors of Shaftesbury and Gillingham were
dinner guests.
Regimental family. It is good to report that the Gillingham
Branch attended the official dedication in good numbers and
we were very pleased to welcome our Mayor and her Escort.
The official report of this outstanding occasion will be found
elsewhere in the Newsletter.
Having made fund raising one of our main aims during
the past few years 2017 has been less busy with only a few
donations given to charity.
£602.70 Coffee morning is aid of The Poppy Appeal.
£100.00 Sherborne Abbey
£60.00 Gillingham in Bloom
Making £762.70 in total - still not a bad effort. So thanks
to all contributors.
Fund raising will be on the agenda at a meeting later in
the year.
Our main social event, The Annual Branch Reunion Dinner
was held at The Olive Bowl on Friday 27th October. Our
President, Colonel Andrew Edwards, welcomed a total of 90
members and guests including the The Mayor of Gillingham
and her Escort, the Mayor and Mayoress of Shaftesbury,
Brigadier Richard Toomey of the Regimental Association
and Brigadier Charlie Maconochie of The Rifles. Branch
Chairman, Michael Pike, proposed the toast to The Rifles
and Brigadier Machonochie replied and gave an update of
the deployment of the various Rifles Battalions. As is the
custom on this special evening a raffle was organised by
Mrs Val Flower and Mrs Georgina Harding, producing the
excellent amount of £339.00 being raised for Branch Funds.
The President extended a special welcome to a party of adult
Cadet Instructors, organised by Lieutenant Lisa House.
Over the years The Cadets have been firm friends of the
Gillingham Branch.
On Remembrance Sunday, 12th November, local

The Officers’ Club continues to try to offer a variety of
functions and locations. Some stalwart members attend every
function, while others select those which are closer to their
homes or simply fit into their busy schedules. There is a Club
Facebook group which will complement the e-mails sent by
the Secretary and keep members up to date with functions
and other activities. Those wishing to join the group can do
so by accessing the following: https://www.facebook.com/
groups/1243906068962848/members/ which will get you
registered as a member.
Wagon Hill Lunch - Sunday 8th January
Brigadier David Shaw once again organised the annual lunch
to commemorate the battle of Wagon Hill. Held at the Toran
Restaurant at Codford near Warminster, this is opportunity
for members to get together early in the New Year in a very
relaxed and welcoming atmosphere. Those attending were:
Jeremy and Amanda Archer, Bob and Cally Barnes, John
Beresford, Liz Biles, John and Penny Cann, Tony Collings,
Charles and Jackie Cooper, Bryan and Angela Dutton, John
Gaye, K Ireland, Humph and Trudie James, Tony and Jenny
Jeapes, Sara Jones, Jeremy and Judith Lillies, Simon and Sally
Langdon, John Mellin, Jeremy Reid, Mike and Jill Richardson,
Charles and Gay Rogers, Tim and Kate Saunders, David and
Diana Shaw, Robert Steptoe, Tony and Kathy Thornburn, Neil
and Anya Wallace, Annie White, John and Lizzie Wilsey,
Roger and Peggy Woodiwiss, Rod Young, Simon Young.
The Dorchester Sandwich Lunch - Friday 7th April
Members enjoyed a suitably relaxed and informal lunch in
the pleasant surroundings of the Mess in the Army Reserve
Centre. As usual the Trustees arrived late from their Spring
meeting in The Keep! Our thanks to the staff of C Company
6 RIFLES for laying on the function, especially the company
PSAO, Capt Sid Cobbold who did the donkey work on the day.
Those who attended were: Lt Col Richardson, Maj & Mrs
James, Col Thomas, Maj & Mrs Lillies, Maj Gaye, Maj Gen
Dutton, Lt Col & Mrs Nicholls, Lt Col Sharpe, Maj & Mrs
Pape, Brig & Mrs Toomey, Capt Archer, Brig Young, Capt &
Mrs Jarrett, Mr Copson (guest), Brig & Mrs Shaw, Lt Col &
Mrs Trevis, Maj Gen & Mrs Jeapes, Lt Col & Mrs Cooper,
Capt Beresford, Maj & Mrs Ives, Mrs Robson, Mrs Biles,
Maj & Mrs Woodiwiss, Col & Mrs Barnes, Mrs Brown, Col
& Mrs Steptoe.
The West Country Dinner - Friday 26th May
A really enjoyable, relaxed, evening which once again acted
as a pre-Reunion function for those attending. But with the
added pleasure of the company of 6 wives; ladies having
been invited for the first time as a result of the last AGM’s
decision. Colonel Toffer set a fine example of Chairmanship
by coming all the way from Turkey. It was a warm evening
and record quantities of cooling white wine were drunk!
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Those attending were: Col Toffer Beattie, Lt Col David
Field, Maj Arthur Norman-Walker, Lt Col & Mrs Andrew
and Debbie Edwards, Maj John Gaye, Prof James Goodwin,
Lt Col & Mrs Geoff and Anne Nicholls, Lt Col & Mrs Bill
and Viv Sharpe, Brig David Shaw, Col Derek Thomas, Brig
& Mrs Richard and Liza Toomey, Lt Gen & Mrs Sandy and
Kate Storrie, Col & Mrs Bob and Cally Barnes, Lt Col John
Malloch, Lt Col Dominic Maxwell-Batten, Maj Humphrie
James, Lt Col Tony Thornburn, Brig Simon Young.
The Warminster Lunch - Saturday 17th June
The Officers’ Club held its annual Regimental Luncheon in
the Infantry Mess at Warminster. Tony Thornburn organised
the event, as he has done for well over a decade, and members
are enormously grateful for the effort he and Kathy have put
in over the years to make this the popular and well-attended
function which it has become. Sadly, a few of the ‘regulars’
were unable to attend this year, but those who were able
to make it were: Maj John Andre, Mrs Liz Biles, Mrs Joan
Brown, Mr James Wilson, Maj John Cann, Mrs Penny Cann,
Col Robert Coate, Mrs Sarah Coate, Maj Mike Coker, Mrs

Deborah Coker, Lt Col Charles Cooper, Maj Gen Bryan
Dutton, Mrs Angela Dutton, Maj John Gaye, Capt Ant
Hurst, Maj John Ives, Mrs Toni Ives, Mrs Myerscough, Maj
Humphrie James, Mrs Trudie James, Maj Gen Tony Jeapes,
Mrs Jenny Jeapes, Mrs Sara Jones, Col Paddy King-Fretts,
Lt Col Tony Laurie-Chiswell, Mrs Elizabeth Ann LaurieChiswell, Maj Colin Pape, Mrs Mu Pape, Col Adrian Rouse,
Mrs Becker, Brig David Shaw, Mrs Diana Shaw, Mrs Sylvia
Shortis, Col Robert Steptoe, Mrs Jo Steptoe, Lt Col Mike
Richardson, Mrs Jill Richardson, Col Derek Thomas, Mrs Ann
Thomas, Lt Col Tony Thornburn, Mrs Kathy Thornburn, Gen
Sir John Wilsey, Lady Lizzie Wilsey, Maj Roger Woodiwiss,
Mrs Peggy Woodiwiss, Brig Simon Young, Mrs Sarah Young.
Exeter Sandwich Lunch - Friday 6th October
The Regimental Trustees conducted their autumn meeting
rather more promptly than in the past and were able to join
the party in good time for a change. Despite this, attendance
was slightly lower than usual.
Those attending were: Kathleen, Caroline and Alexander
Bullock, Daphne Burdick, John Cobb, Bryan Dutton, John
Hill, Ann Jury, Paddy KingFretts, Debbie Bean, Nicholas
Maxwell-Lawford, Geoff &
Anne Nicholls, Colin & Mu
Pape, John and Joy Randle,
Mike Richardson, Bill Sharpe,
Sylvia Shortis, Sandy Storrie,
Derek Thomas and Simon
Young.
London Dinner - Friday
17th November
The Club held its AGM and
London Dinner at the Cavalry
and Guards Club on Piccadilly
for the first time. That made it
three different venues in the
last three years! The change
had been made necessary
because The Rifles Officers’
Club venue at Davies Street
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has closed for good. All to do with redevelopment of the
area, we’re reliably informed. The Rifles are now using the
Cavalry and Guards as their London Club venue and it is
propitious that we had already selected the venue for our
Dinner. It seems likely that this will be the “default setting”
for the future. Toffer Beattie presided and read the Loyal
Greetings sent to HM The Queen, as well as the reply from
The Palace. Suffice it to say that there were some fairly
sore heads the next morning. Members attending the dinner
were: James Allen, Jeremy Archer, Toffer Beattie, Chuckles
Boswell, Joe Cavanagh, Richard Coles, Tim Coles, Bryan
Dutton, Mark Endersby, Mark Fairhurst, David Field, John
Gaye, Rupert Gibb, Mark Gidlow-Jackson, David Harrison,
Jim Hewitt, Charlie Hewitt (guest), Will Hipkiss, Humphrie
James, Haydn Jellard, Mark Jones, Will Keith, Martin King,
Mike Kinney, Angus Lawson, Jeremy Lillies, Peter Messervy,
Geoff Nicholls, Arthur Norman-Walker, Colin Pape, Simon
Pearson-Miles, Jim Plumstead, Mike Richardson, Charles
Rogers, David Shaw, Robert Steptoe, Rupert Steptoe, Sandy
Storrie, Tony Thornburn, Richard Toomey, Tony Trevis,
Neil Wallace, Robert Wallbridge, Iwan Williams, Simon
Woodiwiss, Simon Young.
The accompanying photos show members at the West
Country Dinner and London Dinner.

D and D Old Comrades Forum
d-doldcomrades.net
Founder: Richie Liggins

As the tenth anniversary of the Forum draws near I asked Our
Founder Richie Liggins to share his thoughts on how he now
feels about what he started way back on 28th April 2008:
“As we come up to the tenth anniversary of the formation
of the D and D Old Comrades Forum it’s frightening to think
where the years have gone. It seems like only yesterday
that I was sat behind a computer contemplating whether to
start a forum or not. I am glad I did as I had been off the
Regimental Association radar for near on 20 years. Yes, I
was a member of the Association but not active as such,
just waiting for the Regimental Newsletter to drop through
the letterbox. By creating the Forum it would be possible
for any Janner no matter where
they lived in the world to be able
to interact with one another and
rekindle that comradeship in real
time, bearing in mind that in 2008
there was no Regimental Website
and Facebook was in it’s infancy.
Looking back, the Forum has
achieved a lot over the years.
Charity Fundraising being one,
with the Plymouth to Exeter walk
in 24 hours by Mark Drake, the
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Bristol to Exeter walk in 24 hours by Ray Latham and Mark
Drake and the Kayak paddle from Exmouth to Weymouth by
Steve Keane, John Arnold and Ray Latham. The beneficiaries
being the Regimental Association, the Gurkha Welfare Trust,
Honeylands Children’s Centre and Help For Heroes. In all
almost £10,000 was raised for these charities! We also donated
a set of basketball shirts to Exeter Otters WBC.
The Jolly Boys Outings have become the highlight of the
Forum calendar year for a lot of members. A weekend full
of laughter, chilling, banter and of course the visit to the
Cathedral to remember Our Fallen Comrades, an integral part
of the weekend. The JBO just gets more popular as the years
go on; so much so that all 36 rooms of The Gypsy Hill Hotel
are booked a year in advance. I know that Spud Murphy is
well on top of planning for the 10th anniversary celebration
for this year’s event. Not one to miss!
There have also been 3 Mini JBOs - to Baden Baden,
Osnabruck and Malta, thoroughly enjoyed by all who
attended. The Malta trip being the best attended with 29
Janners making the trip over to the Island.
I hope I have put something back into the Regimental
Family by running the Forum for 8 years, as they made me
who I am today from the boy who walked through the gates
of Crickhowell at the age of 16, wet behind the ears, to a
man who walked out of the gates at Bulford and had the
confidence to work in high security prisons for 25 years with
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self-confidence and knowledge.
I’d like to close by thanking the whole Membership of the
Forum for making my time as Administrator an enjoyable and
pleasurable experience, for those members who participated
in the numerous charity events over the years especially Ray
Latham who was involved in all but one - and he’s doing
another one in 2018 for our 10th anniversary celebration. To
Spud Murphy for taking over the reins from me and taking the
Forum forward into the next 10 years. Last but not least to Lt
Col Mike Richardson and Lt Col Bill Sharpe who kept me in
the loop with Association updates. Thank you One and All.”
Richie L
Thanks for that Richie. No doubt the Forum will continue
for many years to come!
This year’s JBO took place on the weekend of 22nd and
23rd of September at the Gypsy Hill Hotel in Exeter and was
once again very well attended. As before quite a few were in
attendance on the Thursday evening when we held an AGM
presided over by Spud Murphy. There followed a few ‘early
warmers into the bank’.
Friday saw the bulk of the Members arrive, where much
‘meeting and greeting’ took place, all within a few feet of
the bar! The Friday evening started off with the Trivia Quiz,
where 14 brave teams of 4 were really tested by Quiz Inquisitor
John Arnold and his now wife Debbie. It was a very wellthought-out quiz, with a few extras thrown in which included
a bottle or 4 (maybe more) of wine. At half-time we were all
served with Sausage and Mash with Onion Gravy. Lovely
grub t’were! There followed further inquisition under the
watchful eye of Arnie and Debbie. A very well put together
quiz for the quiz buffs among us! Throughout the evening
the fluid: red-, black- and amber-coloured, flowed happily
with us. Like last year the bar stayed open until the wee small
hours as can be testified by quite a few Members!
The Ship Inn was quite full of Janners on the Saturday just
before as we mustered outside the Cathedral for our photocall.
We always do have an excellent turnout for Our Service of
Remembrance. Not only by all attending the JBO but also
by a fair few of our local Comrades. This year we had Andy
Smith play The Last Post and Reveille, both performed
superbly. Turnout and bearing of the Standard Bearers was
once again of a very high standard. Many thanks to all who
took part in the Service, the Bugler, the Standard Bearers and
those who laid the crosses, Mike Murphy who laid the Wreath
in place of our Founder Richie, and last but not least those
who recited throughout the Service. You all did us proud! For
many the Service of Remembrance for our Fallen Comrades
remains our most ‘Poignant Occasion’ of the year and this
year’s was no exception.
The Saturday evening Main Event started off with a very
grand Buffet, even better than last year’s, which was enjoyed
by all, who were then entertained by Andy Oakley, a very
talented comedian. I must admit he kept us all glued to our

seats. Well most of us anyway! Next up was the announcement
of the Trivia Quiz Winners. The winning team consisted of
Roger Toogood, Gareth Ivory, Alan Dunn and yours truly!
(thank you! thank you !) Many, many raffle tickets which
had been sold by Heather Cormack, Debbie Arnold and
Debbie Murphy throughout the evening were spread over
all the tables like confetti as Members waited eagerly to see
if they had won any of the magnificent prizes on offer, all
of which had been donated by Members. Drawn separately
was the outstanding elaborately embroidered, in gold and
silver, large framed Regimental Badge, (think blazer badge,
but much larger) donated by Our Founder Richie Liggins and
his Good Lady Marion. This unique prize was won by Mark
Oldershaw. Before the formal part of the evening finished
Spud Murphy presented Richie Liggins with a Silver Salver
for his services to the Forum and the JBO. Afterwards many
Members were seen taking their booty away to their rooms
while others enjoyed quaffing them at their table. The night
then progressed into the more serious matter of getting round
to each other’s friends, buying them a drink and moving on
to hear more helmet and chandelier stories from the past!
This as you can imagine drifted on into the wee small hours
again, and then some! No names, no pack drills!
Sunday morning saw much hugging and back-slapping
take place as the majority took their leave and headed home.
About a dozen stayed on for another night’s stay, to chill out
before ending their weekend.
First timers this weekend included Pete & Carol Kane, Geoff
& Carol Mitchell, Brian & Margaret Barlow, Charlie Rowe,
Steve & Maureen Edmonds, Phil & Pat Edmonds, John &
Jackie Dyer, William Harvey, Eric & Julie Sanders, Mark &
Sandee Lody, Milo & Sandra Harris, Dave & Rita Castle,
Noreen, Angela & Alva McRoberts, Jackie Woods (kept
Chippie under control), Stephen & Joanne Wilton, Ashley
Pike, Alan Dunn, Phil Humphreys and Vic Willliams. 130
Members bought tickets for the weekend, 92 were booked
in to eat on Friday evening and 112 booked in to eat on the
Saturday evening. Thank you all who attended to make the
weekend such a resounding success. What better company
to have around you than The Best People In The World,
JANNERS !!!
Mention and many, many thanks must go to Spud Murphy,
Arnie Arnold, Richie Liggins, the Management and Staff of
the Hotel, the Bugler, Standard Bearers, photographers Brian
Duff and Chippie Woods, raffle ticket sellers, all those who
donated the prizes, and anyone else who had input into what
was a Most Memorable Weekend. Thank you one and all.
Finally, can I ask all who read this to keep in touch with
your Fellow Janners, and if you haven’t seen Joe Bloggs
recently, or anyone under the radar, check him out. You don’t
want to hear the ‘Bugle Call’ and regret not keeping in touch
with that buddy!
John Wibberley
SEMPER FIDELIS
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Plymouth, late Devonshire Regiment,
Branch
Incorporating:
The 5th (Prince of Wales’) Bn The Devonshire Regiment
The 86th (Anti-Tank) Regiment RA
The Devonshire Regiment (1st Rifle Volunteers)
Old Comrades’ Association (Plymouth)
Unfortunately we were not able to be in Salcombe for
Remembrance Day this year - age and expense has caught
up with us. It had become a tradition and we will miss it for
we were treated right royally by the town folk and dignitaries
for over thirty plus years. Now it is goodbye Salcombe and
hello to Devonport Park. We have been invited to join the
local Remembrance Service which we have done. Devonport
and 5th (Prince of Wales’) Battalion have had a long liaison
with one another since the end of WWII. RQMS Baldock and
Colonel Geoff Wyzack organised a Branch Dinner in the old
Devonport Guildhall in October 1946. We go back a long way!
I wrote of Sgt Freddie Phipps for the Newsletter in 2015 and
he is still going strong with us at the grand old age of 98 and
very proud of the bush hat he received from Field Marshall
Jan Smuts, so long ago en-route to the border area between
India and Burma for he had been posted to the Manchester’s
who were a MMG Battalion. He also supported 1st Devons
on occasions with a bad-tempered mule also named Fred! I
have a photograph of himself driving an Oxford carrier down
the newly-opened Royal Parade in Plymouth in 1950, not the
done thing at that time, but what the hell - the old 5th had just
won the Inter-County Cup at Bisley, under the leadership of
Lt Col G G Cross. We were all chuffed to bits; no more than
a few years later we amalgamated with the 4th and became
4th Battalion, Devonshire Regt (TA) and remained so until
March 1967.
Then some remote politicians in a remote room in a remote
building in London decided to abolish many of the old county
regiments - humbug and wrong! The only good thing to evolve
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from that was the comradeship generated by the OCAs, it is
the umbilical cord which holds us together, proof positive at
the September unveiling of the Devon and Dorset Memorial
at the National Memorial Arboretum.
Then in addition to all that, Plymouth (Late Devon) Branch
held our luncheon at The Duke of Cornwall Hotel on October
27th to celebrate 100 years, the battle for El Jib and the
opening of the relief of Jerusalem, 1/5th Devons took part
in that fight in October 1917.
What magic we have seen over the last 70 years - the Lower
Guildhall in 1947 with 100 plus attending, and now The Duke
of Cornwall Hotel with 12 attending. It is Hindenburg 2018;
until then as Mr Spock would say “Live long and prosper”!
Semper Fidelis.
F J Kent
Secretary

Poole Branch
Hello once again from the Poole Branch. As Christmas has
come and gone, we hope that you all enjoyed a happy time
over the festive season, and look forward to what 2018 will
bring. We had our usual Christmas lunch at the appropriately
named ‘The Dorset Soldier’ pub in Corfe Mullen, though
several of our members could not attend due to illness. But
a good time was had by those who enjoyed the delicious
meal served by friendly staff at the pub. (We can recommend
this venue). Afterwards we held a raffle to raise funds for
various charities.
In September, some of our members joined others at The
Keep in Dorchester and had lunch afterwards. It was a new
experience for some of us, and was thoroughly enjoyed,
both for socialising and for the lovely meal. What a bargain!
Our oldest member, Bob Rigler, reached his 100th birthday
in April, and we were all invited to tea at the care home
where he now lives. The photo shows him proudly wearing
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his medals and posing with friends, and Standard Bearers,
who kindly came to help him celebrate.
During the past year our Standard Bearer has attended
parades and celebrations, along with members who were able
to either march or take part in other ways. The dedication of
our Memorial at the NMA was very special, and won’t be
forgotten I am sure; and the weather was kind.
As a Branch we are “pressing”, even though our numbers
fluctuate month by month. The meetings give a chance to
catch up and chat and reminisce about happy times whilst
serving in the Regiment. One member, Alf Tizzard recalls
one such occasion:
A true story from 1st Dorset in Austria in 1948
Norman Elgie MM was Provost Sergeant at this time, and was
exercising the defaulters, when the bugler sounded “Retreat”.
He called his squad to attention, when a dog owned by the
MI Cpl started to bark at the bugler. The Provost Sergeant
ordered the dog’s arrest, and the Regimental Police placed
it in the cells. Next morning, the dog and his owner were
marched to the Company Commanders’ office and charged
with Conduct to the Prejudice of Good Order and Military
Discipline under Section 69 of the Army Act. The Company
Commander found the dog guilty as charged and sentenced
the animal to 7 days no bones, and the owner to ensure
compliance. They were then marched out.
Which just goes to show that strict Army discipline can be
also be tempered with some levity!
On that note, good wishes from us all here in Poole. We
meet on 2nd Friday each month at 2pm at the Ex-servicemen’s
Club, North Road, Poole and would love to see you there.
Jean Hart

Purbeck Branch
Once again it is that time of year when I sit at the computer
racking my brain trying to remember what has happened in
the past twelve months and when! Perhaps a little bit more
difficult this year as at the end of February I had 12 days in
2 hospitals, after I collapsed at home and my wife (under
instruction from the ambulance control room) had to give
me CPR until the ambulance arrived. The hospitals found I
had an arrhythmia heart problem and I now boast my own
personal defibrillator in my chest!
The Branch started the year with its New Year Social on
Saturday 28th of January at the Clay Pipe Inn, Holton Heath,
where some 45 members and guests (including members
from former Sandford British Legion Ladies’ Section) had
an evening of bingo and a grand draw. The Clay Pipe again
provided their excellent buffet of ‘meals in a basket’.
On Wednesday 29th March the Branch held it’s AGM,
when the attendance was 14 Branch members, again being
a good attendance considering the time of year and the fact
it is the AGM!
We then had a quieter couple of months until Sunday
18th June when the usual large contingent of the Branch,
with all Branch Standards, attended the Veterans’ Parade in
Weymouth. Again, this year, the event was organised for the
Borough by two of our members, Rob Price and Ken Chivers
who did an excellent job.
July the 15th, sadly, was the last Minden Reunion in
Dorchester, which was attended by a number of branch
members and Standards - a full report on this event can be
seen elsewhere in this Newsletter. Again several members
of the Branch and their wives/partners assisted Major Nick
Speakman with the running of the event on what was a very
pleasant day. At a Keep Museum coffee morning following

the Minden Reunion, Major Nick Speakman was presented
with a laptop computer in appreciation of his organising of
21 years of the Minden Reunion.
In the middle weekend of September (16th to 18th) the
Branch organised a coach trip for members and guests to
the National Memorial Arboretum, for the Dedication of The
Devonshire and Dorset Memorial. We had a full coach having
been oversubscribed at the start of the organisation of the trip.
We spent 2 nights in a Holiday Inn near Great Barr, with a
stop on the way up at Oxford and at Bourton-on-the -Water
on the return on Monday 18th September. The Dedication
was blessed by sunny weather, and was a very memorable
occasion as is highlighted elsewhere.
The end of October saw the Tirah Memorial Ceremony in
Dorchester on Wednesday 25th, attended by a considerable
number of Branch Members and guests; who appreciated the
coffee and biscuits at the Keep afterwards.
November was busy, as usual, the Branch Dinner was held
on the Saturday, 4th November attended by 30+ members
and guests, who enjoyed a very substantial carvery and
convivial evening at the Clay Pipe Inn, Holton Heath. On
Sunday 12th November, Remembrance Sunday, the Branch
had good number of members and guests and Standards
attending Remembrance at the Sandford Memorial. There
was a church service in Sandford Junior School afterwards,
attended by a large majority of the Parish of Sandford and
the Branch. The Branch then adjourned to the Clay Pipe Inn
where a very substantial buffet was enjoyed by the assembled
company of Branch members and guests.
Sadly during the year we had the death of 2 long standing
members - Tom Price, who lived in Poole and Mike Pitman,
who lived in Stapehill near Wimborne.
Should there be any Old Comrades or those still serving who
wish to join us at 1400 hours at the Keep Military Museum
on the last Wednesday of January, then in the Skittle Alley at
The Clay Pipe Inn, Organford Road, Holton Heath at 1930
hours on the last Wednesday of March, May and November;
and in the Summer months on the last Wednesday of July
and September at the Wool RBL, Colliers Lane, Wool
commencing at 1930; please contact me - Geoff Galpin at 1
Kelly Close, Poole, Dorset BH17 8QP or by E-mail geoffrey.
galpin@btinternet.com
With very best wishes to you all,
Geoff Galpin
Secretary

Semper Fidelis Dinner Club
The Club Members and their Guests met again this year at the
popular venue of the Babbacombe Hotel over the weekend
20th - 22nd October. We were pleased to see that the hotel
had made even more improvements from last year and it
really is an excellent place to meet up and enjoy each other’s
company. As is the norm now most Members make this a full
weekend, starting on the Friday evening.
For most, Saturday is a day at leisure while the Committee
Members set to work getting the dining room organised and
decorated, ably assisted by members of the hotel staff who
are a very helpful group who do a great job. As can be seen
in the accompanying photo, the tables in Regimental colours
with the silver on the tables looked just fantastic, so we offer
a big ‘Thank You’ to all who assisted.
It goes without saying that this Club and the Dinner could
not happen without the dedication and commitment of the
Committee and I would like to express our gratitude to them
for all their hard work during the year. They are: John Clift,
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Kelvin Latham and H Hilton.
The food and the service was of the highest standard and
was well co-ordinated by the hotel staff. On completion of
the Dinner we had what can only be described as the norm
now - the rendition of ‘Oggy, Oggy, Oggy!’ which is a noisy
but great way to end the meal.
To all our dedicated Members who year in year out attend
the function this is what the Club is all about and we look
forward to seeing you all again next year.
Lastly, the Club is strong on paper with some 240 members,
if you’re one of those that has not been for a while, been
unwell or just not fancied it please come on back and give
us a try, you will be pleasantly surprised, after all, we did
share the same Mess!
Members who attended this year were: Dickie Balcombe,
Graham Balston, Pat Beazer, Dave and Rita Castle, Ken and
Cynthia Chivers, Whippit and Lyn Clark, John Clift, Bert
Cloke, Steve Dally, Dave and Valerie Diggle, Brian Duff, Alan,
Sue, Donna and Courtney England, Conrad and Kathleen
Ford, Phillip and Sheila Ford, Pat and Rose Hendrick, Mike
and Diana Gould, Jerry Hughes, Martin and Linda Jerrard,
Kelvin and Val Latham, Dave and Julie Miller, Bob and Lyn
Strickland, John Wibberley and Wally Walters.
The 2018 Dinner will be held over the weekend 19th - 21st
October. Please make a note in your diaries and make a real
effort to come along and enjoy meeting old (and not so old!)
friends.
Semper Fidelis
Whippit

Weymouth Branch
The Annual Veterans Week held in Weymouth during June
ended on the weekend with the traditional march through the
town when hundreds of ex-Servicemen from all three services
took part. The support from the crowds of onlookers was
tremendous as usual with thousands taking to the streets
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to clap and cheer and as always our lads were taking part
alongside the Dorset Regiment contingent led by Major Nick
Speakman. Between the ‘older’ element and us ‘younger’
ones, we are certainly one of the largest groups on parade.
The day always starts early, with a get-together in one
of the local pubs just before 0830hrs where breakfast is
available and most marchers partake of a beer or two. I think
it’s important to name the members who make the Parade
the success that it is, therefore on parade this year amongst
others were the following:
Parade Commander - Ken Chivers;
Parade Marshalls - Kelvin Latham, Derek Burt and Lofty
Janes.
A lot of old faces and even some new ones also turned out:
Dave and Julie Miller, Steve Dally, Ian (Blackie) Black, Shaun
Drewitt and his son, Wayne Wigley, John and Debbie Arnold,
Mick Jarrett, Lofty Vowles, Will Hunt, Bert Truesdale, Alec
and Heather Cormack, Lyn Wrixon, Ian Harris, Whippit and
Lyn Clark, Spud Taylor, Dickie Symes, Alan and Sue England,
Spud and Debbie Murphy and John Clift.
Attached to us for the day and always welcome on parade
were the following friends who attend each year, Dave and
Julie Ellis (Royal Tank Regiment), James and Sarah Simons,
Nick Wilkins and Mick Sherry (all Royal Navy).
After the parade we visited a number of ‘watering holes’
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and as always ended with a song or three from our ‘in- house,
live-on-stage’ duet Messrs Arnold and Sherry. Something
normally goes wrong and this year was no different, as the
sound system failed! But due to the noise generated from
around the bar I don’t think anyone really noticed! Roll on
next year.
A fantastic turnout for the Regiment watched and
appreciated by thousands. But I’m sure we can do even
better, so do come and join us for the weekend, book early
as accommodation really does go quick and let’s keep our
capbadge well represented on parade - it is in one of our
counties, after all.
Later in the year, on a sunny but very windy Remembrance
Sunday Parade the good people of Weymouth came out to
support the Parade in their thousands.
On parade this year were the following: Ian Williams, Ian
(Blackie) Black, Wayne Wigley, Dave Ellis and Family RTR,
Dave Miller, Martin Trent, James Simons and Family RN,
Arthur Scargill and Family RE, Lofty Vowels, Alan Reynolds,
Henry Forder, Whippit and Lyn Clark, Boris Stone, John
Price RTR, and all under the watchful eyes of both Lofty
Janes and Kelvin Latham.

The day started early with most making the breakfast at
0900hrs, followed by a couple of swift ones before making
our way to the Parade. It’s always nice to be greeted by a
friendly face when everyone else is already formed up, you
just know you are going to get away with it again and squeeze
in! It pays to know the Parade Marshalls!
After a short parade we always visit as many watering holes
as is possible, some even offering a free ‘Tot’ which should
not be refused and generally it is not! The town really opens
its doors and becomes a very welcoming place, a lovely feelgood factor as you mingle with so many other people, most
you see year in year out on this day.
As with all good things they must come to an end, I have
no recollection of the end of this day, therefore in my books
that makes it a ‘great day’! A big thank you to you all for
making the effort and coming on parade and to the families
who support us; when we were serving we could not do it
without you and that still is the case today.
For those yet to join us here in Weymouth for one of our
parades, come and visit us, you will not be disappointed and
will be made very welcome.
Whippit Clark

The Regimental Charities
The two Regimental Charities, The Regimental Association
Charity and the Regimental Charity continue to support
Regimental activities. Their purposes are slightly different and
are available for public scrutiny on the Charity Commission
website www.charity-commission.gov.uk which also shows
information such as the annual accounts. The accounts are
audited by a firm of chartered accountants in Exeter. In outline,
the Association looks after the people while the Charity looks
after everything else such as chapels, memorials, property,
etc. The Regimental Trustees supervise both charities and
are drawn from the different parts of the Regiment, including
some members of The Rifles who were previously Devon
and Dorsets.
Maj Gen Bryan Dutton is the Chairman of Trustees and other
Trustees are: Capt Jeremy Archer, Maj Gen Rupert Jones,
Lt Col Geoff Nicholls (also the Secretary), Maj Colin Pape,

Lt Col Bill Sharpe, Lt Gen Sandy Storrie, Brig Richard
Toomey and Brig Simon Young. 			
The Future
There has really been only one topic on the agenda at
Trustees’ meetings over the past year - the Memorial Project
- and that is dealt with in detail elsewhere in this Newsletter.
The next big issue is the reorganisation of the Charities.
Now that the Regiment hasn’t been an active part of the
Army ORBAT for over 10 years, Trustees are considering
ways to reduce to just one overarching Charity rather than
the existing two. How this logical step will be achieved will
require considerable thought, but it’s critical that the correct
decisions are made so that Devon and Dorsets and their
activities are fully supported for the foreseeable future. Rest
assured that members will be kept in touch with progress.

The Regimental Reunion
Saturday 27th May was another special Regimental day, as
Devon and Dorsets from the length and breadth of Britain
and from abroad made their way to Exeter for our annual
Regimental Reunion. This was the eleventh reunion we have
conducted since our Regiment merged to form The Rifles in
2007 and we used the now tried, tested and popular format.
The day commenced with our Annual General Meeting. This
is an important event, as it provides a forum for members, and
allows the Association Committee to discuss new ideas. The
main topic was, of course, the new memorial at the National
Memorial Arboretum, which at that stage was well on track
towards a successful conclusion. Secondly, we discussed the
centenary of the battle of Bois Des Buttes and how it should
be commemorated. It was noted that the centenary lies on
Sunday 27th May 2018 which is very close to the Reunion
date. A number of ideas were considered, including merging
the two events. Eventually it was agreed that the two should
be kept separate, with the Reunion on the weekend before the
Centenary, and that members would be encouraged to make
to journey to Bois Des Buttes and take part in a parade and
Service of Remembrance there.

Next came our march through Exeter, preceded by a slightly
chaotic attempt to provide everyone with a tot of port or rum!
As usual the people of Exeter gave a warm welcome to the
200 or so on parade despite the presence of armed police (as
a result of recent terrorist attacks in London and Manchester).
We were led by the Corps of Drums of Devon ACF in
their scarlet uniforms and they provided excellent musical
accompaniment. No 1 Guard followed, then the Standards
and No 2 Guard. A few members cheered the parade from the
sidelines and we hope to see them marching later this year!
Having passed the saluting dais in front of the Guildhall,
we turned left into Cathedral Green and finished in front of
the Cathedral to form three guards. The Drumhead Service
followed, conducted this year by our new Association
Chaplain, Canon Anna Norman-Walker. Geoff Nicholls
read out the names of a number of members who had
died in the previous year, including former Colonel of the
Regiment Major General Colin Shortis. Mike Amor’s PA
system worked very well and everyone could hear what
was going on! There followed the President’s Awards for
those who have contributed extensively to our Association
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for prolonged periods. This year the worthy recipients were
Heather Cormack, Colonel Ashley Fulford and John Gaye.
Full details of the awards are elsewhere in the Newsletter.
The parade was then fallen out and everyone made their
way to the Corn Exchange for beer, buffet and chat. Notable
amongst the meetings, conversations and humour, was the
especially warm and friendly atmosphere this year, and the
attendance by many members who we have not seen for a
while. It is a particular pleasure to meet such old friends again,
and excellent news that we seem not to significantly diminish
in numbers as the years pass. For many, the highlight was
the appearance of members of the Regimental Band Branch
who got together as a dress rehearsal for their performance at
the Memorial Dedication Service in September. They played

an excellent concert of favourite tunes and it really was “just
like the good old days” when the Regimental Band would
play every year.
The raffle concluded, we closed up after tea. But of course
the day was by no means over - many went off to get changed
for the Reunion After Party held at the Exeter White Ensign
Club, courtesy of arrangements made by the Exeter Branch. It
was, once again, an excellent get-together which helps make
the day really worthwhile for those who have travelled from a
distance. As ever, many people contributed to making the day
such a success and we thank them all for their considerable
efforts - not least the Committee who pull things together
so successfully. We very much hope to see even more of
you next year.

Events

Field of Remembrance
The London Field of Remembrance was opened in the
grounds of Westminster Abbey on Thursday 9th November by
HRH Prince Harry. The Regimental plot is positioned beside
those of the other regiments which joined together to form
The Rifles. The ceremony was attended by Jeremy Lillies,
Jeremy Archer, Pat Peters and Dion White representing the
Regiment. The images show the Regimental plot.
On Remembrance Day itself 15 members of the Regimental
Association attended the Cenotaph Parade in London - their
group photo is shown.
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Junior Soldiers Reunion at Wyvern Barracks
A reunion of Wessex Depot Junior Soldiers was held
in 6 RIFLES Officers’ Mess at Wyvern Barracks on
Saturday 23rd September. It was very well attended by
71 ex-members of The Devon and Dorset Regiment,
The Gloucestershire Regiment, The Royal Hampshire
Regiment and The Duke of Edinburgh’s Royal Regiment
as well as their guests. There were many new faces who
had not attended previous reunions including Bruce
Richardson, Baz Mepham and Tony Chart. The food was
prepared by Donna Heron who works for 6 RIFLES and
was a very popular dish in the 1970s at pubs and clubs Chicken or Scampi in a basket.
Money collected during the raffle was donated to the
four regiments represented, with the Devon and Dorsets
share donated to the local Exeter Branch of the Regimental
Association - not surprising as the Branch is run by former
RSM Kev Fitzgerald who was in attendance.
Anyone who would like information about future
reunions, please contact Phil Lalor on 07876734230 or
e mail: lalor1@blueyonder.co.uk Phil organises these
reunions every two years. Hopefully the next one will be
in early September 2019.
Some of those who attended, shown in the attached
photos were: Tracey Marston R HAMPS, Joe Wynn R
HAMPS, Bob Glasspool R HAMPS, John Morphey D and
D, Richard Tong GLOS, Keith Rogers GLOS, Bob Pettit
D and D, Jim Robertson D and D, Roger Buse D and D,
Barry Mepham R HAMPS, Mel Brackstone R HAMPS,
Bruce Richardson R HAMPS, Steve Keane D and D, Ben
Casey GLOS, Tony Ridout R HAMPS, Rod Silcocks
GLOS, Sam Coburn GLOS, Colin Snee DERR, Roger
Rolls DERR, Kev Fitzgerald D and D, Rich Edwards D
and D, George Rogerson GLOS and Ron Sutton DERR
Phil Lalor
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The Regimental Memorial at the
National Memorial Arboretum

T

he National Memorial Arboretum (NMA) was opened
in May 2001 at Alrewas, near Lichfield in Staffordshire.
It was established in an area which had been used
extensively for quarrying sand and gravel and initially it was
not a particularly attractive place and very liable to flooding.
Nonetheless, there were plans to make it the National Centre
of Remembrance and as ‘a toe in the water’ the Regiment
agreed to have three trees planted in memory of The Devons,
The Dorsets and The Devon and Dorsets. Those trees are
still there, rather larger, and the plaques beside them have
recently been re-painted.
In 2003 the Ulster Ash Grove was established within the
NMA. A tree was planted in memory of each member of the
Armed Forces who had been killed in action during ‘The
Troubles’ in Northern Ireland including six Devon and Dorsets
- Private Stentiford, Sergeant Harris, Private Champ, Corporal
Windsor, Corporal Jeffery and Lance Corporal Taverner. The
Grove has since become well established and is a moving
place to visit. Readers may recall that new plaques in front
of our trees were placed by the Regimental Association in
2015.
The large, circular, Armed Forces Memorial located in the
centre of the NMA site was dedicated in October 2007 by
the Archbishop of Canterbury in the presence of Her Majesty
The Queen and lists all members of the Armed Forces who
have died while serving since the end of the Second World
War. This of course includes many members of all three of
our regiments as well as The Rifles.
From the early days of the NMA, members of the Association
began to visit and gradually, as more and more memorials
were constructed, there was a feeling that maybe the Regiment
should have one there in addition to the trees and the names on
the Armed Forces Memorial. As the voices grew louder, the
Regimental Trustees began to listen - with some trepidation,
it must be said, as they realised that any such undertaking - if
done correctly as is the Devon and Dorset way - would require
considerable effort and funding. So they asked a small group
of volunteers to visit the NMA and provide more feedback.
That group of ‘memorial pioneers’ were Mike Richardson,
John Gaye, Brian Duff and John Wibberley. Their visit on
3rd October 2012 - almost 5 years before the memorial was
eventually dedicated - proved to be pivotal and kick-started the
whole process. Mike (then Association Chairman) reported
back to the Regimental Trustees who decided to judge the
level of support from the wider Association. In order to get
more opinions, the 2012 Newsletter included a questionnaire
asking for members’ views. In the event there were only 22
replies, and while some members felt that the Regimental
Chapels were sufficient; some didn’t want a memorial at all
and some thought any memorial should be built on the border
between Devon and Dorset, the majority were in favour of a
regimental memorial at the Arboretum.
Meanwhile the Regimental Secretary spoke to his opposite
numbers in other regiments and found that many amalgamated
regiments had decided not to erect individual memorials,
preferring to be represented on those of newer regiments such
as The Duke of Lancaster’s and The Yorkshire Regiment. In

Vivi Mallock’s original conceptual sketch.
Left: The
Regimental
Trees at the
NMA
Below: In 2015
new plaques
were placed
in front of the
trees in the
Ulster Ash
Grove
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The final clay statue of
Somme.

The final clay statue of The final clay statue of
Kohima.
Northern Ireland.

The maquette.

Northern Ireland ready to
receive the finishing touches.
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Carving the Dorset
Regiment badge.

Preparing molten bronze in the
furnace at the foundry.

Above: Kohima before
patination.
Left: The foundations going in.

s

our case, that would mean joining others in a Rifles
memorial. This was not a popular idea among
members of the Association and as The Rifles had
no immediate plans to erect a memorial anyway, it
was decided that if we were to go ahead, it should
be independently.
At their May 2013 meeting, the Trustees agreed,
despite some reservations about the lack of
response from members of the Association, that
a ‘simple but significant’ memorial should be
erected and that it should represent The Devons,
Northern Ireland and Somme
The Dorsets and The Devon and Dorsets - but the
outside the workshops and
Parts
of
Kohima
ready
to
lack of response meant there was no rush. So John
ready for patination.
weld
together.
Gaye and his sub-committee of Cedric Delves,
Simon Young, Idris Bates and Jeremy Archer visited the
The matter was raised at the Association’s AGM before
NMA in March 2014, reporting that a growing element of
the Reunion in May 2014 and there was clear and definite
the Regimental Association were keen to have something
support for a memorial. Based on that, the Trustees started
more than trees at the NMA and they were of the opinion that
more detailed planning. They thought that £70,000 should
whatever was produced had to be something to be proud of be enough to produce a worthwhile memorial (it turned out
as inevitably it would be compared with memorials erected
to be double that initial estimate!) and they set up a subby other regiments. They spoke to the NMA authorities who
committee led by Simon Young and consisting of Colin Pape
earmarked a very suitable plot - the first genuine step forward.
and John Mellin who would produce a short-list of artists who
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The path being completed.

were prepared to provide designs and construct the memorial.
Subsequently ten artists were identified and approached. The only
guidelines given to these artists was that the memorial should
represent the Regiment’s ethos of “understated excellence” - but
the design was entirely up to them.
In March 2015 the sub-committee considered the responses
and reduced the number going forward to just five from which
trustees then selected a final three who were asked to give faceto-face presentations at the Regimental Museum on 2nd July.
All three artists duly attended and presented their concepts. Each
was quite different and two stood out; but after discussion it was
unanimously agreed that Mrs Vivien (Vivi) Mallock’s concept
was the most suitable. She had produced a number of bronze
statues in the UK and abroad, all of which were of a very high
standard and she was clearly enthusiastic about producing one for
the Regiment. But there was an issue! Vivi was only too aware
of the high cost of bronze-work and was proposing statues of
half life-size. The Trustees thought that half-sized statues might
lead to ridicule and possibly become known as “The Devon and
Dorset Diddy Men.” They were quite clear that any statues must be
life-size, even if that meant the cost of the project would increase
a great deal. It was agreed that the proposal should be amended
to comprise 3 life-size figures symbolising the Regiment. These
should be interacting, either physically or visually, suggest
movement, and engage the viewer. They should have character,
humanity and empathy. The figures should be a Devon soldier
from WW1, a Devon and Dorset in Northern Ireland and a
Dorset from Kohima - one of which could be kneeling in order
to produce a more interesting visual impact. Stone plinths and
panels as well as an explanatory panel would be produced by
Phoenix Marble and Granite Ltd, based near Wimborne in Dorset,
with whom Vivi had worked on previous projects.
With the Trustees having decided on an artist and a design, it
was now necessary to gain the approval of the NMA authorities.
They have a strict system which requires a detailed application
form to be completed. Their approval committee only meets a
few times a year and the meeting in January 2016 was targeted
for general approval of the project and the one in April of that
year was targeted for final approval of the complete memorial.
Simon Young undertook this task - to such a high standard that
the NMA asked if they could use his application as an example of
best practice. The authorities granted approval for the memorial
as submitted, but unfortunately they would not agree to the plan
of installing two stone benches in front. Bryan Dutton, Chair of
Trustees, wrote to ask them to reconsider, but they refused to do
so. This transpired to be the only setback in the whole memorial
project - but one the Chairman is determined to revisit once the
dust has settled!
Things were now moving forward satisfactorily; we had a plot,

Chris Emery of Phoenix working out what goes
where.

Getting Northern Ireland ready for installation.

The plot at the NMA before preparations began.

The stonework in place.
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a design and permission to erect the memorial. But to enable
the project to reach a conclusion there was a need for funds.
The Trustees agreed to draw down enough from Regimental
investments to allow for initial bills to be paid, but there was a clear
requirement for fundraising - not least to allow members of the
Regiment the opportunity of donating and therefore sharing in the
ownership of their memorial. Mike Richardson was approached
and agreed to head up a team. In the meantime Vivi Mallock
produced clay models of the statues (called maquettes) so that
members of the Regiment could see what was being proposed
and any changes could be made at an early stage; it also meant
that images were available for publicity and fundraising purposes.
Members of the Regiment were informed of the project details
by letter, e-mail, etc as well as the Newsletter published in early
2016. They were encouraged to donate towards the costs, as their
personal circumstances allowed. The aim was to raise £70,000
which would be matched by drawing down on Regimental
investments. The fundraising team of Mike Richardson, Geoff
Nicholls, Colin Pape, John Gaye, Alan Hincke, Whippit Clark,
Andrew Edwards and John Wibberley was meanwhile hard at
work. Flyers and publicity banners were produced, a mobile
display set up and full details published on the Association
website, Facebook, etc. HRH The Duke of Kent was approached
to act as project Patron and the two county Lord-Lieutenants as
Vice Patrons. All three agreed. Hundreds of letters were written
and sent to potential donors including councils, freedom towns,
businesses, societies, etc, while the mobile display was deployed
at a number of venues across the West Country. Trustees agreed
that all donors should be listed in a book which would eventually
be held in the Keep Military Museum.
Boots being polished by the artist Vivi Mallock!
On Monday 23rd May a strong regimental
team assembled at The Keep Museum in
Dorchester to host a media event which
signalled the launch of the fundraising
appeal to the public. Managing the event
were head of the fundraising team, Mike
Richardson and Claire Vera, the Media
Advisor. The BBC had filmed its piece
a few days before, but the ITV News
sent a correspondent, as did a number of
newspapers and journals including The
Blackmore Vale Magazine, The Dorset
Echo and View From Newspapers.
Above: Almost
With the end of 2016 approaching a
complete.
great deal had been achieved: Full NMA
approval had been given for the project, the
Right: Somme being
statues were progressing, wording for the
lowered into place
explanatory panel had been provisionally
approved, funds were being raised and it

Somme came next.

Somme was quite tricky to get into the
correct position.
Kohima came last.
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had been agreed to hold
the Dedication Ceremony
on 17th September 2017
which provided a target for
everyone to aim towards.
Importantly, a meeting had
been held with the NMA
Events Team to start the
planning process during
which it became clear that the capacity for the
Ceremony would be 450.
In January 2017 a meeting was held to decide who
should be invited to the Ceremony. It was obviously
important to allow as many Association members as
possible to attend, but some major donors as well as
civic authorities should be invited as guests. (In the
event, approximately 50 guests were in attendance,
along with 400 members of the Regiment). Formal
invitation cards were designed by Simon Young, printed
and distributed. Colin Pape undertook to design a
commemorative booklet.
By April fundraising was going steadily and progress
on the memorial itself was on track; the exact style of
regimental badges on the stonework was decided and
details of the Dedication Ceremony had been agreed enthusiasm was such that there was already a waiting
list for places.
It was clear by now that the selection of Vivi Mallock
to produce the statues was not just excellent from an
artistic point of view, but that she and her husband
Ross were very organised and used to working to
tight time-frames. She had completed the full-sized
clay models and they had been signed off for accuracy
before the complicated process of casting in bronze
took place. This was done in the Talos foundry - next
door to Vivi’s studio near Andover. It involved making
separate moulds for heads, arms, legs, torsos, weapons
and equipment. Once cast in bronze all these parts of the
figures were expertly reassembled and welded together,
then waxed and patinated in time for collection.
On Tuesday 16th May, members of the Regimental
Association visited Vivi’s studio, to see for themselves
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how the project was developing. The team consisted of John
Beresford, John Chubb, Brian Duff, Graham and Jane Gilley,
Humphrie James, Martin King and Robert Steptoe. Mike
Richardson went along as well to make the introductions. They
were shown the three figures ‘up close’ in varied states of
preparation and had explained to them the long, exacting and
painstaking process involved in production of the final bronzes.
By June the priory stone which Phoenix used for the plinths
and panels had been quarried in Italy, shipped to the UK and
delivered to their base near Wimborne for the intricate carving
of badges and lettering.
Foundations were dug and concrete poured in the first week of
August in preparation for the memorial’s erection 3 weeks later.
Meanwhile, back at the workshop, BBC South West reporter
Simon Clemison visited on Friday 11th August to file a report on
progress. He produced an excellent piece on local TV involving
contributions from Christopher Hodgson, whose great-uncle Lt
William Hodgson served in the 9th Devons on The Somme in
1916 and wrote the famous poem ‘Before Battle’, Jenny Jeapes,
whose father Lt Col Geoffrey White was 2IC of 2nd Dorsets
during The Battle of Kohima in 1944, and Martin King and Mike
Richardson from the Regimental Association.
Once the media event was complete, Colin Pape and Simon
Young arrived to view the figures on behalf of our Regimental
Trustees.
It wasn’t until the last week of August 2017 that it all started
to come together with the three statues finally being erected on
their plinths at the NMA. Simon Young oversaw a pretty intense
couple of days involving a 250-mile journey with the stone
and bronze figures on board an 18-ton lorry from Dorset to the
NMA. Once on site the paving was laid and the memorial’s base
and backing panels were assembled, leaving the second day for
fixing the figures. Everyone involved breathed a sigh of relief
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Standard Bearers from Devon get together before
the ceremony.

Some of their Dorset counterparts.

s

Getting together at the memorial.

Members of the Regiments and their guests
assembled at the Memorial
that it all fitted together perfectly - the result of careful planning
and measurements, of course, and saw for the first time that this
memorial really was something very special. It had been roughly
3 years in the making. Even then it wasn’t until just days before
the Dedication Ceremony that the final turf was laid and the
barriers around the site could be taken away.
After many years of painstaking preparation, pivotal decisions,
detailed staff work, artistic endeavour and comprehensive
fundraising, the Regimental Memorial was finally and formally
dedicated at 1.00 pm on Sunday 17 September. The outstanding
ceremony was created and directed by the Regimental Secretary
Geoff Nicholls. It was a conspicuous moment in our regiments’
narrative: a unique, dignified, family occasion in which we left
our mark at the nation’s centre for remembrance; a place of
pilgrimage that will tell our story to generations to come.
Coaches from both counties and filled with members of the
Association arrived, while hundreds made their own way.
Guests at the ceremony included HRH The Duke of Kent, who
was formerly the Colonel-in-Chief of the Regiment and is still
Patron of the Regimental Association. He was joined by the
two county lord-lieutenants, the mayors and representatives of
the councils of our regimental freedom cities and towns and
by senior military representatives of our successor regiment,
The Rifles. The ceremony was a most inclusive affair. Cadets
from the Devon and Dorset Army Cadet Forces lined the route
and sounded the bugle calls led by Tony Cox. The music was
provided by former Devon and Dorset bandsmen, back together
again especially for the event under the direction of Phil Bond.
Our steadfast Regimental Association standard bearers were on
parade to provide a fitting framework in which our memorial
could be displayed. Extraordinarily, the sun shone throughout
the ceremony.
The Band playing outside the reception
marquee in between the showers.

Association members enjoying the sunshine.
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HRH The Duke of Kent arrives at the
memorial.

The Exeter Branch was well represented.

Bryan Dutton gives the introduction.
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HRH walking to the Reception - with the route lined by
Cadets from the two counties.

HRH meets Bryan Dutton, Chairman of Regimental Trustees.
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The Standards dip for the Last Post.

Above: HRH
meets Anna
Norman-Walker,
the Regimental
Association
Chaplain.

Left:
The Dedication
of the
Regimental
Memorial Order
of Service.

Once he had met and greeted our Patron, the Chairman of Trustees
Bryan Dutton introduced the ceremony. He welcomed HRH and
thanked him for his patronage of the memorial fundraising appeal,
and he welcomed the guests, most of whom had travelled a long
way to be present. He highlighted the teamwork that had produced
such a magnificent outcome, thanked the multitude of people who
had contributed to it and praised the staff of the National Memorial
Arboretum for their assistance.  
Maj Gen Dutton re-stated the purpose of our memorial: To
commemorate those who had served in our regiments, as well as
their families - all in the great tradition of service in our two counties.
He expressed our pride in the achievements of our successors in
The Rifles. Finally, he said:
‘This memorial is the final piece in our Regimental matrix of
remembrance and I trust it will serve both as a point of pilgrimage
for those who wish to remember and as a reminder to present and
future generations of the service, sacrifice and comradeship of
these fine West Country Regiments’.
There followed a special service conducted by our Association
Chaplain, Canon Anna Norman-Walker. It contained our
Regimental Hymn and Collect, and a reading by Lt Gen Sandy
Storrie of ‘Before Action’, a poem by Lt William Hodgson, who
served in the Devonshire Regiment and who was killed on 1 July
1916; the first day of the Battle of The Somme. The last post was
sounded, HRH laid a wreath and the spectators departed to the
evocative sound of our Regimental March played by the Regimental
Association Band Branch conducted by Phil Bond.
A marquee reception followed the service, at which members of
the Association were able to meet up and where the guests were
entertained. HRH had a small private lunch attended by some of the
Regiment’s senior officers, before meeting over a hundred guests.
The Regimental Association Band played in the background and
a tremendous comradely atmosphere was enjoyed by all present.
HRH formally signed the Donor’s Book before leaving and not
long afterwards members drifted away, having enjoyed a truly
memorable event.       
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HRH lays a wreath in memory of
those who served in the County
Regiments of Devon and Dorset.

HRH inspects the Memorial.
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Above left: Whippit Clark
checks Tony and Kathy
Thornburn in the Reception
area…
…while (left) Geoff Nicholls
welcomes the Mayor of
Christchurch.
Above right: HRH meeting Mrs
Sara Jones, widow of Lt Col ‘H’
VC.
Below: A happy group of
Association members laughing
in the face of middle age!
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Above right:
Colin Pape
introducing HRH
to Brig Charlie
Maconachie of
The Rifles, John
Gaye and Mrs Mu
Pape.
Left: HRH
meeting Tony and
Anne Cox and
(right) Director of
Music Phil Bond.

Richard and Liza Toomey, Kev and Bea
Fitzgerald and the Mayor of Blandford Forum.
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Legion D’Honneur Awards
As reported in earlier Newsletters, a few years ago the French
Government decided to award Legion d’Honneur medals to
all surviving members of Allied Forces who served during the
Liberation of France in 1944-45. The medal is the country’s
highest distinction and can be awarded to military and civilian
personnel. Receipt of the medals continued into last year.
Tony Blackman from Spalding in Lincolnshire received
his Legion d’Honneur in February. He was a member of
12th Devons who fought in Normandy. The accompanying
photo shows him receiving his award from M. Robert Mile,
Honorary French Consul.
Charles Hales also received the award in February, at a
ceremony in Becton, East London, attended by Jeremy
Lillies and Pat Peters. The presentation was made by Charles’
grandson who is a member of the local Army Cadet Force.

Charles was one of many men of The “Wessex Wyverns”
who took part in the capture of Hill 112. Shortly afterwards,
during the attack on Maltot, Charles was injured, but still
managed to assist his close pal Ernie Dawson who was even
more seriously injured.
Charles carried Ernie a considerable distance to a medical
aid post where his own injuries were also dealt with. Both
were subsequently repatriated.
Making the ceremony even more special was the fact that
Charles celebrated his 100th birthday just 4 days later. So he
was able to display his newly-awarded medal as well as his
telegram of congratulations from HM The Queen.
John Gardiner, of Sidmouth, received his award in November.
Aged 92, he served with 12th Devons in Normandy. He later
joined the RMP and served in Italy before being demobbed.

Tony Blackman.

John Gardiner.

Charles Hales.

Tirah Memorial Service - Dorchester
Some 60 Old Comrades and friends assembled at the Tirah
Memorial obelisk in the Borough Gardens, Dorchester on
Wednesday 25th October to pay homage to those Dorset
Regiment soldiers who fell in the Tirah Campaign of 1897-8.
The Mayor of Dorchester Councillor Susie Hosford laid
a Regimental wreath and the Service of Remembrance was

delightfully taken by Licensed Lay Minister David Bowen.
Lieutenant Colonel Andrew Edwards, representing The Rifles,
read the lesson and former Museum Curator Captain Colin
Parr MBE spoke both Exhortations.
Unusually after the Kohima Exhortation “When you go
home tell them of us and say; for your tomorrow we gave
our today” there followed
“For our today they gave
their tomorrow”.
Former Museum volunteer
Peter Metcalfe read the
names of the fallen, and this
was followed by planting of
26 named Poppy Crosses
- one for each casualty.
Present was Paul Bowditch,
whose Great Grandfather
was a casualty. Paul served
in the Devon and Dorsets
in the 1980’s and his father
served in the Dorsets in
WW2.
The excellent photos were
taken by 14 year old Alex
Blackmore who, as well
as being a Dorset Army
Cadet, was on a Duke of
Edinburgh’s Award Scheme
placement at The Keep.
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Plassey Day Celebrations
On Friday 23rd June a group of mainly former Dorsets
gathered at The Keep Museum in Dorchester to celebrate
the 260th anniversary of the famous Battle of Plassey. This
was the brainchild of the late General Colin Shortis who,
as a former Dorset, had grown up celebrating the day every
year in the Regiment. Intending to organise it himself, one
of his last wishes before he died earlier in the year was that
the function should go ahead without him.
So, his widow Sylvia and Major Nick Speakman organised
the function in his memory. And an excellent event it was.
To start proceedings General Tony Jeapes, the senior former
Dorset, gave an account of the battle with a few of his own
amusing comments interspersed with the facts (as much as
they are known). There followed a convivial buffet lunch
and much chat.
Major David Bredin had travelled the furthest - from the Far
East (Newmarket!) to represent his late father, that “mostDorset-of-Dorsets” Brigadier Speedy who would have been
very much at home.
Below: Simon Young and Geoff Nicholls with Humph
and Trudy James
Top right: Veronica Reid, John Ives and David Bredin.
Middle right: Jenny and Tony Jeapes with Sylvia Shortis
Bottom right: Derek Thomas, Sylvia Shortis and John
Andre

An Unknown Dorset Regiment Soldier
The remains of two soldiers were discovered with regimental
artefacts during road works near the town of Albert a little
while ago. However, despite intensive research, including
DNA testing, it was not possible to name either of them.
The artefacts identified them as being members from the
Bedfordshire Regiment and the Dorset Regiment. DNA got
the Dorset down to one of six names on the Arras Memorial
from an original twelve, all of whom had been killed on 29th
/30th March 1918 during the battle of Albert. Sadly, though,
neither could be definitively named.
The soldiers were buried with full military honours during
a moving ceremony on 16th November in Bouzincourt Ridge
Cemetery which is maintained by the Commonwealth War
Graves Commission and which has views to Thiepval in
one direction and Albert in another, the basilica spire being
very visible.
The service, led by The Revd Iori Price CF from 1st Battalion,
The Royal Anglian Regiment, and The Revd John Swanston
CF from 1st Battalion, The Rifles, was organised by the Joint
Casualty and Compassionate Centre.
As well as the Dorset representatives, there were others
from the British Defence Staff, CWGC and local dignitaries.

A number of French standard bearers as well as the two from
Dorset -Ken Chivers and Rob Frazer - were in attendance.
Chris Copson laid a Dorset Regiment wreath, and Nick
Speakman read the Regimental Collect. 1 RIFLES was
represented by Captain Owen Mitchell, who laid a wreath,
and two buglers.
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New Memorial Unveiled at Wagon Hill
On the 6th January 2000 the Regiment celebrated the 100th
Anniversary of the Battle of Wagon Hill in our traditional
way but at Ladysmith in South Africa. The rugby match,
drinks and dinner made a fitting commemoration of the battle
and the charge of the Devons. We invited the Harrismith
Commando to join us in our service, laying wreaths at the
Devon memorial and subsequently they were our guests at
the dinner in Ladysmith. It became clear that the historical
rights and wrongs of the Boer War and Ladysmith, as viewed
by the opposing sides in the conflict, were not going to be
settled on that night but that what all could agree was that the
men on both sides were brave young men doing what they
thought was right for their respective nations. In that spirit a
toast was drunk to “brave men”.
This reconciliation has lasted and since that year the
Harrismith Commando have looked after the Devon graves
and conducted an annual service on the 6th January to
commemorate the battle and casualties on both sides.
This has been excellent, but nevertheless there was surprise
when RHQ were informed that Ladysmith had decided to
commission a new memorial, near the Devonshire memorial,
to commemorate the reconciliation rather than the battle. At
the expense of the town - this new memorial briefly tells the
story of the battle in English and Afrikaans and commemorates
the reconciliation. Designed so that on the 6th January each
year the sun shines through the open cross onto the ‘6th
January 1900’ on the ground. The memorial is dedicated to
‘Brave Men’ or in Afrikaans ‘Die Dapperes’.
At the same time the citizens of Ladysmith decided to

The new memorial at H Hr on 6th January 2018,
with the sun shining through the open cross to
strike the date.
grant the Freedom of Entry to Ladysmith to The Rifles.
This Freedom was
accepted by The
Rifles at a ceremony
on 10th June 2017
with a small guard
from 2 RIFLES.
The Reconciliation
Memorial was
unveiled at a
ceremony and
service on 11th June
2017 by Lieutenant
Colonel Andreas
Jordaan on behalf
of the Harrismith
Commando and
Major General Bryan Dutton, on behalf of the Regiment. 2
RIFLES again provided a guard of honour and a bugler. It
was a well supported moving occasion and the monument is
impressive and is commended to any visitors to Ladysmith.
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Welfare Report
Introduction

The Rifles benevolence system has now been running for
over 10 years and is still providing an excellent service for
our serving and retired servicemen and families who are in
need of support. The maximum individual grant from The
Rifles remains at £1,000 which has benefitted a number of
claimants. The ‘system’ has also been centralised so that
requests for assistance are sent direct to RHQ in Winchester.
Full details are on the website www.theriflesnetwork.co.uk
The Army Benevolent Fund (ABF) has also made grants
in the form of Supplementary Allowances/Nursing Home
Top-Up Fees and Welfare Grants to our members. The Royal
British Legion (RBL) has also continued to make generous
financial grants.
Readers may be interested to know that The Rifles as a
whole made grants totalling well over £300,000 to over 500
individuals last year.
Another major change that has occurred is the Casualty
Management System (CMS) which is a computer-driven
welfare programme. This has replaced the old Form A
which was a long-winded system that slowed the process of
giving rapid help to the needy. The system is now fully up
and running.
The Royal British Legion has also been reorganised and
the longer term future of how these changes will affect our
members is still not clear. The old county system has gone
and a regional system has replaced it. Drop-in centres have
replaced the case-worker network. Hopefully, any initial
teething problems have been ironed out.
We continue to make our annual Christmas grants to those
in need and last year we made 39 grants which included our
In-Pensioner in the Royal Hospital, Chelsea.

Friendship and Welfare Visiting

The Association Branch Welfare Visitors, branch officials
and retired officers have continued to be active throughout
2017. They once again made many welfare visits to former
members of all three former regiments and their widows who
were ill, disabled, down on their luck, in need, or lonely. The
Regiment is very appreciative and greatly indebted to them
for giving up so much of their time to make these visits which
do so much to help foster a family spirit.
If anyone knows or hears of a Regimental comrade or
widow who would benefit from a visit please contact either
the appropriate branch, area welfare officer or the Regimental
Association Secretary at The Exeter Office. If you think a
person needs help, please do not hesitate to call the office on
01392 492435. You will then be put in touch with the best
agency to deal with the case.
The first action in all events is to arrange a suitable time for
a caseworker to visit. The caseworker carries out an interview
which on average will last about 1 - 2 hours. The process
is very intrusive with many personal questions being asked
and honest answers are required. The form which is filled
in is the basis of the audit trail for all welfare funds. SSAFA
and the RBL use the same form. Confidentiality is essential
in all that happens when dealing with welfare. Rest assured
that only the caseworker and supporting agencies will see
what your form contains.

Care for Casualties (C4C)

This Regimental charity raises funds for injured soldiers
and their families as well as bereaved families. Over £3

million has been raised. The
charity is designed to provide
services or items which are not
available from the MOD or other
charitable causes. It is making
a huge difference to members
of the regimental family. Members of the Association have
been strong supporters and have raised many thousands of
pounds. This effort is much appreciated - please keep it up.
Anyone who served in HM Forces, regardless of when, how
long for and whether in conflict or peacetime is by definition
a veteran. If you were in the Army, even if only for one day,
you are a veteran and as such can access a vast network of
support and guidance.
The Service Personnel & Veterans Agency provides a range
of ‘through life’ support functions direct to around 900,000
serving personnel and the Veterans Community.
Whatever your enquiry, whether it be accessing service
records, finding out about entitlement to a War Pension, the
Armed Forces Compensation Scheme, health concerns or
any other issue, the Agency is there to help.
Call the Helpline on 08081914218 or go to the website:
veterans-uk.info
Features on the website include an online advice section,
taking people through interactive questions to identify sources
of help on issues such as housing, money matters and caring
responsibilities. Recognising the Service which veterans have
given is an important aspect of the site, with information on
medals, the HM Armed Forces Veterans badge and other
official emblems. On the social side, the Veterans Community
section includes discounts and special offers for veterans,
advice on tracing comrades, etc.

The Army Benevolent Fund
- The Soldiers’ Charity

The ABF exists purely to provide help
with any problems that could face
you now or in the future. Last year
the Fund disbursed over £4 million
to help the disabled, the aged, the
bereaved, the unemployed and the

homeless.
Their address is:
The Army Benevolent Fund, Mountbarrow House, 6-20
Elizabeth Street, London, SW1W 9RB
Phone: 0845 241 4820

Help at The End of The Line

SSAFA Forces Help have a free,
confidential, helpline for ex-service
personnel and their families with any
problems. The support line is staffed by
trained civilian advisers who are not there
to offer solutions, but will listen and advise
callers on a range of options to consider. An anonymous
civilian PO Box is also available if people prefer to write in.
The Freephone telephone number is: 0800 731 4880 and the
civilian PO Box address is: PO Box 1312, Freepost, Pewsey,
Wiltshire, SN9 6NN.
Email via SSAFA website: www.ssafa.org.uk
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Legionline -Advice and Helpline

Legionline is a full advice and information
helpline for the ex-Service community.
For just the cost of a local phone call
you can receive authoritative information
on: Pensions/War Pensions, Benefits,
R e s i d e n t i a l C a r e , B e n evo l e n c e ,
Convalescence, Resettlement Training
and Support, Employment, Support and Rehabilitation for
those with Disabilities, Small Business Advice and Loans,
War Grave Tours and Pilgrimages, Membership Recruitment
and Services, Ceremonial Activities, Bands, the Poppy Appeal
and Fundraising Events.
The information database includes details of other relevant
organisations and, where appropriate, callers may be
redirected for advice. The telephone number of Legionline
is: 08457 725 725.
The ‘Not Forgotten’ Association provides
assistance in the form of leisure and recreational
activities for disabled ex-Service men and
women. For more information contact the ‘Not
Forgotten’ Association on: 020 7730 2400 or
e-mail: info@nfassociation.org.

The British Limbless Ex-Servicemen’s
Association (BLESMA)

BLESMA aims to give exServicemen and women who
either lost limbs, the use of their
limbs, or one or both eyes as a
result of service, a counselling
and caring service and help with
everyday problems. They are recognised as the specialist
charity dealing specifically with amputees.
Contact the Association either by phone or letter at 185-187
High Road, Chadwell Heath, Romford, Essex RM6 6NA.
Tel: 020 8590 1124. E-mail: headquarters@blesma.org.
Alternatively visit the website at www.blesma.org.

Blind Veterans UK

Blind Veterans UK offers free lifelong
support and services to help veterans and
their families overcome the challenges
of sight loss. The charity provides vital
emotional and practical support to vision
impaired veterans, no matter when they
served or how they lost their sight. It could
be, for instance, that they did National
Service and lost their sight years after

leaving service.
If you are a blind or vision-impaired veteran, or you know
someone who is, please call 0800 389 7979 or visit www.
noonealone.org.uk.

The Lord Kitchener Memorial
Holiday Centre

Kitchener’s is a unique location in Suffolk, overlooking
the sea in south Lowestoft, offering hotel-style holiday
accommodation to ex-service men and woman and their
spouses or partners.
Kitchener’s is open from April through to October and
holidays are taken Tuesday to Tuesday.
We offer ten twin-bedded rooms with en-suite bathrooms,
two of which have walk-in showers. The remainder have all
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the usual bathroom facilities with an over-bath shower. Half
board is provided with a full English breakfast and a three
course evening meal in our air-conditioned dining room. At
other times guests can help themselves to tea, coffee and
biscuits from a small servery area off the dining room.
Please contact the manager, Steven Schofield, if you
would like more information about the facilities available:
Lord Kitchener Memorial Holiday Centre, 10 Kirkley Cliff,
Lowestoft, NR33 0BY
Telephone: 01502 573564 E-mail: enquiries@
lkitchenerslowestoft.co.uk

The Queen Alexandra Hospital Home

Situated in Worthing, West Sussex, the
Home offers nursing and rehabilitation
facilities for ex-Servicemen and Women,
whether their injuries were sustained inservice or since leaving. It caters for all ages
and has long term residents as well as those
requiring short term respite care.
Telephone: 01903 213458

Future Roots

Based in Dorchester, this organization provides horticultural
and farming-based activities for all ages, especially men who
are ageing or in poor health, giving them an opportunity to
engage socially with others.
Telephone: 01305 251731 or E-mail: tony@futureroots.net

Pension Credit Guarantee

Pensioners are guaranteed a minimum amount to live on.
If their income from all sources (state basic and additional
pensions, private pensions, etc) is less than a certain amount
called ‘pension credit guarantee’, they may be able to claim
income support to top their income up to that level. The
pension credit guarantee for a single person is £159.35 per
week and for a couple is £43.25, depending on dates of birth.
One in three of those eligible do not claim it. Apply by Free
phone to: 0800 99 1234.

Health
King Edward VII’s Hospital, London

The Hospital offers grants and subsidies to all uninsured exService personnel and their spouses, ex-spouses and widows.
If you are in need of hospital care and wish to consider this
option, please get in touch with King Edward VII’s Hospital
Sister Agnes, Beaumont Street, London W1G 6AA. Phone
020 7486 4411 or e-mail info@kingedwardvii.co.uk

Discounts
Defence Discount Service (DDS)

The MOD has launched the DDS as part of the Armed Forces
Covenant, in recognition of service in the Armed Forces. It is
open to members of the Armed Forces community including
Armed Forces veterans. Many high profile companies
are engaged with the Defence Discount Service, offering
discounts on cars, laptop computers, supermarkets, holidays
and mobile phones. The list is growing and it is anticipated
many more companies will now come forward to add their
support to those already committed. A wide range of discounts
and privileges can be accessed online immediately at www.
defencediscountservice.co.uk
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Transport

Veterans in England who are under the age of 60, and were
seriously injured in Service, will be able claim the statutory
bus concession. In addition, Transport for London offer free
travel for war pensioners and widows, who should apply for
their free passes (Oyster Cards) using the detailed instructions
on the TfL website at www.tfl.gov.uk and search for Veterans
Concessionary Travel Scheme.

Accommodation
SSAFA Forces Help Housing Advisory Service

The Housing Advisory Service provides information and
advice on a wide range of housing matters, for ex-service
personnel, their families and dependants. It holds extensive
information on housing providers and a précis of the housing
policies of every Local Authority in the UK. It also has a
database listing establishments and organisations which have
an affiliation to the ex-Service community. Those in need
of housing assistance should contact the Housing Officer
(Information) at SSAFA Forces Help’s Housing Advisory
Service: 020 7463 9398 or e-mail www.ssafa.org.uk

Alabaré

Alabaré has accommodation available for
ex-soldiers in many towns and cities in the
South West, including Plymouth, Weymouth
and Bristol, as well as “floating support” in
Bournemouth. The organisation also offers
support to those who are experiencing
difficulty after leaving military service.
Staff offer help with a range of complex issues including
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, drug and alcohol addiction,
education, employment and life skills. Anyone requiring
accommodation or other assistance should get in touch:
Alabaré Christian Care and Support, 33 Brown Street,
Salisbury SP1 2AS or phone: 01722 340147 or by e-mail:
enquiries@alabare.co.uk
Haig Homes is the leading UK provider of
rented housing for ex-Service personnel. It
has over 1,300 properties situated on small
well-managed estates ranging in size from
about six houses up to the largest estate in
Morden of over 270 homes. The properties, a
mix of family-sized houses, maisonettes and flats, are spread
throughout the United Kingdom. Waiting lists are open for
housing in the following areas :Ashtead, Belfast, Birmingham, Brentwood, Bristol,
Broadstairs, Bury St Edmunds, Cardiff, Carlisle, Chalfont,
Cheltenham, Dartford, Edinburgh, Enfield, Farnborough,
Glasgow, Gloucester, Grimsby, Hampstead, Harrow,
Haslemere, Hull, Isle of Wight, Jersey, Kings Lynn, Leeds,
Leicester, Liverpool, Loudwater, Lymington, Manchester,
Morden, Newcastle, Norwich, Penzance, Portsmouth,
Romford, Ruislip, Salisbury, Sheffield, Southend on Sea,
Sunderland, Sutton Coldfield, Swansea, Warrington,
Wimborne, Winchfield, Woolwich, Worcester.
Download an application form and other supporting
documents from the website www.haighousingtrust.org.uk
or request an application form to be sent to you by post by
leaving your details on an ansaphone message service on
020 8685 5777

Sheltered Housing for Old Comrades
in Dorset

Advice and assistance for anyone in housing need including
all ex-forces personnel can be obtained from West Dorset
District Council on: 01305 251010

Holiday home for the disabled in Swanage

Heroes Haven in
Swanage is a 2-bedroom
cabin at Herston Leisure
Park which provides
affordable holidays for service personnel and veterans with
disabilities. In its own landscaped grounds, the cabin is
adapted for wheelchair use which makes it ideal for a family
or a disabled person with their carer. Full details are available
from: secretary@heroes-haven.or.uk

Employment
Regular Forces Employment
Association Ltd (RFEA)

RFEA helps ex-Regular soldiers to
resettle and find employment, any
time up to the national retirement
age and as often as necessary,
provided they served a minimum of 4 years in the ranks or
were medically discharged. The service is also available to
widows/widowers of eligible spouses who died in service;
and spouses of those eligible but who are unable to work on
medical grounds.
RFEA Employment Consultants have all had a Service
career themselves and worked in commerce or industry which
places them in a unique position to offer:
This service is available from 24 Branches throughout the
United Kingdom. To find out where your nearest Branch
contact is located, call the Central Employment Team on
0121 236 0058 or visit the website: www.rfea.org.uk
“Soldier on!” is a specialist recruitment
initiative to help servicemen and women, as
well as veterans, to find employment. It offers the following:
1. CV writing, interview training and sector knowledge
seminars
2. Work experience for those who need something nonmilitary on their CV,
before aiming for permanent placements
3. Permanent placements for those who they can find
careers for immediately (trained
individuals etc)
The service is completely free. For further information,
phone 020 7193 0492 or e-mail: info@soldieron.org.uk
The Poppy Factory works with ex-Service
men and women of all ages who have a
health condition or impairment that acts
as a barrier to a meaningful and enjoyable
career. Their aim is to get veterans back
into work. They achieve this by working
in partnership with an increasingly wide
range of businesses and organisations and
by giving as much support as they can to help veterans thrive
in their new workplace. Specific areas of assistance are:
Developing CVs and providing interview skills and guidance;
providing mentors through the corporate mentoring scheme;
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sourcing job opportunities from their network of supportive
employers; discussing career goals and helping individuals
to apply for the roles you want; proactively contacting
local employers if there are not suitable existing vacancies;
creating a personal development plan once employment has
been found; providing 12 months of in-work support. Call
or email the Employment Co-ordinator: 020 8939 1837 or
shaunjohnson@poppyfactory.org

Free Legal Advice

The School of Law at Queen Mary, University of London,
has a Legal Advice Centre which offers free advice to current
and past members of the Armed Services. It covers such
aspects of law as:
Family: Cohabitation, civil partnerships, divorce, financial
claims on separation, co-habitation issues for unmarried
couples, pre-nuptial agreements, children law.
Company: Start-up businesses, businesses with a turnover
of less than £100,000, social enterprises, charities.
Employment: Employment issues, immigration,
discrimination, dismissals.
Crime: Hate crime, police complaints, CRB checks and
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offences, discrimination.
Property: Landlord and tenant disputes, freehold and
leasehold disputes, neighbour disputes.
Contract: Consumer transactions, private contracts
Intellectual Property: Trademarks, copyright.
The Legal Advice Centre is dedicated to offering a
confidential environment when seeking free legal advice. To
make an enquiry, please contact:
Legal Advice Centre, School of Law Queen Mary, University
of London, Mile End Road, London E1 4NS
Telephone: 020 7882 3931 e-mail: lac@qmul.ac.uk
Website: www.advicecentre.law.qmul.ac.uk

Summary

As can be seen from the list above, help of all sorts is available
to those in need. Can we please ask all our readers to help
The Regiment to look after our old comrades and keep the
Exeter Office informed of anyone who may require assistance.
Thank you.
If you have any questions about the Welfare System and
how to access it call the Exeter Office on 01392 492435

News from The Rifles
Although the Army has been involved in less
operations than in recent years and 2016 was only
the second year since the Second World War when
no British troops were killed in action (the other
was 1968), the growing trend for sending training
and advisory teams to a wide variety of locations
has continued. There has been notable success
training the Iraqi and Kurdish forces who have been
gradually pushing ISIS/Da’esh out of the country. A
number of British troops also remain in Afghanistan
in a variety of non-combat roles. More recently there
have been deployments to eastern Europe with the
aim of deterring any thoughts of aggression from
Russia. In addition, there is a concerted effort by the
Government to influence other nations by sending
small Army teams to work with and advise their
armies. Along with the usual training and exercise
regimes which units continue to conduct, as they HRH The Duke of Kent inspecting members of 1 RIFLES during
always have, this means that battalions are as busy their Homecoming Parade.
as ever. Some of the battalions featured in the BBC
TV series “Behind the New Front Lines” about current Army
Light Infantry Roled Battalions haven’t changed a great deal
deployments.
over the years - they are trained to deploy worldwide at short
There have been two significant changes to The Rifles
notice with light scales of equipment. The Battalion has been
ORBAT during the period. Firstly, the recent formation of
warned to deploy troops to Iraq in 2019.
8 RIFLES, a Reserve Battalion based in the North East and
They been deployed on Operation Shader, the UK’s
the Midlands, which has increased the national footprint of
involvement in support of counter Da’esh operations in Iraq,
the Regiment; and secondly the adjustment of 4 RIFLES
since August 2015. Their role had been training the Iraqi
to the new Specialist Infantry role which is outlined below.
and Kurdish security forces to fight and defeat Da’esh. The
training compromised such aspects as infantry tactics, bomb
1 RIFLES is now
disposal, field engineering and first aid. Over the 18-months
part of 1st (UK)
deployment in Iraq, they trained more than 30,000 Iraqi Army
Division - which
and Kurdish Peshmerga. Training is also in place for those
heads up what is
forces who will secure Iraq in the longer term once Da’esh has
known as the British
been defeated. While there they raised £2,058.20 for the Iraq
Army Light Role
Welfare Association, a charity giving aid to refugees over the
Adaptable Force.
Christmas period after they were forced to flee Mosul from
It’s a Light Infantry
Daesh. During the competition the team managed to deadlift
Roled Battalion
92 tons in an hour and bear crawl over 4km!
and is paired with
By January they had all arrived back in Chepstow and held
a Homecoming Parade. Just prior to the parade, the Chepstow
Members of 1 RIFLES in Gabon, 6 RIFLES from
the Reserve Force.
Military Wives Choir performed in the centre of town followed
West Africa.
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C Company, 1 RIFLES in Kazakhstan.
by the Riflemen stepping off, led by The Band and Bugles of
The Rifles. HRH The Duke of Kent, who is Royal Colonel
of 1 RIFLES, was in attendance as was the Lord Lieutenant
of Gwent, Brigadier Robert Aitken CBE.
The Battalion is aligned with Central Asia for training and
Defence Engagement. They have an enduring partnership
with a number of Central Asian countries and regularly
deploy to these countries for joint training. Members of the
Battalion deployed to Uzbekistan where they were helping
to train a Cambrian Patrol team from the Uzbek Army who
competed in the competition later in the year. C Company
went to Kazakhstan on Exercise Steppe Eagle 17 with the
aim of improving interoperability, build friendships and
assess Kazakh forces’ readiness to conduct international
peacekeeping tasks.
Further afield, a group also assisted with the training of
members of the Ugandan People’s Defence Force prior to
their deployment to Somalia, as well as an Anti-Poaching
Training Team who delivered leadership training to the
Ugandan Wildlife Authority Rangers who patrol National
Parks and protect local animals from illegal poaching. To
complete a very busy year, B Company spent some weeks
training in the jungles of Belize.
On the sporting front, the Battalion reached the final of the
Army Rugby Cup having won a close fought semi-final against
RMA Sandhurst by 24 points to 23. They were eventually
beaten in a very close-fought match against the REME Depot.
They also lived up to the Regimental motto of Swift and Bold
by winning the Infantry Cycling Championships.
2 RIFLES is also a light-roled battalion and is based in
Thiepval Barracks, Lisburn on the outskirts of Belfast in

2 RIFLES training members of the Iraqi Army.

1 RIFLES Rugby v RMAS.

C Company, 2 RIFLES receiving medals after their
UN deployment to South Sudan.
Northern Ireland. No longer routinely committed to security
operations in Northern Ireland, the Battalion forms a part of
38 (Irish) Brigade, as part of the British Army’s Adaptive
Force. It is paired with 8th Battalion The Rifles from the
Reserve Force.
2 RIFLES continue to train the Iraqi Security Forces to
ensure they are best prepared to defeat Da’esh.
The Battalion won the Sun Overseas Hero award for their
work in Gabon, West Africa, where they had deployed a series
of Short Term Training Teams to improve the capability of the
Agence Nationale des Parcs Nationaux (ANPN)- the Gabon
Parks Agency. A total of six missions, starting in August
2015, were carried out over a two year period,
using DEFRA funding as part of a coordinated,
cross-government approach.
Having recently returned from their successful
United Nations peace keeping mission to South
Sudan (UNMISS), C Company were presented with
their UN medals by the Commander of 38 (Irish)
Brigade, Brigadier Swift, at a medals parade at
Marne Lines, Thiepval Barracks in October.
Earlier in the year 19 Riflemen from 2 RIFLES
undertook a two week trip to South Africa to
accept the Freedom of Ladysmith on behalf of
the Regiment. The group spent a week in Durban
conducting adventurous pursuits such as surfing
and gorge jumping and then moved to Ladysmith to
undertake a varied programme of official parades,
battlefield studies and commemorative services.
Captain Simon Swindells and Rifleman James
Kelly also flew to Cape Town to visit the Cape
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Capt Swindells 2 RIFLES, in Cape Town.
Town Rifles (Duke’s) and to promote Regimental alliances
throughout South Africa.
On the sporting front two Riflemen helped the Infantry to
win the Army Inter Corps Skiing Championships for the first
time since 2004 - LCpl Ollie Lewis of 1 RIFLES and Lt Josh
Lee of 2 RIFLES who alongside their partner Fus Max Plant
made up the 3 man winning Infantry A Team.
3 RIFLES is based in Dreghorn Barracks, Edinburgh and
is due to move to Catterick, North Yorkshire, in 2021 as
one of the selected units in the British Army’s new Strike
Brigades within 3rd (UK) Division which is the only division
at continual operational readiness in the UK. 3 RIFLES will
be one of just four ‘Strike’ Battalions within the infantry and
will be equipped with the new Mechanised Infantry Vehicle
(MIV) which is designed to provide a better, more protected,
agile force that will be able to self-deploy with minimal
logistical support. The Battalion is currently equipped with
Foxhound Protected Mobility Vehicles but will convert to
Mastiff and then the new MIV when it comes into service.
Members of the Battalion deployed on exercise with the
Royal Saudi Land Forces in Tabuk. The scenario had the 3
RIFLES Battlegroup embedded in the 7th Saudi Brigade,
sharing best practise, making friends and learning from each
other. There were also opportunities to learn about Saudi
history and culture.
Two members of the Battalion recently took part in a 60 mile
ultra marathon in the Peak District to raise funds for Help for
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Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson meets a
5 RIFLES sniper in Estonia and comes a
close second in the impromptu shaggy hair
competition.

Heroes. Luke Pawson came in 28th position overall, closely
followed by Anthony Gale in 29th. In football the Battalion
won an extremely close fought Infantry Cup Quarter Final
against arch rivals 2 RIFLES with the final score 7-6 on
penalties after extra time.
4 RIFLES is a mechanised infantry battalion based in
New Normandy Barracks, Aldershot as part of 1 Armoured
Infantry Brigade. Early in the year they were welcomed back
to their base from their recent operational tour in Iraq. They
(like 1 RIFLES) were part of the ongoing commitment by
British Forces to train Iraqi and Kurdish forces in the fight
against ISIS/ Da’esh. The numbers of Iraqi Security Forces
trained by UK and Coalition personnel has increased threefold
since October 2016, with around 3,000 Iraqi forces now
being trained every month. 10,000 troops have been trained
since the end of October 2016. Their base in Iraq was the
sprawling military air base of Al Asad, in the Jazeera desert,
which is also home to a coalition of Danish, Iraqi and US
troops. Their role fell into two categories - those providing
base security and those providing the training and mentoring
under the ‘Building Partnership Capacity’ (BPC) programme.
Underlining the multi-national approach, 4 RIFLES troops
providing the BPC support did so under the command of a
Danish lieutenant colonel. The group also trained Iraqi Border
Guard personnel who were deployed to provide a police
service in areas that are cleared of insurgents. The
security force, referred to as SECFOR, operated
alongside their coalition partners in manning
the sentry posts and mounting foot patrols with
incursions deeper into the outlying perimeter of
the base in armoured vehicles.
4 RIFLES has subsequently been selected as
one of just two infantry units to pilot the new
and exciting Specialised Infantry (Spec Inf) role.
Spec Inf Battalions are expeditionary by design,
capable and credible and will plan to have an
element always deployed on operations. The aim
is to train, advise, assist, mentor and accompany
the soldiers of overseas partners, helping them to
develop their own capability and prevent crises.
The Battalion has been given the British Army’s
Spec Inf responsibility for the Middle East and
North Africa. 4 RIFLES currently consists of
around 250 Riflemen, drawn from across the
other battalions of The Rifles - giving all Riflemen
Members of 4 RIFLES being inspected during the Freedom of serving across the Regiment the opportunity to
Winchester.
serve in the exciting Spec Inf role. Selection
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Members of 6 RIFLES skiing in France.
for service in 4 RIFLES involves an assessment to identify
Riflemen who are physically robust, culturally diverse and
comfortable operating on their own initiative. The likelihood
of an operational deployment whilst serving with 4 RIFLES
is very high.
During the year the Battalion found time to exercise the
Regiment’s Freedom of Winchester. The City Council
bestowed Freedom of Entry in 1946 to the King’s Royal Rifles
Corps and The Rifle Brigade and later transferred it to The
Royal Green Jackets. The Parade celebrated The Rifles 10th
Anniversary and was organised to coincide with The Royal
Green Jacket’s Annual Veteran’s Day. The 200-strong parade
led by the Band and Bugles of The Rifles marched from
Peninsula Barracks and down the High Street into Winchester
Cathedral where they paused for the Turning of the Pages
Ceremony. They then halted outside the Guildhall and were
inspected by the Regiment’s Colonel Commandant General
Sir Nick Carter and the Mayor of Winchester Councillor
David McLean.
Finally, the Battalion shooting team did extremely well at
Bisley, finishing second behind 1 RGR. LCpl Stanton finished
third in the Army. All members of 4 RIFLES and one from 3
RIFLES achieved positions in the Army Top 100.
5 RIFLES is one of only six Armoured Infantry battalions
in the Army. They have acted as the lead element for the UK’s
Enhanced Forward Presence, based in Estonia throughout the
year under the overarching NATO mission. The battlegroup,
based on the Warrior armoured fighting vehicle, supported
our allies in the region and acted as a forward presence to
confront threats to global security. They were joined by over
200 troops from France and Denmark which included main
battle tanks and a company of infantry. The deployment was

6 RIFLES silver medal winning Cambrian Patrol
team.

The ceremony in Tiverton in memory of Pte Sage VC.

Members of 6 RIFLES diving off Gozo.
essentially defensive in nature and had a secondary aim of
developing and supporting Estonian Armed Forces. Some
readers may have seen 5 RIFLES in the BBC TV series about
current Army deployments.
On the sporting front, 5 RIFLES won the Infantry Squash
Team Championships beating tough competition from 4
RIFLES in the final.
6 RIFLES is the West Country Infantry Reserve Battalion,
paired with 1 RIFLES. It includes the Salamanca Band, which
many readers will have seen performing at various West
Country venues during the year. In March, 44 members of the
Battalion took part in Exercise Frosted Wyvern - an intense
week-long skiing exercise held in La Tania in the French
Alps. Among other adventurous training opportunities was
a scuba diving expedition to Gozo.
Medics from the Battalion deployed to Kansas to conduct
specialist medical training to the Armenian fire services.
Closer to home many members of the Battalion took part in
their major training exercise on Dartmoor Training Area in
September, where they were visited by their Royal Colonel,
HRH The Duke of Gloucester.
Individuals have been able to train with 1 RIFLES in Belize
and Kenya and in October the Battalion’s Cambrian Patrol
team under Patrol Commander 2Lt Fred Montane-Wills was
awarded a Silver Medal.
In October, 6 RIFLES were privileged to support the
unveiling of a centenary commemorative plaque in memory
of Pte Thomas Sage VC in Tiverton. A number of Devon and
Dorset Standards were also on parade. Students from Tiverton
High School, led by Mr David Hart, a former member of 6
Rifles who was injured in a suicide bombing in Afghanistan
in 2004, also attended.
7 RIFLES like 2 RIFLES, is part of 38 (Irish) Brigade,
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Officer Cadet George Harrison receiving The Queen’s Medal at Sandhurst.
despite being based in the Home Counties, and is paired
with 5 RIFLES. It also has the 30-strong Waterloo Band and
Bugles based in Oxford which covers numerous ceremonial
engagements. The Battalion HQ is based in Reading with
a Platoon in Swindon. The other companies are based in
Abingdon, with a Platoon in High Wycombe; Milton Keynes,
with a new Platoon based in Aylesbury; and London at Davies
Street and West Ham.
As well as conducting training exercises in the UK, they
deployed 150 personnel to Estonia, where they linked up with
their regular counterparts in 5 RIFLES. The centre piece of
the deployment was a multinational brigade level exercise,
Ex Northern Frog, working alongside 5 RIFLES and the
Estonian Defence League.
8 RIFLES
The Battalion is the latest addition to the Regiment and is the
Reserve Infantry Battalion of the North East, Yorkshire and
the West Midlands. It has only recently been established. It
is paired with 2 RIFLES.
A final piece of late news is that two former cadets from the

Gillingham Detachment of Dorset ACF completed the yearlong Officer Training Course at Royal Military Academy,
Sandhurst which concluded with their passing out parade
on Friday 15 December 2017.
One of them, Officer Cadet George Harrison, was presented
with the Queen’s Medal. George had been a member of the
Gillingham detachment of Dorset ACF from the age of 12
and is now commissioned into The Rifles.
The medal is awarded to the officer cadet who has achieved
the best overall results in military, academic and practical
studies and it was presented to him by HRH Prince Harry,
representing his grandmother, HM The Queen. The parade
was attended by family members alongside Adult Volunteers
from Dorset ACF.
The best source of further information about The Rifles is the
annual magazine called “The Bugle” - this can be purchased
from RHQ in Winchester using the attached proforma. Those
not wishing to part with their hard-earned cash can see brief
snapshots of what the Regiment is involved in by visiting
their website: theriflesnetwork.co.uk

Support your Newsletter
The Regimental Association Committee hope you have
enjoyed this edition of The Newsletter.
Each copy costs over £2 to print and distribute. This expense
is a major drain on Association funds.
Any donations to offset this cost would be greatly

appreciated. They would be welcome at any time and
there is section you can complete in the enclosed Reunion
instruction.
For those members wishing to donate electronically,
instructions may be found on page 7.
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Bankers Order Form
The Bugle
To: (Bank or Building Society)
Dear Sir,
Please pay *now the sum of £............. to The Rifles Bugle Fund, at The Royal Bank of Scotland (A/C Number 10084282),
67-68 High Street, Winchester, SO23 9DA, (Sort Code 16-34-25), *and the sum of £13.00 thereafter annually on 1st January
until further notice, from my A/C Name/Number
Please cancel any previous instructions.
Reference to be quoted is:......................................... (Name followed by initials).
Yours faithfully.............................................................Signature
Rank, Initials and Name
(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)
Home Address ......................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
Postcode …................................... Date .........................................
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - N.B. Please also complete this lower portion and return to The Editor, The Bugle, RHQ RIFLES, Peninsula Barracks, Romsey
Road, Winchester, Hants, SO23 8TS for record purposes.
Please note that I have authorised my Bankers
Messrs ...................................................
................................................................................................................................................
to pay to The Rifles Bugle Fund *the sum of £ ............... now and *the sum of £13.00 thereafter annually on 1st January until
further notice.
Rank, Initials and Name ..........................................................................................................
(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)
Home Address ........................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
Postcode

........................................................................... Date .........................................

A/C Name/Number .................................................................................................................
NON SERVING SUBSCRIBERS OUTSIDE THE UK SHOULD ADD £6.00 EXTRA PER YEAR FOR EUROPE OR £8.00
EXTRA PER YEAR FOR REST OF THE WORLD TO COVER POSTAGE.
*Delete as necessary
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Last Post
2016

WO1 (RSM) E G H Wilton (Ernie) died on 26th November
2016 aged 89. Born in Cornwall, he worked initially in
farming before enlisting in The Devons in 1953. He served
in Kenya, Hong Kong, Libya and BAOR. His final postings
were with Cadet Training Teams in Devon and Lincolnshire
which led to his being appointed RSM of Oakham School
CCF in 1972 when he retired from the Regular Army. He
remained at Oakham for 20 years, coaching the shooting
team which won the Ashburton Cup three times. He retired
from Oakham initially to Cornwall, then spent the last 18
years living in Cheltenham.
Maj G R Emond MBE (Graham) of Plymouth died on 7th
December 2016. For many years he was a prominent member
of Devon ACF who specialised in organising sporting events.
He was also heavily involved in youth sports outside the ACF,
particularly rugby with Plymouth Albion and Devonport
Services.

Devons 2017

Mr C P Collinson (Christopher) of Newton Abbot died on
5th January aged 81. He completed his National Service with
the Devons and then the 1st Battalion 10th Princess Mary’s
Own Gurkha Rifles with whom he went on operations in the
jungles of Malaya during the Emergency. On his return to
the UK he joined Lloyds Bank and served in the Devonshire
Regiment (TA). (See Obituaries)
Mr C Sparey (Charlie) of Weston-super-Mare died on 24th
May aged 98. He reached the rank of sergeant and served
in 1st, 4th and 12th Devons during and after World War 2.
As a member of 12th Devons he took part in the invasion of
Normandy as well as the invasion of Germany in Glider No
198 on Operation Varsity. He then joined 1st Devons and
served with the Battalion in India. He earned the following
medals: 1939-45 Star, France and Germany Star, Defence
Medal, 1939-45 Medal Normandy Medal and he was more
recently awarded the Legion d’Honneur.
Mr L J Bourne (Leslie) of Blackburn died on 18th June
aged 95. He served with 4th Devons.
Mr H Bellamy (Harry) of Whitstable died on 20th June
aged 95.
Mr C Shepherd (Cliff) of Shoeburyness in Essex died on
7th August aged 87. He served as a drummer in 1st Devons
from 1947-53 in Singapore, Malaysia and Colchester.
Mr D G Enever (Denis) of Rustington, West Sussex died
on 23rd October aged 93. He reached the rank of Sgt in 12th
Devons, taking part in the airborne invasion of Europe in 1944
and fighting with them until the end of the War.

Dorsets 2017

Mr J Holbrook (John) of Charminster died on 20th January
aged 82. He completed his National Service with 1st Dorsets
in Hong Kong and the Royal Hampshires in Malaya 1952-54,
followed by a period in the TA.
Mr R Riglar (Richard) of Dorchester died on 27th January
aged 82. He completed his National Service from 1953-55
with the Dorsets, mostly at The Depot in Dorchester. He
then served with the 4th Bn until 1967, and later for several
years with 1 Wessex.
Mr L K Osborn (Leslie, known as Jim) of Weston-SuperMare died on 26th February. He served with 1st Dorsets
from 1946-1953.
Mr G G Dicker (Geoff) of Sherborne died on 7th April aged
80. He completed his National Service with 1st Dorsets in
Minden from 1955-57.

Corporal S Hodge MM (Stan) of Folkestone died on 1st
July aged 91. He served with 4th Dorsets throughout the
campaign in NW Europe. (See Obituaries)
Mr V Tuckwell (Victor, known as Jim) of Fareham, Hampshire
died in July. He was a member of the 1st Dorsets, reaching
the rank of Sgt. Wounded on D -Day, after recuperation in
England, he rejoined his Regiment in time to march into
Germany with them.
Mr C Pitcher (Charles). He served with 2nd Dorsets from
1945-47.
Mr L Wadman (Les) of Gillingham died on 12th August
aged 79. He completed his National Service in 1st Dorsets
in Minden from 1956-58.
Mr T Price (Tom) of Poole died on 21st August aged 86.
He completed his National Service in 1st Dorset in Austria,
then joined 4th Dorsets and later 1 Wessex.
Mr B Dixon (Brian) died on 29th August aged 82. He served
in 1st Dorsets from 1953-55, seeing service in Korea and
Hong Kong.
Mr C R Price (Charles) died in October. He was a member
of 2nd Dorsets 1945-47 and served in the Far East.
Mr K C Barnes (Kenneth) of Poole died on 6th November.
He served in 1st Dorsets in Korea and Hong Kong.
Mr A Wills (Tony) of South Petherton died on 29th November
aged 96. He served during WW2 with 5th Dorsets, taking
part in the Normandy campaign. When 5th Dorsets were
disbanded after the War, he transferred to 4th Dorsets.

Devon and Dorsets 2017

Major General CT Shortis CB CBE (Colin) of Topsham,
Exeter died on 8th January aged 82. CO 1 D and D 1974-77
and Colonel of the Regiment 1984-90. (See Obituaries)
Mr P Sergeant (Peter) of Exeter died on 15th January aged 72.
Mr D Gilbert (Don) of Winchester died on 21st January.
He served from 1953-1988 with the Devon and Dorsets and
later in the DERR.
Mr S Hook (Steve) of Honiton died on 18th February.
Mr D Kersey (Don) of Bideford died on 21st February. He
served from 1958-1964.
Lieutenant Colonel M S Russell (Mike) of Topsham, Exeter
died on 21st February aged 63. He served in 1 D and D from
1975-82 in Gillingham, Osnabruck, Cyprus and Northern
Ireland before transferring to the Intelligence Corps. (See
Obituaries)
Mr M Drake (Mark) of Bristol died on 28th February aged
51. He served from 1981-1999.
WO1 A Thompson (Anthony) of Totnes died on 1st March.
He was employed in a wide variety of roles in 1 D and D,
achieving the rank of WO2. On promotion to WO1, his final
appointment was as RSM of Exeter UOTC.
The Venerable J Holliman (John) of Funtington, Sussex
died on 4th March aged 72. He was 1 D and D Padre in
Gillingham in the early 1970s. He went on to be Deputy
Chaplain General followed by a further decade of service
as a parish priest.
Mr W H Smith (William Henry) of Bideford died in June.
Mr J H Stocker of Ivybridge died on 14th June.
Mr D Bailey (Derek) of Taunton died on 24th June aged 51.
He served in 8 Platoon, C Company from 1987-90.
Mr W Balston (William) of Lichfield died on 5th July. He
served with 1 D and D.
Mr S Taylor (Stephen, known as Spud) of Swindon died on
22nd July. He served in The Regimental Band from 1969-80.
Mr G Hyatt (Gordon) of Plymouth died on 31st July.
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Mr R Shaddick (Reg). He worked as a Post Room NCO in
1 D and D in Osnabruck in the 1970s.
Mr S Payne of Babbacombe died on 27th August aged 96.
Mr B Smale (Basil) of Exmouth died on 21st October aged
87. He completed his National Service with the RAMC
and was later commissioned into Devon ACF where he was
appointed Commander of the Budleigh Salterton Detachment.
He was a loyal member of the Exmouth and Honiton Focal
Points as well as being a long-standing committee member
of the Devon ACF Association.
Maj G R S Simey TD (George) of Topsham, Exeter died
on 11th November aged 80. He was a solicitor in Exeter,
but served for a number of years as an officer in 4th Devons
(TA) and 1 WESSEX during which time he became a very
proficient marksman, representing both battalions at Bisley.
He also shot for the TA, coming 2nd in the Queen’s Medal
competition. Later he was a Regimental Trustee and member

of the Finance and Welfare Committees.
Mr D Fitzgerald (Don) of Carshalton, S London died on
15th November aged 78. He joined the Devon Regt Band in
1954 as a boy and then served with the D and D Band after
Amalgamation. He played bassoon. In 1964 he transferred
to the Welsh Guards.
He remained a keen supporter of the Band Branch of the
Association, attending the annual reunions.
Maj F J Cann (John) of Coate, Devizes in Wiltshire died on
18th November aged 81. Commissioned into The Devons in
1957, he served with 1 D and D in Plymouth, NI, Guyana,
Gillingham, and Belize. (See Obituaries)
Mr J E Gatt (Joe) of Woodside Green, London died on 27th
December. He was a member of the group of South Wales
Borderers who transferred to the Devon and Dorsets in 1968
and he served in C Company, 1 D and D in Osnabruck, Malta
and Gillingham.

Obituaries
Major General C T Shortis CB CBE

Colin Terry Shortis was born in rural Burma, where his
father had built up a successful sugar business, in January
1934. He spent the first five years of his life there as the only
European child in a strange combination of both privilege
and isolation. While the family had all the domestic support
normally expected by Europeans abroad, his first language
was a Burmese dialect learnt playing with village children
under his parents’ house.
In 1939, he and his mother returned to England, so that he
could be placed in a boarding school. Shortly afterwards war
was declared and neither of them returned to Burma. During
the Japanese invasion, the family business was destroyed and
his father trekked through the jungle to India with his staff.
Colin went on to Bedford School but was seriously ill and
left without formal academic qualifications.
He enlisted into The Royal Norfolk Regiment as a National
Service soldier, aged 17, in 1951 and was commissioned into
the Royal Fusiliers in 1953. He served with them in Hong
Kong, Korea, Egypt and Sudan. While in Hong Kong he
was “spotted” by the Commanding Officer of 1st Dorsets,
Lt Col ‘Knocker’ White, who persuaded him to transfer to
the Dorset Regiment in 1955.
He subsequently served with The Dorsets in Germany as
the Assault Pioneer Platoon Commander and Intelligence
Officer, gaining a reputation for being very keen on gadgets,
an innovative trainer and a person who was keen on blowing
things up. His career continued with Staff appointments in
Aden, Singapore and British Guiana and postings with the
newly-formed 1 D and D.
After a period instructing infantry platoon commanders at
Warminster, he was selected to attend Staff College in 1966
and was subsequently posted to a demanding appointment
in MOD’s key operational branch of ASD 2 before rejoining his Regiment as a company commander in Malta,
British Honduras (BH) and Northern Ireland. Having grown
plumper than he might have wished during his spell ‘driving
a desk’ in London, while in BH he set out to lose weight and
get fit. He would deploy into the jungle with just oranges
instead of Compo rations, a regime which certainly had the
desired effect, for he remained in good shape throughout his
subsequent career. Some say that it was this habit which led
to his nickname of ‘Mad Fred’ although other instances of
more or less eccentric behaviour were just as likely to have
been the cause. But whatever the reason, he was ‘Fred’ rather
than Colin to most Devon and Dorset soldiers so that his

2009 - Enjoying lunch in Dorchester.
MFO boxes were frequently stencilled “Major F Shortis”.
Following very successful tours of duty as a company
commander in Belfast and South Armagh in 1971 and 1972,
he was tasked with establishing the Northern Ireland Training
and Advisory team (NITAT), responsible for the training of
all military units moving to Northern Ireland. He established
the detailed methods of training which lasted for decades
and had a major influence on the practical operational and
tactical policies that developed from the base he set. His
success in this role and the impact he had was recognised
with the award of an MBE.
He was promoted to Lieutenant Colonel at the age of 39 and
assumed command of The Devon and Dorsets in 1974. High
activity levels followed but in this succession of challenges he
and his Battalion excelled. He had an innate understanding
of his men and the nature of West Country soldiers and knew
better than anyone how to get the best out of them. After
Public Duties, the Battalion was warned for an emergency
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Relaxing in the North Queen Street Ops Room.
deployment to Cyprus, following the Turkish invasion. The
job was to protect the Dhekelia Sovereign Base Area with
armed patrolling, coupled with plenty of off-duty time, in
which bored and unaccompanied individuals might well have
gone astray. This mix would have degraded a less well-led
unit, but he had the answer. His legendary early morning PT

1972 - On patrol in South Armagh.
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sessions at 0530 hrs and demanding weekly cross-country
runs, were in the back of every potential inebriate’s mind.
The Battalion was faced with its fourth Festive Season in
succession separated from its families, but he promised to
have them home for Christmas and achieved it. He kept the
Battalion on its toes and highly effective; so short notice
company deployments to Belize that followed and conversion
training for Germany were well executed as a result.
While Colin Shortis was not a natural BAOR warrior,
preferring dismounted operations, introduction to the
mechanised infantry role in Osnabruck was in good hands.
Getting the basics right was his forté - while Friday runs
continued.
To his delight, the focus soon switched to Northern Ireland
with deployment to Belfast in January 1977. Training and
preparation for this tour could not have been more thorough
due to his experience as a company commander and the
period commanding NITAT. Very much on familiar territory,
he continued to innovate, notably by deploying protracted
Observation Patrols, using cameras for evidential purposes.
Conventional wisdom held that it was not possible to do this
without Specialist Forces. And so the Close Observation
Platoon concept was created - the product of his thorough
pre-training, knowledge of equipment and insurgent tactics,
plus his wise, steely style of leadership which was admired
so much. He was advanced to OBE at the end of the tour.
He was posted to the Staff College Camberley as a member
of the directing staff, where he instructed for a relatively
brief period before his success as a commander in Ulster
was recognised by his promotion directly to brigadier
and appointment as Brigade Commander of 8th Infantry
Brigade in Londonderry. This was an inspired move as he
was successful in dramatically lowering terrorist activity in
this troublesome spot of the Province and being particularly
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Meeting the then Leader of the Opposition, Mrs Margaret
1987 - unveiling his portrait as Colonel of
Thatcher.
the Regiment in the WOs & Sgts’ Mess.
effective in partnership with the RUC at a key time, when
Commanding North West District, based in Preston, from
their lead in counter-terrorism in the Province was being
1986-1988. Despite frequent long journeys to the West
re-established. He applied the same demanding standards
Country in order to carry out his duties as Colonel of the
for the units under his command and identified with them
Regiment, he was able to focus his interest and support
as he had done with his own battalion. After two years in
on the Territorial Army and Cadet units among whom his
Londonderry he was appointed CBE.
enthusiasm and energy were infectious and effective. He
A year at the Royal College of Defence Studies in London
was also Chairman of the Army Mountaineering Association
was followed by a posting to Zimbabwe as a Major General
during an Army attempt on Mount Everest. He was appointed
to command the British Military Advisory and Training Team
a Companion of the Order of the Bath (CB) and retired on
who were assisting with the formation and training of the
1st May 1989
Zimbabwe National Army. It was a delicate task, given the
Most notably, as far as the Regiment is concerned, Major
highly politically-charged atmosphere, but one well suited
General Shortis was Colonel of the Regiment for 51/2 years
from December 1984 - May 1990. During his tenure as
to his skills for training, communication and diplomacy. It
Colonel, the Regiment celebrated its 300th Anniversary
was a different challenge that he relished and approached
in 1985; the 4th Battalion was established in 1987 and his
with imagination and sensitivity.
strategic overview of the Regiment led to the combining of the
In 1983 he assumed the appointment of Director of Infantry
Regiment’s three Old Comrades’ Associations at the Vesting
which he undertook with his customary vigour and farDay Parade at Bulford in May 1988. Realising that military
sightedness. This was the immediate post-Falklands War
museums were likely targets for MOD savings, he used his
period and he was instrumental in significantly improving
vision and business acumen to help create a separate trust
Army clothing and equipment which had been found to be
for the Regimental Museum which lives on as the Military
inadequate. He also oversaw the development of MCV 80
Museum of Devon and Dorset.
(later named Warrior) armoured vehicles and the new small
After retiring, he initially settled in Dartmouth before
arms (later SA80). During this period he was appointed
moving to a farm near Cullompton. He finally settled in
Colonel of the Regiment as well as Colonel Commandant
Topsham near Exeter. Significantly, he remained fully
of the Prince of Wales’s Division.
involved in Regimental matters, being at various times a
His final appointment in the Army was as General Officer

1977 - Lt Col Shortis, CO 1 D and D, with his
protection group in North Belfast.

In Gough Barracks, Armagh after a successful
patrol.
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Regimental Trustee, Chairman of the
Museum Trustees and President of the
Regimental Association.
In 2006 when it became clear that
the Devon and Dorsets could no longer
remain an independent regiment in the
Army ORBAT - a fact that he of all people
must have found deeply distressing - he
applied his mind to producing the best
solution. Once he had fully analysed the
situation he gave guidance based on his
experience, intuition and foresight and
his wise counsel was of great value in the
negotiation and management of the Devon
and Dorset’s position as one of the founding
Regiments of The Rifles while ensuring
the preservation of our own institutions
and strong links to both counties Always
looking forward, he was very supportive
of the new Regiment.
To mark the passing of his Regiment, he
was instrumental in producing the pictorial
Regimental History of the Devon and
Dorsets in 2007.
A man of many interests, he was always
a keen sailor and during his service he
held the appointment of Commodore of
the Army Sailing Association. In later 2007 - On parade for the Laying Up of Colours.
life he and other regimental friends were
joined by his son Martin in ‘boys sailing’ voyages around
He set a fine example; my commander at a number of levels
the coasts of the South West and France which gave him a
over the years, mentor and friend and in all those capacities
great deal of pleasure.
he was determined, accomplished, enthusiastic, driven,
Colin Shortis was always purposeful - legs astride, arms
argumentative, authoritative, agile, domineering, convincing,
crossed, his considerable eyebrows raised above the everconfident and decisive - and occasionally obstinate! He was
inquisitive eyes. He made an art form of lateral thinking and
also thoughtful, loyal, generous and immensely kind but I
was also sometimes exasperated by him and I only mention
delighted in suggesting contrarian solutions. With people,
this because he pushed everyone to their limits - his soldiers,
he had time for everyone at every level. He was gregarious,
his family, his peers and his friends.
genuinely interested, generous and compassionate, though
He was one of a very few real ‘patriarchs’ of the Regiment
unforgiving of those who he judged had not done themselves
in modern times. His almost maniacal zeal was driven by
justice.
the best of motives - he loved his Regiment with a devoted
He was married to Sylvia throughout his Army service and
passion and always had its best interests at heart. He was truly
she proved an important leavening influence on him. They
honoured to be a Company Commander, the Commanding
had 2 sons and 2 daughters. He was widowed in 2006 but
Officer and, most of all, Colonel of the Regiment and worked
remarried in 2009. Colin and both Sylvias were generous
himself to the bone on its behalf. He set himself targets and
hosts and his annual Wagon Hill lunch in Topsham was a
would not stop until they were realized; he respected our
highlight of the regimental social year.
County heritage, he paid court to our Freedom Cities and
Major General Colin Shortis died, aged 82, on 8th January
Towns, he wooed our MPs and Mayors, he encouraged our
2017.
County Cadet Forces and visited the Association branches
Major General Colin Shortis CB CBE - and all because they formed part of ‘The Regimental Family.’
He believed that if all the various elements of that family
A Fond Memoire
(including our wives and children) were persuaded to work
together for the same worthy cause, the whole would be
by Brigadier David Shaw CBE
so much stronger than its individual parts and he worked
Major General Colin Shortis died on 8th January 2017 after a
tirelessly to that end.
lifetime’s devotion to a cause and, within that, to generations
I don’t believe there is anyone in modern times who can
of Devon and Dorsets. Many loved him, the majority respected
have had a more wide-ranging effect on our Regiment and
him and some revered him and they were all represented at
the most extraordinary thing about that is that when the time
his funeral in Topsham on 27th January 2017. There were
came for us all to say goodbye to the Devon and Dorsets in
three official tributes paid on that day which complemented
2007, he could see beyond the doom and gloom forecasts of
each other splendidly and then a lifetime of anecdotes were
many to a successful absorption of our history and record
exchanged afterwards over a beer or two but my own have
into The Rifles. He embraced it, setting yet another example
crystalized since and I have recorded them for a wider
to the doubters; if Colin was for it, so could we be.
audience in the hope that over a year later they may revive
He was fully aware of the power and importance of
some of the memories of a man who simply could not be
communications and whenever visiting, whether as CO,
ignored. Many a Devon and Dorset from every rank has
GOC or Colonel of the Regiment, he insisted on talking to
influenced my career and my life but none in quite the same
Association members, the Sergeants’ Mess, the Officers and
all-embracing way he did. I owe him a very great deal.
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most importantly, the soldiers to encourage them but also to
get his own messages across. No part of the Regiment could
say that they had been left out of the information loop, whether
it was about Freedoms, Fanfare Trumpets, KAPE, merging
of Regimental charitable funds, Associations or almost any
other initiative (or bee in his bonnet) that was exercising him
at the time. Colin stood with his feet apart, leaning slightly
forward and spoke with passion and sincerity.
What made him so different? What of the man? What of
the personality? What of the character that made him unique
among Devon and Dorsets? I first met him in Munster in 1967
and wondered who that little dynamo was. It soon became clear
that Captain Shortis, the Training Officer, was professional,
driven and probably not a little mad but I had learned from
history that many of the greatest achievers possessed those
characteristics. I had understood that ‘Adventure Training’
was an important supplementary aspect of a soldier’s life
but was under the impression it was also supposed to be
more relaxed and fun; not with Colin Shortis it wasn’t; well,
not in Bavaria that year, certainly. It was demanding, tough
and uncomfortable and it required strength, will-power and
stamina but it was highly effective, totally memorable - and
absolutely wonderful when it stopped. I suspected CTS had
‘Train hard, fight easy’ tattooed somewhere on his body and
many a candidate would curse the Officer in Charge of the
NCOs’ Cadre for sending him back some miles to collect a
discarded chewing gum wrapper but would fully understand
the reasons later on operations when vacating an Observation
Post that might need to be used again.
He hated being outdone in any respect and if a new gadget
was to be had, Colin’s ‘A’ Company must be first to have it.
On the South Armagh border, it took him almost a day to
discover a device with numerous differently coloured lights
that sat on the Land Rover bonnet was a hoax devised by
the Signals Platoon. It took him a bit longer to see the joke
and such idiosyncrasies led to him acquiring the affectionate
nickname of Mad Fred. One never knows whether he knew
about the name until a soldier was stenciling his name on
the side of packing cases that read ‘Major F Shortis’. Colin
was furious at the mistake as they all had to be redone and
asked for an explanation. “Major Fred Shortis, Sir”, said the
young man innocently. “It stands for ‘Mad Fred’ as everyone
knows“. Colin told him to get the word around that his name
was not Fred but Colin so the miscreant, furious that he had
to start all over again, advised him that he would ensure that
thereafter he was to be known as ‘Mad Colin’ instead. Colin
was shocked, then cross, then highly amused; he told me later
that anyone without a nickname must surely be a nonentity.
Interestingly, the ‘mad’ was gradually dropped later in favour
of the even more affectionate ‘Fred’. I mentioned will-power
earlier; who can forget the oranges and black coffee diet he
adopted in Belize? Returning home a shadow of his former
self, we began to see the obsession with running that infected
first his company and then his battalion. He decided that there
would be no overweight Devon and Dorsets in his infantry
unit but his personal regime occasionally resulted in personal
embarrassment when as a guest and having crept out of the
house at 5 am for his daily run, he returned to find his hosts
still abed and the front door locked.
Quite why he selected me to be his Adjutant in Gillingham I
will never know but it was another life-forming appointment
for me. One day I went into the CO’s office to report that
his Orders Group was assembled in the Conference Room
and ready for him. There was one exception - an officer who
was absent because he was ill. Colin looked up and said,
‘Ill? It’s not a weekend, is it?’ Such was his attitude towards
his duty. The same CTS, combining his drive with his softer
side, on arriving on my doorstep at about 8 in the evening
to be met by my three-year-old son would ask how he was.

“Fine, thank you Colin,” replied the young man, only to be
reprimanded soundly by me for such familiarity. I, in turn,
was then told quite firmly that CTS was my CO and that I,
naturally, called him ‘Colonel’ or ‘Sir’ but my family was not
so bound and that he would be upset if any of them called
him anything other than ‘Colin’. I don’t think he was quite
so pleased when the children called our cat ‘Colin’ but he
came back quickly with the suggestion that when he obtained
a new dog he might call it ‘David’.
On arrival in Cyprus for a six-month unaccompanied tour
of operations in the aftermath of the Turkish invasion, the
CO banned shorts as they were ‘unhygienic’ and instigated
the daily run at 0500 to ‘discourage late night drinking’. He
argued ferociously with H Jones and Graham Jefferies; he
worked his Adjutant mercilessly (including waking me up
at all times of the night when he had had one of his ‘ideas’)
and looked after LCpl Mace, his driver, like a son. He was
forgiving when I had to admit that the Colours had been left
unguarded for a time and patient when I spilled coffee over
the final draft of the 2IC’s Confidential Report. He loved the
whole challenge of a tour he deemed ‘operational’ and was
intensely irritated by local British families who suggested the
Devon and Dorset wives might provide coffee after church
on Sunday. He did not disabuse them of our unaccompanied
status; rather, he marched 400 of us to church and the officers
served coffee afterwards. The Garrison got the message
and the CO enjoyed our first success of the tour, albeit a
domestic one.
He was not beyond a little subterfuge when he ‘recalled
Brigadier Speedy Bredin, the Colonel of the Regiment, to
the Colours’ making the 64 year-old a serving officer to
get him a seat on an RAF aircraft, and it was me who had
to make it work. My own ‘initiative’ involved locking him
in his bedroom after a lunch with an old MOD friend had
‘overrun’ in order to stop him visiting Ayios Nicolaos, only
to be outwitted by him shying down via knotted sheets into
his Land Rover. Inspecting the QM’s stores he was bemused
when he asked the QM why ‘x’ Company had run out of an
item and received the simple response: “It’s all on the shelves,
Colonel; all they have to do is ask.” At the end of six months
it was time to fly home from RAF Akrotiri and the Battalion
had just one absentee - the CO. I made all the excuses I could
think of, including a possible kidnap, but the RAF was not
going to wait - even for CTS. He finally turned up just as we
were about to taxi down the runway; the steps were replaced
and three of us were co-opted to transfer the new cushions
for his boat from the Land Rover into the aircraft.
His quick brain and ready wit was apparent on numerous
occasions. One example was in Kenya on exercise when he
instructed Corporal Stan Underwood, even then a famous
Regimental character with a huge personality and an 18 stone
frame, to go back to the last village and commandeer three
donkeys. Stan understood the order perfectly but politely
reminded his CO that he (the CO) had issued an instruction
only the day before, that soldiers were not to go out into the
bush alone, and usually only in groups of four. “But Stan,”
replied Colonel Shortis, “you are four men.”
As CO in Northern Ireland and based in North Queen Street
he was supported by four outstanding Company Commanders
- Julian Field, Jeremy Reid, John Wilsey and Dickie Turrall but
leading this group of majors as Second-in-Command was the
large, ebullient, clever Royal Hampshire officer, Mike Martin.
Colin Shortis always needed a foil to his own enthusiastic
and decisive personality and here Mike Martin provided it
perfectly. Wise, pragmatic and full of bonhomie, Mike was
the steady hand on the HQ tiller while the CO went out to
find and kill the enemy - sometimes, to the huge concern of
his staff, single-handedly. On more than one occasion he had
been missing for a couple of hours until reported by the gate
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sentry arriving back, alone, on foot and in plain clothes! We
never managed to get Colin to our Lisburn house for lunch
or dinner in the whole time he was in Belfast. He would
always reply positively to an invitation, but with the proviso
‘operations permitting’ and, surprise - surprise, something
always cropped up.
As a result we became good friends with Mike Martin who
had been deputed to attend on his behalf. It became such a
regular commitment for Mike that he took to dressing in a
civilian suit every Sunday morning ‘just in case he had to
represent the CO at a social occasion’.
He was not only kind and generous but above all he was
thoughtful. Professionally, he had been awarded the MBE
for his skill in the creation, setting up and running of the first
Northern Ireland Training and Advisory Team that prepared
all units for service in the Province. After finishing as CO
that was upgraded to the OBE and he thus had no use for the
miniature MBE medal emblem so he gave it to me. Following
his example, I was able to pass that miniature to the then
Major Chris Biles a few years later, so that little silver cross
carried a lot of regimental history with it.
It came as no surprise when CTS was appointed Colonel
of the Regiment, a popular move that thrilled him. In that
capacity his choice or view or preference, if not the final
decision, as to how the succession of Commanding Officers
was to happen was important and I, with others, waited on it
with baited breath. Eventually, the letter from General Shortis
arrived; it said “I don’t think I have told you that you are
my choice to take over from Bryan Dutton as CO of the 1st
Battalion. It is not quite in the bag yet as I will have to obtain
the agreement and clearance of the Colonel Commandant of
the Prince of Wales’s Division and the Director of Infantry
- but I do not foresee any problems with them”. He did not
need to mention that he was the Colonel Commandant and the
Director of Infantry. The President of Army Mountaineering
and of Sailing, both of which he also was, had no say in it.
Among many other devoted strategies he pursued on the
Regiment’s behalf as its Colonel, was the amalgamation of
the Regimental Associations, of which we had three - those
of the Devons, the Dorsets and the Devon and Dorsets. This
work culminated in a merger that took place on a Vesting
Day on 14th May in 1988, about half way through my time
as CO. The day took the form of a parade in the morning of
members of both the regular and the territorial battalions of
the Regiment attended by our Colonel-in-Chief, The Duke
of Kent, with the three Associations marching on to the
parade individually and marching off symbolically together
in one body, a luncheon party for everyone and then an
open afternoon for the soldiers and their families to relax
together. It was the climax of years of hard work, difficult
negotiations and a few compromises and it may not have
been a universally popular thing to do at the time but it was
absolutely necessary and with his customary energy, clarity
of vision and determination he achieved it, taking almost
everyone with him.
Colin stayed with us in Sling House often during the Bulford
years and sometimes when the children were at home from
school. My son, Jeremy was about 14 and always on the
lookout for opportunities to supplement his pocket money.
One day he bought a radio/record deck from a local junk
shop and installed it in his room. Bored with it a few months
later, he asked Colin if he would like to buy it. We were
horrified but Colin went along with the idea, entered into
lengthy negotiations, teaching Jeremy the art of the barter,
and eventually bought it for £2 more than the boy had paid
for it. Colin said ‘it would go in one of his houses’ but I
suspect it went in the skip.
On another occasion when Colin was staying I was woken
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at about 4.30 in the morning by a noise downstairs. On
investigating I found Colin up and ready for his morning run
but completing a batch of thank-you letters. Giving the bundle
to me after breakfast to post for him I counted over twenty
letters and all hand-written in his undecipherable scrawl. By
getting up early, and training himself to require less sleep,
he added a couple of additional days to the working week
although while the letters may well have been appreciated
on receipt they may never actually have been read because
his handwriting was so bad. I took one of his drafts back
to him one day as none of us could read it and asked for a
translation. He read it aloud adding the comment, “There,
simple; what on earth did you think it said?”
In so-called ‘retirement’ he remained one of the Regiment’s
‘elders’ and it was in that capacity that between 1993 and 1995
he led the major refurbishment of the Regimental Museum
at The Keep in Dorchester. Colin was the self-appointed
overall Project Manager and John Archer was in charge of the
fundraising. It was the first, and only, major refurbishment of
the Museum undertaken by the Regiment since its creation
many years before when it was the Museum of The Dorset
Regiment. Colin amalgamated the two former Regimental
museums together into one at The Keep and focused his
determination, energy, vision and foresight as he guided
and cajoled highly professional and nationally recognized
museum designers, architects and builders to produce an
award winning County Regiment museum, since regarded as
one of the very best in the Infantry. He subsequently went on
to create the new Charity for the Military Museum of Devon
and Dorset thereby convincing the Territorial units and the
Yeomanry of both Counties to join in and engage with the
newly created Museum.
Not long after that I retired from the Army and we settled in
the Wylye Valley in Wiltshire. A week after doing so a parcel
arrived from Colin; it contained a beautiful book about the
history of Salisbury Plain, published in 1934 and illustrated
with splendid water colour paintings. His accompanying note
was typically thoughtful, kind and generous and it said: ‘I
hope it will give you as much pleasure as it gave me when
I lived there; I have no more need for it and want it to go to
a home where it will be used and enjoyed’. I have no idea
what it is worth in coin but I do know its true value to me.
In 2007 he oversaw the production of the informal tribute
to the 48 years of the Devonshire and Dorset Regiment in
the form of the 250-page book of glossy pictures linked with
only enough text to set those images and events in context. It
may not be a work of great scholarship but it tells a human
story that is full of interest, is widely acclaimed, beautifully
presented and devotedly put together with extraordinary
attention to detail. If you didn’t know Colin had been in
charge, it was easy to assume it was so because his character
and personality are reflected throughout its pages. It was
truly a labour of love.
Colin Shortis was punctilious in showing his appreciation
and quick to praise, although equally able to deliver a
devastating rebuke when necessary. His life was high octane,
high energy, full of activity and amazingly distinguished and
successful. No-one who had ever met him, even if just briefly,
would forget him. I am hugely sad he is gone; there will be
no more sagacious arguments, no more being accosted across
a car park to be told at the age of 70 that I was wearing the
wrong tie, no more piercing stares and no more speeches
with his hands on his hips; more personally, no more phone
calls on Wagon Hill Day to send greetings from Spain and
no more scrawled Christmas cards that never forgot to send
big, genuine and heart-stopping love. We are full of gratitude,
overflowing with memories and his legacy lives on - but we
are also bereft at his loss.
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incident’ when, as a subaltern, he crashed his car into the
perimeter fence of Belfast Barracks in Osnabruck, incurring
the considerable wrath of the Commanding Officer. Mike
was a popular man wherever he went and he made friends
easily, with his tremendous sense of humour quickly breaking
down barriers. Sadly, he suffered from ill health for the final
years of his life, not helped by the death in 2014 of Ursula,
his wife of over thirty years.
Lieutenant Colonel Mike Russell died, aged 63, on 21st
February 2017.

Major F J Cann

Lt Mike Russell on patrol in N Belfast, 1977.

Lieutenant Colonel M S Russell

Michael Syms (Mike) Russell was born in January 1954
and attended school in Devonport before going to Durham
University where he joined the University Officer Training
Corps which marked the beginning of his career in the Army.
He was commissioned into the Devon and Dorsets in August
1975, joining 1st Battalion in Gillingham and being posted to
C Company. He moved to Cyprus with the Battalion, then to
Osnabruck which included the 4-month operational tour of
North Belfast in early 1977. Later that year he attended the
Long Armour Infantry Course at Bovington before returning
to 1st Battalion for just 4 months to take part in the next
Northern Ireland tour as 2IC C Company in Flax Street Mill.
Posted to the Depot at Crickhowell, he took up the dual role
of OC Training Support Cell and 2IC Training Company.
He was short-toured and sent to Southern Rhodesia to take
part in the peacekeeping operations being conducted prior to
independence and the establishment of Zimbabwe. He spent
4 months as OIC of the border crossing point with Zambia
at Chirundu.
Upon his return to the UK in 1980, he was appointed OIC
of the Infantry Display Team based in Warminster before
attending an Intelligence Course and transferring to the
Intelligence Corps in July 1982.
He was appointed SO3 G2 in HQ 2nd Armoured Division
which had just moved from BAOR to Imphal Barracks in
York. In 1988 he was posted as SO2 HQ British Forces in
the Falkland Islands and thereafter to the Intelligence and
Security School. Upon promotion to Lieutenant Colonel he
held appointments in HQ AFNORTHWEST from 1996-00
and then spent a number of years in the Ministry of Defence,
mainly in the Balkans Secretariat & Directorate. Retiring
from the Army in 2006, he moved to Topsham near Exeter
and continued working in the Intelligence and Security Sector.
After over two decades serving away from the Regiment,
once he was settled in the West Country he became a strong
supporter of Regimental events, in particular assisting at
Regimental Reunions as a VIP host.
He will be particularly remembered by many for ‘the car

John Cann was born in
Brookwood, Surrey in 1936
where his father was serving
in the Royal Signals, and went
to school at Repton. He joined
the Army in 1954, attending
Eaton Hall OCTU and RMA
Sandhurst. Due to injuries
he was not commissioned
until August 1957, thereby
achieving something of a
record by serving almost three
years as an officer cadet.
Commissioned into The
Devonshire Regiment and
joining 1st Battalion in Celle, he soon moved to Minden for
the Amalgamation and shortly thereafter sailed to Cyprus
with 1 D and D. There he commanded an enhanced platoon
of 56 men and 3 UK Police officers responsible for a ‘patch’
of some 250 square miles. After the EOKA emergency he
became Battalion Intelligence Officer working with the
Special Branch of the Cyprus Police.
Posted to Ghana in 1960, he was appointed Chief Instructor
of the Mortar Division of the Ghana School of Infantry.
During this period he also served in the Congo with the United
Nations, learned to play polo and more importantly married
Penny. While in the Congo he witnessed the rare sight of
two tribes going to war against each other armed only with
bows, arrows and spears.
He rejoined 1 D and D in Plymouth before moving with
the Battalion to Hollywood, Belfast and British Guiana in a
number of captain’s appointments including Company 2IC
and Weapon Training Officer.
Posted to HQ 4th Division in Herford, W Germany in 1965
as GSO3 (Intelligence) he later joined 1 GLOSTERS in Berlin
for 6 months before being selected to attend Staff College at
Camberley in 1968. An appointment as GSO2 (Training) at
Southern Command in Hounslow was followed by 2 years as
OC Support Company 1 D and D in Gillingham, Belfast and
Belize. He returned to the Staff in Northern Ireland where,
among other things he was responsible for prisons, becoming
one of the very few people to enter all jails in Ulster including
borstals and the only female prison.
A tour as a company commander with 1 DERR in
Shoeburyness and Warminster and a posting on the Staff
at HQ NORTHAG in Rheindahlen were followed by two
years as Training Major of 2 WESSEX and by a return to
Rheindahlen where he remained for 5 years before taking up
his final Army appointment at AFCENT in Holland.
Leaving the Army in 1990 he became Practice Manager for
a Veterinary Group in Windsor until finally retiring in 2001.
Upon moving to Coate near Devizes he became a volunteer
towpath ranger on the Kennet and Avon canal for a number
of years as well as operating a small printing press.
John was a fine all-round sportsman and played many sports
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at Regimental level as well as polo for the Ghana Army,
ski bob (11th in the 1982 British National Championships,
shooting (49th in the Army 100 at Bisley in 1965) and tennis
for BAOR. A successful coach, he introduced many hundreds
of youngsters to tennis while serving in Germany.
A fitting footnote for a Regimental officer was that according
to Burke’s he was a direct descendant of Tom Cobleigh of
Widecombe Fair fame!

Major C P Collinson

Christopher Collinson was born in Bournemouth on
19th October 1935 and was a pupil of Allhallows
School. He was a keen member of the School’s CCF,
played 1st XV Rugby and was a fine rifle shot. He
became Head Boy in 1952.
He started his National Service with the Devonshire
Regiment and was then posted to 1st Battalion 10th
Princess Mary’s Own Gurkha Rifles with whom he
went on operations during the Malayan Emergency.
After his service with the Gurkhas, he joined the Hong
Kong and Shanghai Bank and became a member of
the Royal Hong Kong Defence Force. On his return to
the UK he joined Lloyds Bank and once again served
with The Devons, this time in the TA.
He conducted a great deal of voluntary work, often
using his financial skills. He was a member of the
Weston-Super-Mare Round Table, and Treasurer of:
The Lions Club of Plymouth, Plymouth Samaritans,
Hospital Radio Plymouth and Adventure Unlimited.
He was a long-term Volunteer with the National Trust
for which he received a Gold Award and he acted as
a guide at Pencarrow House near Bodmin as well as
being a Volunteer on the Port Eliot Estate.
Major C P Collinson died on 5th January 2017 aged
81.
He is shown in the photograph below in the front
rank, 4th from the left.

Corporal Stanley Hodge MM
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Stanley Hodge, or Stan
as he was known, was
a Londoner. He was
called up at the age of
18 in 1943 and joined
the Essex Regiment
before transferring to the
Dorsets prior to D-Day.
He was awarded the
Military Medal while
acting as a section
commander with 4th
Dorsets in NW Europe.
His MM citation reads:
Cpl Hodge joined the
Battalion in July 1944 as
a Private Soldier. He was
soon promoted and has commanded a section with great
ability and outstanding bravery from then until the end of
the war. He has fought at the approach to Mt Pincon, R/
Seine, Arnhem, Heinsburg Salient, Cleve Forest and the
Rhine crossing with great enthusiasm. At Cleve Forest he
showed himself to be a very brave man, attacking Spandaus
with his light machine gun by hip firing. He has taken part
in upwards of ten patrols as he was always a volunteer
for this duty and on these patrols he has killed several of
the enemy. Cpl Hodge, who is nineteen years old, is an
enthusiast and a man with a bitter hatred of the Germans,
which combined made him one of the most outstanding
section commanders. For a short period he commanded
his platoon with equal success. His efforts were second
to none in his rank.
Despite being unable to swim, he crossed the Neder Rijn
at Driel during his Battalion’s brave attempt to rescue the
Airborne troops trapped on the north bank. He remained
with the 4th Battalion and served with them in Austria
after the war.
In his later years Stan lived in Folkestone, but he remained
active and had visited Normandy just months before his
death. Corporal Stanley Hodge MM died on 1st July 2017
aged 91.
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Memorial Donors
The Regimental Memorial
Donors Book
The Donors Book contains the names of all those individuals
and organisations who generously donated towards the cost
of the Regimental Memorial. It will remain open for further
entries and amendments until 17th September 2018 - one
year after the Dedication Ceremony.
Once checked and amended it will be placed in the
Regimental Museum in Dorchester.
If you were a donor, please find your entry and check that
it’s correct. If any amendment is required, please let the
Regimental Secretary know.
If your name doesn’t appear it is because you haven’t made
a donation! If you would like to do so, please make a cheque
payable to The Devon and Dorset Regimental Charity and
send it to RHQ, or go to the Regimental Association website
where electronic methods of donating are explained.
The current entries in the Donors Book are as follows:

Charity, Corporate and
Public Services Donors

Allhallows School , Old Honitonians Society
Barnstaple Town Council
Blandford Forum Town Council
Blundell’s School
Bournemouth Borough Council
Brend Hotels
Bridport Town Council
Canford School, Old Canfordian Society
Cobham Mission Systems
Devon Chamber of Commerce
Devon County Council
Doccombe Global Logistics
Dorchester Town Council
The sum donated matches that raised by the people of
Dorchester to support members of the Dorset Regiment who
survived the Battle and Seige of Kut in 1917.
Dorset County Council
Exeter City Council
Exmouth Town Council
Gillingham Town Council
Highcliffe Coaches, Christchurch
King’s School, Bruton
Lyme Regis Town Council
Otter Brewery
Palmers Brewery, Bridport
Plymouth City Council
Provincial Grand Lodge of Devon
Provincial Grand Lodge of Dorset
Sandford Women’s Section Royal British Legion (Dorset)
Shaftesbury Town Council
Sherborne School, Old Shirburnian Society
Sherborne Town Council
St Mary’s Church Congregation, Bridport
The Nicholas Trust
The Norman Family Trust
The Royal British Legion, Marnhull Branch
The Three Parishes of Church Knowle, Kimmeridge & Steeple
with Tyneham, Fete Committee (Dorset)
In memory of:
Church Knowle: William George Bartlett 1st Dorsets who
died on Malta 1/6/1943
Tyneham: Harry Holland 2nd Dorsets who died in

Mesopotamia on 8/2/1915
Frank Gould (or Gold) 1st Dorsets who died 6/4/1915
Steeple
Laurence Burt 1/4th Dorsets who died 26/11/1917
Viscount Amory’s Charitable Trust
Wareham St Martin Parish Council (Sandford, Dorset)
Weld Estate, Dorset
Western Front Association, Wessex Branch
Weymouth and Portland Borough Council

Regimental Association Branch Donors

Bridport Branch
Devon Army Cadet Force Association
Devon Army Cadet Force; ‘A’ Company
Devon Army Cadet Force; WOs & Sjts Mess
Dorset Army Cadet League - on behalf of Dorset Army
Cadet Force
Exeter Branch
Gillingham Branch
Keep Military Museum Coffee Morning Group
Minden Dorsets Reunion
Plymouth Branch, Devonshire Regiment Old Comrades
In memory of G Baker, J Myall & J Blencowe, all members
of Support (Prince of Wales) Company, 4th Devons
Poole Branch
Purbeck Branch
Regimental Band Branch
Semper Fidelis Dinner Club
The Officers’ Club

Individual Donors

A
Mr
JE
Alderman
Mr
N
Aldham
Mr
DS
Ali
Capt
PF
Allen
Mr
A
Allwood
Mr
M
Amor
In memory of Steve Truan D and D, who tragically died in
service on April 16th 1988
Maj
J E A André
Mr
PN
Andrews
Anonymous
In memory of Capt Derrick Wollen, 4th Dorsets
Mrs
G
Anscombe
In memory of her late husband Cpl Gerald Jeffery KIA 7/4/83
Capt
JM
Archer
In proud memory of his father, General Sir John Archer,
Colonel of The Devonshire and Dorset Regiment 1977-79
Mr
P K J Arman
Mr
J
Arnold
Mr
JC
Arscott
Mr
A
Ashworth
Mr
T
Aston
Mr
EJ
Auger
Mr
TE
Auton
B
Miss
S
Bagshot
Mrs
KM
Baillargeon
In memory of her husband, a member of the Canadian Army
Mr
JS
Bain
Mr
A
Baker
Mr & Mrs D A
Baker
Mr
R
Balcombe
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In memory of WO2 (RQMS) Frank Besien who died in
Northern Ireland 24/5/89
Mr
GF
Ball
Mr
G
Balston
Mr
W
Balston
Mr
P
Barbour
Mrs
B
Barlow
Mrs
M
Barlow
In memory of her father who served with 1st Dorsets
Mr
R
Barlow DL
Col
RW
Barnes CBE
Mr
D
Barnett
Maj
P
Barrett BEM
Capt
NJ
Barron
Mrs
D
Bass
In memory of her father, CSgt Charles (Charlie) Hann D and D
Mr
J
Basson
Mr
I
Bates
Maj
PM
Baxter
Mr
D
Beal
Maj
MJ
Beaman
Mr
A
Bear
Mr
JL
Beard
Mr
TP
Beard
Mr
M
Beardon
Col
CJ
Beattie
Mr
BD
Beer
Mr
P
Bell
Mr
R
Bell
Mr
H
Bellamy
M
M
Bellamy
Mr
S
Bellworthy
Mr
AM
Bennett
Mr
GA
Bennett
Mr
M
Bennett
Mr
S
Bennett
Capt
JJ
Beresford
Mr
L
Beresford
Mr
C
Berner
Mr
K
Berner
Mr
GR
Berry
Mr
JE
Berry
Mr
J
Best
Mrs
EJ
Biles
In memory of her late husband Col C J Biles OBE,
CO 1 D and D 1989-92, who died while serving on 2/6/94
Mr
JM
Bisgood
Mr
G
Bisson
Mr
AS
Blake
Mr
G
Blake
Lt Col
J D C Blake
Mr
S
Blake
Col
LJ
Blencowe
Lt Col
IP
Blewett
Blundell Family
In memory of Maj Alan Blundell, Dorset Regt
Mr
DC
Bond
Mr
M J A Bond
Mr
P
Bond
Mr
P R G Bond
Mr
D A H Bounsall DCM
Mrs
A
Bovett
Mr
D
Bowden
Mr & Mrs T W
Bown
In memory of Mr Bown’s father, RSM Albert Edward Bown
Mr
DE
Braddon
Mr
D
Brain
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Mr
RS
Bramley
Mr
P
Bray
Mr
R
Bray
Maj
A D O Bredin JP
Mr & Mrs S
Bridge
Mr
CP
Bridgeman
Mr
RF
Bridgeman
Col
GJ
Brierley
Mr
AR
Broad
Mr
D
Bromell
Mr
AG
Brown
Mr
AJ
Brown
In memory of Pte Arthur Brown
Mrs
IJ
Brown
In memory of her late husband Maj L D Brown MBE, D and D
Lt Col
J E F Bryant
Mr
A
Budge
Mr
MG
Bugler
Mr
V
Buller
Mrs
KB
Bullock
Brig
C W G Bullocke OBE
Mrs
D
Burdick
Mrs
K
Burge
In memoriam
Mr
J
Burgess
Mr
PT
Burgess
Mr
S
Burgess
Mr
E A W Burnell OstJ
Mr
G
Burns
Mr
PJ
Burr
Maj
LC
Burrlock
Mr
DW
Burt
Mr
P
Burt
Rev
RM
Burt
In memory of Frederick Burt
Mr
T
Burt
Mr
F
Burton
Mr
RW
Buse
Mr
F
Butler
Mr
M
Butler
C
Mr
JR
Caesar-Thwaytes
Mr
W
Calais
Maj
JR
Camp
Mrs
C
Campbell
In memory of her Father - Lt Col F F “Skinny”
Laugher OBE MC
Mr
B
Candy
Maj
FJ
Cann
Mr
FA
Capp
Mr
DT
Card
Mr
T
Card
Mr
GP
Cardigan
Mr
J
Carlton
Mr
TR
Carman
Mr
P
Carpenter
Mr
HR
Carter
Cartmell Family
Mr
DJ
Castle
Brig
JD
Cavanagh DSO
Sir
John
Cave Bt DL
Mr
G
Cayser
Mr
JB
Cerroti
Col
O J H Chamberlain QVRM TD DL
Mr
B
Chapman
Mr
KJ
Chivers
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In memory of his father WO2 E J Chivers 5th Dorsets
Mr
IA
Christopher
Mr
M
Choules
Mr
EJ
Chubb
Mr
AP
Clark
Mr
BR
Clarke
Capt
T J C Clayden
Mr
RC
Cleave
Capt The Rt Hon The Lord
TH
Clifford DL
In memory of family members who served in the Army:
Col Henry Hugh Clifford Devons, 13th Lord Clifford;
Lt F W J Galton Devons KIA at Vimy Ridge 23/4/17
Maj Gen The Hon Sir Henry Clifford VC KCMG CB
Mr
TJ
Clifford
Mr
F R J Clift
The Rt Hon The Lord
G N M F-T Clinton DL
Mr
A
Cloke
Col
RJ
Coate
Lt Col
J
Cobb MBE
Mr
TM
Coker
Mr
CA
Coleman
Ms
MN
Coleman and Family
In memory of their late father Norman Peter Coleman
Legion d’Honneur who served in the 1st Bn Dorset Regt
1939-45 and who landed on Gold Beach on 6th June 1944
Mr
K J T Coles
Capt
R A F Coles
Mr
WJ
Coley
Lt Col
NA
Collett
In memory of Maj Gen C T Shortis CB CBE
Mr
K
Collins
Mr
RJ
Collins BEM
Mr
K
Compton
Mr
A
Cook
Mr
AR
Coombes MBE
Mr
K
Cooper
Lt Col
CE
Cooper
Mr
G S G Cope
Mr
AD
Cormack
Maj
J
Costello
Mr
M A J Costello
Mr
FW
Cottam MBE
Mr
N
Couldwell
Lt Col
T
Courtenay OBE DL
Mr
AC
Courtis
WO1
A
Cox BEM
Mr
B
Crane
Mr
KM
Crawford
Mr
PG
Creech
Mr
M
Cross
Mrs
P
Cross
Mr
WE
Crout
Maj
IJ
Curl
Mr
GR
Curtis
In memory of his two uncles, one who fought in WW1 and
the other who served in the Dorsets 1957-59.
D
Mr
S C O Davidson-Houston
Mr
M
Davies
(Dava) 1 D and D, SF
Mr
W M H Davis-Sellick
In memory of Ken Rendall 1st Dorsets
Mr
TA
Day
Mr
GA
Deans
Lt Gen Sir Cedric Delves KBE DSO

Mr
G
Dicker
In Memoriam
Lord
E H K Digby
Mr
D
Diggle
Mr
PS
Diment
In memory of all Normandy Veterans
Mr
D
Dixon
Mr
DJ
Dixon
Mr
KM
Dixon
Mr
A
Dodd
Mrs
MR
Douch
In memory of her father Reginald Wilson, Dorsets;
a Normandy Veteran
Mr
J Q C Downey
Mr
BR
Duff
Maj Gen B H
Dutton CB CBE
Mr
R
Dyer
Mr
R
Dymond
Mr
I
Dymott
E
Mr
Mr
Mr
Lt Col
Maj
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Sir
Mr

RF
P
A
AJB
JAB
M
P
PD
MJ
G
M
DJ
John
C

Eberlie
Edmonds
Edwards
Edwards
Edwards
Elford
Ellis
Ellis
Elstone
Elwood
Embury
Evans
Evans QPM DL
Ewart

F
Lt Col
JJ
Falkner
Mrs
A
Falcus
In memory of her father CSgt Albert Olde BEM
who served in 1 D and D 1961-83 and 4 D and D 1987-99
Mr
R
Farley
Mrs
JA
Farnaby
In memory of Sgt T H Britton MM, Devons
Mr
D
Farrant
Lt Col
MC
Fausset
Maj
KJ
Finnamore
Mr
D
Fitzgerald
Mr
K
Fitzgerald
Mr
JA
Ford
Maj
MH
Forde
Mr
D
Forsyth
Mr
GJ
Foster
Mr
R
Foster
Mr
SD
Foster
Mr
J
Foot
Mr
DJ
French
Mr
MS
Friend
Mrs
K
Fuller
G
Mr
MJ
Gale
In memory of David Gale, Dorsets 1939-45
Mr
GK
Galpin
Mr
P
Gardener
Mr
BA
Gay
Maj
JD
Gaye
Mr
RM
George
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Mr
AW
Georgi
Maj
R A D Gibb
Lt Col
MC
Gidlow-Jackson MBE
Mr
RW
Gilbert
Mr
GJ
Gill
Capt
CC
Gillespie QGM*
Mr
GC
Gilley
Mr
JP
Gliddon
In memory of his Grandfather Herman Alfred Pike 20652
A Company 6th Battalion Dorsetshire Regiment
Mr
E
Goldup
Lt Col
J E K Goodbody MBE
Prof
J
Goodwin
Mr
A
Gorman
Mr
C
Gosney
Mr
R
Goss
Mr
RC
Gould
Mr
EW
Green
Capt
M
Griffiths MBE
Mr
W M Grummitt
Mr
R
Gudge
Mr
S
Gudge
Mr
A I C Guest
Capt
WS
Gueterbock
Mr
C
Guppy
FM
The Lord
Guthrie of Craigiebank GCB LVO OBE DL
In memory of Col Percy Worrall CBE DSO MC, Devons
H
Mr
W
Haigh
Maj
TR
Hale
Revd
GH
Hall
Col
TW
Hambrook CBE
Mr
E
Hamley
Mr
A
Hamlin
Mr
PA
Hancock
Mr
GC
Hanford
Mr
DE
Hanney
Mr
RJ
Harding
Mr
I
Harman
Mr
E G F Harris
Mr
PA
Harris
Lt Col
DJ
Harrison OBE
Mr
D
Hart
Mr
DR
Hart
Mr
JR
Hart
Mr
RC
Hart
Mr
WF
Hart
Mr
RB
Hastings
Mr
PJ
Hawkins
Mr
KT
Hay MBE
Mr
CR
Healy
Mr
M
Heaver
Mr
A
Hemming
Mr
EA
Hemming
Mr
CP
Hendrick
Mr
G
Hendrick
Mr
AF
Henham
Mr
M
Henstridge
Mr
RB
Hewitt
Col
JM
Hewitt OBE
Mr
R
Hibbs
Mr & Mrs A
Hichens
In memory of Mr Clifford Alfred Coleman
Mr
KA
Hicks
In memory of his father Sgt Arthur Hicks, Devons 1911 - 1933
Capt
J C F Hill
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Mr
AK
Hincke
Mr
D
Hingle
In memory of his uncle Sgt A V Mockridge MM, 1st & 5th
Dorsets
Mr
FE
Hinton
Capt
F
Hodgson
Maj
JE
Hollingshead OAM CD
Mr
R
Hollins
Mr
RC
Hollins
Lt Col
NR
Holmes MBE
Mr
MJ
Hope
Mr
ST
Horrox
Mr
DW
Houghton
Mr
J
House
Col
TW
House
Dr
JK
Houston
Mr
PD
Howard
Ms
R
Howell DL
Mr
L
Hughes
Mr
P
Hull
Mr
JA
Humby
Mr
M
Humphris
Capt
JA
Hurst
Mr
S
Hussey
Mr
C
Hutchings
Mr
S
Hutton
Rev Canon P R
Huxham
I
Mr
Capt
Maj

R
Ingram
K M L Ireland
J
Ives

J
Capt
TJ
Jackson
Mr
B
James
Maj
HL
James
Mr
L
James
Mr
R
James
Capt
MH
Jarrett
Mr
WJ
Jarvis
Mr
CM
Jary
Maj Gen A S
Jeapes CB OBE MC
In memory of Maj Gen C T Shortis CB CBE, Dorset Regiment
and Colonel of the Devonshire and Dorset Regiment
Lt Col
G
Jefferies
Mr
DJ
Jeffery
Mr
CR
Jelfs
Maj
H
Jellard MBE
Maj
HP
Jellard
Mr
L
Jelley
Lt Col
R J E Jenkins
Capt
P G R Jenks
In memory of his great uncle Sgt Sid Cobley, 1st Devons,
who died of wounds on 6/11/1914
Maj
MD
Jerrard RAMC - formerly D and D
In memory of his late uncle Harry Squibb, Devons
Mr
M
Jewers
Lt Col
RA
Joicey
Mr
A W G Jones
Mr
B
Jones
Mr
MA
Jones
Mrs
S
Jones CBE JP DL
Mr & Mrs A
Jordan
Mr
EL
Jordan
Mrs
E S C Jordan
Col
NB
Josling OBE
Mr
P
Judson
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K
Mr
SJ
Mr
Q
Mr
WC
Mr
MJD
Mr
WHJ
Mr
R
Mr
R
Mr
EJ
Mr
F
Mr
I
Mr
DG
In memoriam
Mr
B
Mr
DG
Mr
M
Lt Col
MP
Col
PD
Mr
WF
Mr
MW
Maj
JR
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Keane
Kear
Keate
Keatinge
Keith
Kellaway
Kelsay
Kemp
Kent
Kerr
Kersey
King
King
King
King MBE
King-Fretts
Kinnett
Kinney
Knights

L
Mr
P
Laing
Mr
CW
Lane
Lt Col
SJ
Langdon
Mr
R
Laugher
In memory of his Father - Lt Col F F “Skinny” Laugher
OBE MC
Mr & Mrs J R
Laurence
Lt Col
AG
Laurie-Chiswell MBE
Mrs
B E A Laurie-Chiswell
Mrs
J
Lawson
Mr
D
Lee
Mr
T
Lee
Lt Col
PF
Legg MC
Mr
WC
Legg
Mr
RH
Lidgley
Mr
RJ
Liggins
Mr
G
Light
Mr
AJ
Lillicrap
Mr
RP
Lillicrap
Maj
JC
Lillies TD
Mr
A
Lister
Mr
E
Locke
Mr
L
Loid
Mr
J
Loid
Lt Col
DP
Lovejoy MBE
Miss
ME
Lovett
In memory of her uncle Col R Maxwell-Hyslop, WIA while
serving with The Dorset Regt in WW1
Mr
C
Loveys
Mr
R R M Lytle
M
Maj
NP
Magrane
In memory of All Ranks 2nd Bn Dorset Regt who died at
Kohima
Mr
P
Mahoney
Mr
LW
Mann
Mrs
HR
Manning
In memory of Dennis Manning, 1st Devons
Mr
N
Marden
Mr
D
Marsh
Mr
K
Marshall
Mr
KR
Marshall
Mr
R
Martin

Mr
G
Martin
Mr
BA
Mason
Lt Col
D
Maxwell-Batten
Mr
NA
Maxwell-Lawford OBE DL
Maj
ML
Maynard
Mr
J
McAndrew
Maj
PJ
McCarthy
Mr
TJ
McCarthy
Mr
AJ
Mcfadyen
In memory of his father Mr John Keith Mcfadyen
of the Devon and Dorsets
Maj
A C S McFarlane
Mr
GF
Mears
Lt Col
PR
Mehrlich
Maj
J
Mellin
In memory of Sgt T Cox, late Devons & D and D
Lt Col
IT
Mereweather
Mr
D
Metcalfe
In Memory of his father, Col Charles Metcalfe OBE MC
Mr
D
Mills
Mr
E
Mills
Col
G
Mills
Mr
KR
Mills
Mr
P L J Mills
Lt Col
A K G Millsop
In memory of his grandfather MA Byway and
great grandfather M T Byway who served with the Devonshire
Regiment during the World Wars
Mr
C
Mitchell
Lt Col
J
Mitchell BEM
Capt
JK
Mollison
Mr
RE
Morris
Mr
MA
Morton
Mr
PT
Moule
Mr
M
Moyse
Mr
T
Mulkern
Mr
JE
Munn
Mr
M
Murphy
Maj
JO
Murray
Mrs
A
Myerscough
N
Mr
F
Nankivell
Mr
PK
Nash
Mr
RK
Newbolt-Young
In memory of his uncle Lt Roddy Young, Devons, KIA in India
10 June 1944
Mr
B
Nicholas
Lt Col
GS
Nicholls
Mr
KR
Noble
In memory of Sjt Frederick Noble, A Coy, 1st Dorsets, 231 Bde
Maj
A K J Norman-Walker MBE
Mr
JD
Norton
Mr
D
Nott
Mr
DPAG Nott
Mr
KE
Nott
O
Mr
Mr
Lt Col
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

MJ
R
RHD
K
M
M
M

O’Dwyer
Ollier
O’Neil Roe
Osborn
Osborn
Osgood
O’Shea

P
Mr

DC

Packer
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Maj
N F A Page-Turner DL
Mrs
S
Palmer
Mr
D R D Pannett
In memory of his father, Major M R D Pannett, who served
with 1st Devons in WW1 & WW2
Maj
CL
Pape MBE DL
Mr
C
Parker
Mr
W
Partridge
Mr
M
Passmore
Mr
C
Paynter
Mr
A
Peacock
Mr
W
Pearson
Mr
RH
Penney
Capt
CM
Peplow
Mrs
M
Perriss
In memory of her cousin, Keith Hicks, Dorset Regt
Mr & Mrs J
Perry
In memory of Mr Perry’s relatives who served in the Dorset
Regt: Sgt Earnest Dufall (WW1); Pte Eddy Dufall (WW1);
Pte Fred Dufall (WW1); Sgt Fred Dufall (WW2)
Mr
P
Peters
Mr
RD
Peters
Mr
W G Peters
Mr
M
Petfield
Mr
HA
Philbert
Mr
K
Pickard
Mr
AG
Pickford
Mr
CR
Pidgeon
Mr
A
Pike
Mr
M
Pike
In memory of LCpl Reg Horlock D and D who died while
serving in Cyprus on 19 May 1959
Mr
TA
Piper
Mr
E
Pitman
Mrs
G
Pitman
In memory of E M R (Mike) Pitman, 1st Dorsets & 1 D and D
Mr
T
Pitman
Capt
J C D Plumstead
Mr
DA
Polkey
Mr
K
Polley
Mr
A
Pook
Lt Col
RJ
Pook
Sgt
P
Poole-Reeves
Mr
J J R Pope
Mr
B
Potter
Mr
W D Poulton
Mr
W
Pratton
Mr
MJ
Price
Mr
RC
Price
Maj
T
Price MBE
Mrs
J
Price-Gough
In memory of her father WO2 C R Pitcher, 2nd Dorsets
1945-47
Mr
MJ
Pugh
Mr
S
Pullen
Q
Mrs
Mr
R
Mr
Mr
Brig
Maj
Mr
Mr
Mr
Col

M
FC

Quaintance
Quick

RP
JD
JP
WAJ
DN
PN
RJ
JD

Radford
Rae
Randle OBE MC
Randle
Read
Read
Reade
Reason OBE
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Mr
S
Redfern
Mr
RH
Redman
Mr
R
Reece
Mr
B
Reed
Maj
R A F Reep
Mr
R
Rees
Col
JJ
Reid
Capt
MD
Reynolds
Mr
DE
Richards
Mr
J
Richards
Mr
CG
Richardson
Lt Col
MF
Richardson OBE
Mr
D
Riggs
Mr
R H T Riglar
Mr
D
Rimell
Mr
DA
Rixon
Lt Col
DR
Roberts BEM
2Lt
PG
Roberts
In memory of Pte Willsher and LCpl O’Flynn, 11 Pl, D Coy,
1st Devons, who died in Kenya in 1954 during the Mau Mau
campaign
Mr
R
Roberts
Mr
S
Roberts
Mr
M
Robertson
Brig
CT
Rogers OBE
In memory of his father Maj John Rogers MC, 12th Devons
Mr
E
Rogers
Mr
MP
Ross
Mr
N
Ross
In memory of his grandfather Col P T Willcocks MBE MC,
CO 1 D and D 1960-62
Mrs
P
Ross
In memory of Colonel Peter Tooley Willcocks MBE MC
from his family - Tiski, Ian, Alastair, Neil, Nicola, Angelika
and Mina
The Hon J
Rous DL
Col
AD
Rouse MBE
Mr
C
Rowe
Mr
M
Rowland
Mr
PG
Rush
Mr
FL
Russell
Lt Col
MS
Russell
Mr
TA
Ryan
S
Dr
NS
Salisbury
Mr
PW
Sanders
Mr
AF
Sandor
Mr
EG
Sansom
Mr
J C R Scott
Mrs
CM
Searle
In memory of Mr Pat Stainer
Mr
R
Seaward
Mr
BJ
Selby
Mr
JR
Sellick
Mr
W M Sellick
Mrs
J
Setterington
In memory of Brian McKinley
Lt Col
W M Sharpe MBE
Maj
GM
Shave
Brig
D C N Shaw CBE
Mr
A
Shears
Mr
C
Shepherd
Mr
GW
Sheppard
Mr
T
Short
Maj Gen C T
Shortis CB CBE
Mr
K
Shortis
In memory of his brother, Maj Gen Colin Shortis
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Mr
GH
Skelton
Mr
DP
Skinner
Mr
F
Slade
Mr
BS
Smale
Mr
VG
Small
In memory of Victor Percival Small 2/4 Dorsets during WW1
Mr
WR
Smallwood
Mr
H
Smith
Sgt
W H Smith
In Memoriam
Mr
B
Sparkes
Maj
JN
Speakman MBE TD
In memory of Geoff Eavis, Dorset Regiment
Mr
G A E Spiller BEM
Mr
RN
Spink
Mr
D
Squires
Mr
K
Squires
Mr
WC
Stacey
Mr
E W G Stainer
In memoriam
Mr
RE
Stamp TD JP
Maj
AM
Startin
Mr
BT
Stawt
Mr
RM
Steer
Lt Col
D M M Steevenson MBE
Mr
AR
Stenner
Maj
RC
Steptoe MBE
Col
RP
Steptoe
Mr
PE
Stewart
Mr
R
Stokes
Mr
PG
Stone
Lt Gen
A J S Storrie CB CBE
Sir
Harry Studholme Bt DL
In memory of 2Lt P W F Studholme, Devons, KIA Oct 1917
and 2Lt F W Gray, Dorset Yeomanry, KIA Aug 1915
Mr
R
Symes
Mr
KA
Symons
T
Maj
HM
Tarbuck MBE
Mr
A
Taylor
Mrs
A
Taylor
Mr
H J H Taylor
Mr
S
Taylor
His Honour Judge William Taylor
In memory of his school Cadet Force RSM - a Devon
Col
DG
Thomas
Mr
GW
Thomas
Lt Col
AW
Thornburn OBE MSc
Mr
DW
Titheridge
Mr
M
Titheridge
Mr
AW
Tizzard
Mr
S
Todd
Mr
HA
Tomalin
Mr
PN
Tomlinson
Mr
LJ
Tooley
Brig
R H D Toomey CBE
Mr
FE
Toulcher
Mr
RH
Trafford
Lt Col
AJ
Trevis
Mr
AJ
Triggs BEM
Maj
PE
Turney
V
Mr

P

Venning

W
Mr
M W Wadham
Mr
IR
Wall
Revd
NJ
Wall MBE
Mr
N R D Wallace
Mrs
CI
Walters
Mr
R
Warburton
In memory of his father Stan W Warburton 4th Dorsets
Mr
D
Ward
Mr
WJ
Ward
Mr
DJ
Waters
Gen Sir
John
Waters GCB CBE DL
Mr
PD
Watkins
Mrs
B
Watson
In memory of Cpl Stephen Taverner, KIA in Northern Ireland
5/11/83
Brig
JF
Watson MBE
Mr
T
Webb
In memory of his father - a Dorset and Chelsea Pensioner
Maj
SM
Weber
Mr
G
Went
Mr
R
Went
Mr
LD
West
Mr
M
Westland
Mr
G
Wetherall
Mr
SJ
Wheadon
Mr
D
Wheeler
Mrs
A
White
Mr
V
Whitrow
Mr
J
Wibberley
Mr
G R E Wicks
In memory of his father
Mr
WJ
Wigley
Mr
R
Wilds
Mr
D J W Willcock
Mrs
P
Willey
In memory of her late husband WO2 Willey, 1 & 4 D and D
Mr
CA
Williams
Mrs
J
Williams
In memory of her father Col Charles Metcalfe OBE MC
Maj
MC
Wills
Gen Sir
John
Wilsey GCB CBE DL
Mr
S
Winder
Maj
PH
Wood
Mr
AM
Woodgate
Maj
RV
Woodiwiss
Revd Canon E J
Woods DL
Capt
GJ
Woolner
Mr
G
Wright
Mr
J
Wright
Mr
JW
Wright
Y
Mr
L
Yeo
Mr
WE
Yeo
Mr
D
Yound
Brig
SD
Young CBE DL
In memory of: His father Brigadier GR Young OBE, CO, 1st
Bn The Devonshire Regiment and CO, 1st Bn The Devonshire
and Dorset Regiment; His uncle Colonel D A D Young, The
Devonshire Regiment; His grandfather Brigadier General E
D Young CB CMG, The Devonshire Regiment and his great
grandfather Major General E D Newbolt, The Dorsetshire
Regiment.

